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Online social networks (OSNs) have become the most popular Internet application that 
attracts billions of users to share information, disseminate opinions and interact with 
others in the online society. The unprecedented growing popularity of OSNs naturally 
makes using social network services as a pervasive phenomenon in our daily life. The 
majority of OSNs service providers adopts a centralised architecture because of its 
management simplicity and content controllability. However, the centralised architecture 
for large-scale OSNs applications incurs costly deployment of computing infrastructures 
and suffers performance bottleneck. Moreover, the centralised architecture has two major 
shortcomings: the single point failure problem and the lack of privacy, which challenges 
the uninterrupted service provision and raises serious privacy concerns. 
This thesis proposes a decentralised approach based on peer-to-peer (P2P) networks as 
an alternative to the traditional centralised architecture. Firstly, a self-organised 
architecture with self-sustaining social network adaptation has been designed to support 
decentralised topology maintenance. This self-organised architecture exhibits small-
world characteristics with short average path length and large average clustering 
coefficient to support efficient information exchange. Based on this self-organised 
architecture, a novel decentralised service discovery model has been developed to achieve 
a semantic-aware and interest-aware query routing in the P2P social network. The 
proposed model encompasses a service matchmaking module to capture the hidden 
semantic information for query-service matching and a homophily-based query 
processing module to characterise user’s common social status and interests for 
personalised query routing. Furthermore, in order to optimise the efficiency of service 
discovery, a swarm intelligence inspired algorithm has been designed to reduce the query 
routing overhead. This algorithm employs an adaptive forwarding strategy that can adapt 
to various social network structures and achieves promising search performance with low 
redundant query overhead in dynamic environments. Finally, a configurable software 
simulator is implemented to simulate complex networks and to evaluate the proposed 
service discovery model. Extensive experiments have been conducted through 
simulations, and the obtained results have demonstrated the efficiency and effectiveness 
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The drastic development of the Internet from its original communication purpose and 
content provision to a collective user-created intelligent data platform has availed 
provisions and supplements for increased and intensive computing and storage 
applications, which has facilitated users with constant access and engagement to 
computation resources. Online social networks (OSNs) connect millions of Internet users 
and have played a principal role in changing the world into a new era of globalisation, i.e. 
by making the way for online society. OSNs websites, such as Facebook, Twitter, Google 
Plus, Myspace and Flickr have become immensely popular online applications for people 
to communicate information, share moments and distribute ideas. As of 2016, the number 
of social network users reached 2.3 billion, which represents 68.3 percent of Internet users, 
and these figures are expected to increase in the future years [1].  Most OSNs sites provide 
free storage provisions for users to share their social content. The data warehouse of 
Facebook, the largest social website,  reported a storage of around 300 PB of Hive data 
using a cloud system, with an incoming daily rate of about 600 TB user-generated content 
[2]. In simple words, social networks are generating the data at a rate and volume that any 
IT-centric organisations have never faced before.  
To add to this challenge, the generated data are extremely heterogeneous and produced 
in various formats, including plain text, tags, image, video and geographic location etc. 
Moreover, the widespread diffusion of smart mobile devices such as smart phones, 
personal digital assistant (PDA), tablets are boosting the pervasive use of OSNs services 




of OSNs applications. Owing to the affordability of the mobile devices and the growing 
number of daily users staying connected, OSNs are witnessing increased amounts of data 
from these hand-held devices. Clearly, OSNs are dealing with data in the range of Big 
Data which urges the development of novel computing models and new types of 
architecture in order to manage the sheer volume of data as well as the user’s mobility.  
1.1 Background and Motivations 
The majority of the mainstream OSNs is designed in a logically centralised architecture 
and uses the traditional client-server model due to its design simplicity and controllability. 
In the centralised architecture, social network users communicate through a central entity 
that provides the necessary services and resources for computation, storage and 
communication. The main advantages of this architecture include higher availability of 
user profiles, ease of global data management and the higher efficiency of establishing 
online interconnectivity among users. However, centralised social networking 
applications incur costly deployments of computing infrastructures in order to provide 
the uninterrupted and acceptable range of services to millions of users. Cloud computing 
is an effective platform for enabling ubiquitous, on-demand access to a shared pool of 
configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released with 
minimal management effort [3]. After nearly a decade of the development phase, cloud 
computing is maturing and effectively addressing the requirement of big data analytics 
challenges. Therefore, OSNs service providers host their applications on cloud platforms 
to effectively exploit the scalable computing and storage services to process their data. 
Though cloud computing has managed to reduce the underlying infrastructure costs by 
facilitating the OSNs service providers with the provisions of on-demand rapid scaling of 
computing resources upon necessary, it still incurs significant costs to support millions of 
user requests in a centralised fashion. The centralised architecture also suffers two long-
recognised shortcomings such as the lack of privacy and the single point of failure.  
1.1.1 Privacy Issue 
Centralised OSNs provide the platform for varied social interactions and facilitate the 
sharing of information with friends using cloud-based databases under the control of a 
single authority, namely the social networking service provider. In this sense, all personal 




control over their private data. It is obvious that users often want to restrict the access 
privileges to their personal information for third parties. However, as per the terms and 
conditions of using OSNs services, users must waive ownership of their sensitive 
information and shared resources to the service providers. For example, Facebook, the 
most popular OSNs website, allows user to maintain ownership of their data, but its terms 
of service state that users should grant Facebook  “a non-exclusive, transferable, sub-
licensable, royalty-free, worldwide license to use any IP content that you post on or in 
connection with Facebook” [4]. Such a kind of agreement is common with most of the 
centralised OSNs websites. OSNs providers store extensive amounts of user-created data 
and often claim full ownership all the data that include identity, personal photos and 
videos, social relationships and contact information and even private messages to friends 
etc. In addition, user’s browsing history, social behaviours and daily activities are also 
recorded. Nowadays, with increasing popularity of big data analytics, the social network 
data are highly valuable to many stakeholders such as advertisement marketers, 
governments, researchers and data analytics companies [5-7]. Although the data may be 
anonymised by removing user’s identities prior to transferring data for third-parties, it has 
been reported [8-10] that some techniques can be used to re-identify user’ sensitive 
attributes. OSNs providers reserve the right of how to use the collected user data at their 
own discretion to generate revenue through data mining or targeted advertisement [11]. 
The unspecified use of user’s sensitive data may violate the trust that users attribute to 
these providers [12]. 
This situation introduces a long-recognised dilemma between privacy advocates and 
OSNs service providers. On the one hand, users desire an integrative social networking 
service that can provide rich social information with easy access and little management 
of a large amount of personal data. However, this requires personal information to be 
stored in service provider’s cloud infrastructures for centralised management. On the 
other hand, in order to maintain such a large-scale infrastructure and to improve the 
Quality of Service (QoS), service providers rely on the utilisation of the treasurable social 
data to generate revenue through targeted advertising or through other profitable means. 
Therefore, this privacy predicament has motivated researchers to re-examine the 
centralised OSNs for the purpose of developing decentralised alternatives [13] that can 




1.1.2 Single Point of Failure Problem 
Apart from the privacy issue faced by current OSNs, their vulnerability to the single point 
of failure is another prominent disadvantage of the centralised architecture. The single 
point of failure problem refers to that if a part of a system fails, it will stop the entire 
system from functioning properly. When a centrally controlled server is under the 
distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks or in a malfunctioned state, the social 
networking services are usually completely affected. Such events have been widely 
reported to display the vulnerability of centralised OSNs [14-17]. 
Additionally, all user data stored in the centralised repository may also face the high risk 
of being compromised. Any vulnerability in the system could be exploited by a malicious 
hacker to obtain access to all the user’s data at once. It is worthy of note that hackers 
claimed to have breached hundreds of millions of Apple accounts and threatened to 
remotely erase user’s account [18]. At Yahoo, 1 billion user accounts were compromised 
by hackers in the year 2013 and 2014 [19]. In the year 2012, LinkedIn has been the victim 
of an unauthorised access which led to the disclosure of 117 million emails and passwords 
and the leaked information had been posted online later in the year 2016 [20]. There are 
numerous other major data breach events [21-24] on OSNs such as Facebook, Google, 
Twitter and Myspace. Due to the centralised architecture of current OSNs, where all the 
data are stored by a service provider, such threats usually have a critical impact on the 
privacy issue since a single successful attack can breach millions of user’s information at 
once. Moreover, with the increasing amounts of user data being accumulated, the OSNs 
have become huge risk-takers to be targeted by malicious hackers. Such issues necessitate 
the need for new research on novel decentralised infrastructures to overcome the 
shortcomings of centralised approach such as the single point of failure problem and data 
breaches of private user information.  
1.1.3 Decentralised Architecture 
The architecture of decentralised OSNs (DOSNs) is generally created through the 
participation of a set of autonomous OSNs users collaborating with each other without a 
centralised repository. Social data are stored in the local devices and controlled by the 
end users instead of the OSNs providers. In this way, the huge amount of social data will 




monolithic system. Therefore, DOSNs can alleviate the privacy issues, as well as provide 
adequate flexibility and capability to deal with big data problems.  
P2P networks [13, 25-29] have been proposed to support the decentralised architecture of 
OSNs in existing research works. The similarity between P2P networks and social 
networks, in such a way that peers can be considered as Internet users and connections 
reflect social relationships, leads us to believe the principles of P2P networks can suit and 
scale-well for the design of DOSNs. The traditional centralised architecture resembles a 
monolithic top-down structure, but the bottom-to-top structure of the P2P networks 
resembles a real-life social graph, thus provides people with more control over the 
contents they share. Moreover, it possesses many favourable topological features such as 
self-organisation, strong adaptability and fine scalability for large-scale networking 
applications. Furthermore, P2P networks can gather and harness tremendous computation 
and storage across the Internet. Advances in P2P technologies, smart devices, vehicles, 
and other objects embedded with sensing, computing and communication capabilities can 
participate in the OSNs with a dual role of computational processing as well as the content 
provision.  
In summary, the service providers of centralised OSNs are potentially capable of 
exploiting the user’s data at their own discretion that can violate user’s privacy. 
Additionally, as the single point of failure problem is a major setback for the centralised 
architectures, which opens the gate for malicious hackers. Moreover, the increasing 
amounts of user requests and social data creates more vulnerability for the centralised 
architecture towards performance bottleneck is a critical problem in real-time systems 
directly affecting smooth continuation and acceptable performance. Research into the 
mechanisms of DOSNs based on P2P networks, which is still at an early stage, has 
identified many problems and challenges yet to be solved [28, 29]. These issues have 
provided the momentum to the development of open and effective alternatives.  
1.2 Research Problems 
This thesis examines three major research problems that arise in the process of designing 
the service discovery model for DOSNs. 





2. How to support efficient information dissemination and service discovery in the 
designed system? 
3. How to balance the trade-off between search performance and network cost 
during service discovery? 
 
This research defines and characterises a general architecture design for DOSNs in a P2P 
network. The social network system is fully decentralised and the participants can choose 
the users to connect to and can form a self-organised social network. This design is named 
as Self-organised Decentralised Online Social Network (SDOSN). The users are 
organised in a social overlay network, where the connection between users are formed 
and maintained locally without a centralised control. Inexpensive network adaption 
algorithms are proposed to bootstrap social network and to handle network dynamisms.  
Additionally, users store data locally and have full control over their shared data within 
the social network. The information dissemination and service discovery between users 
are realised through query messages. In the proposed model, users can issue different 
types of query messages to adapt their connections, to update personal data and to conduct 
service discovery. During the service discovery process, the network topology and the 
location of data are unknown. The communication is only enabled between users when 
there is a connection in the social overlay network. In order to process query messages 
over a decentralised network, users utilise a very limited local knowledge to forward 
query messages to suitable neighbours (i.e. directly connected users), then onto 
neighbours of neighbours. In this way, the query messages are disseminated in widely 
after each forwarding between neighbours until successful discovery or time out. 
The dissemination of query messages may become prohibitively expensive in the 
decentralised network, which may impose challenges whilst balancing the trade-off 
between search performance and network cost. This problem triggered the research on a 
swarm intelligence algorithm that has the scope for deploying an adaptive forwarding 
degree to facilitate service discovery. 
1.3 Aim and Objectives 
The aim of this thesis is to design a novel self-organised architecture and adaptive 




which can enable equal participation, social collaboration and censorship resistance for 
information sharing and discovery without centralised control. 
This aim is fulfilled by completing the following objectives:  
 Conduct detailed research review and critical analysis on state-of-the-art methods 
on the areas of P2P architecture design, decentralised social systems and service 
discovery mechanisms. 
 Design a self-organised architecture using P2P technologies and social network 
theories, which should provide self-sustaining mechanisms to maintain the 
network structure and support social communication without a dedicated central 
server. 
 Develop a socially aware search approach to utilise social network knowledge for 
effective query routing and service discovery in dynamic environments. 
 Evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed model by comparing its 
performance against the state-of-the-art methods through simulations. 
1.4 Potential Contributions  
The primary contribution of this thesis is a self-organised architecture that provides 
adaptive topology and efficient service discovery in decentralised social networks. This 
is accomplished by incorporating the below novel capabilities for decentralised social 
networks: 
 A self-organised architecture for decentralised online social networks with strong 
adaptability and high scalability to support decentralised topology maintenance and 
information exchange. This architecture defines user profile and communication 
mechanisms based on a friend-to-friend approach and provides distributed topology 
adaptation to enable network self-organisation. 
 A homophily-based service discovery approach has been developed to achieve the 
semantic-aware and social-aware search in the social networks. The approach 
encompasses a service matchmaking module to capture the hidden semantic 
information for complex query matching and a homophily-based query processing 





 A novel swarm intelligence inspired algorithm has been proposed to reduce the query 
routing overhead and to improve search efficiency. This algorithm characterises the 
service discovery as the food foraging process of swarms and employs an adaptive 
forwarding strategy that can adapt to various network structures and achieves good 
search performance and low overheads in dynamic environments. 
 A software simulator has been designed and implemented with social network elements, 
configurable routing protocols and evaluation metrics. The efficiency and effectiveness 
of the proposed self-organised architecture, decentralised service discovery and 
adaptive routing algorithm have been systematically simulated and evaluated in 
dynamic complex networks. 
1.5 Organisation of the Thesis  
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows:  
Chapter 2 presents the related works on the techniques that handle topology management 
and social service discovery in OSNs and P2P networks. It also discusses the existing 
state-of-the-art models in decentralised OSNs. Chapter 3 introduces the detailed design 
of the SDOSN in terms of for constructing the social overlay network and to achieve 
distributed topology adaptation. The correctness and effectiveness are evaluated through 
simulations. Chapter 4 describes the details the design of homophily-based service 
discovery model which covers the semantic matchmaking, query routing and social 
knowledge maintenance. The performance of the model has been evaluated and compared 
with other models through simulations. Chapter 5 details the implementation of is the 
swarm intelligence inspired algorithm called olfactory sensitive search to conduct an 
adaptive forwarding in the dynamic environment. The conclusion of the main results, 






2 STATE OF THE ART 
2.1 Overview 
Despite the tremendous success of OSNs, centrally controlled OSNs have inherent issues 
related to the lack of user privacy and single point of failure. These limitations have 
motivated the research community to shift the computing paradigm from a centralised 
architecture to decentralised alternatives using P2P networks. Advantaged properties, 
such as decentralisation, self-organisation and fault tolerance, make P2P networks 
naturally scalable and attractive for designing large-scale DOSNs applications. The 
philosophy of the P2P design relies on the end-user’s devices that can provide CPU cycles, 
communication and storage capacity in order to self-organise a large-scale social network. 
DOSNs based on P2P networks do not need (or have limited dependency upon) dedicated 
servers or centralised control, which gives users more autonomy without losing control 
over their personal data. The OSNs instances running on each peer is equivalent in 
functionality, so peers can manage social resources locally and act as a dual role of both 
service provider and service requester, rather than being confined as only the role of client 
in centralised OSNs applications. DOSNs can exploit the content resources that are 
available at the end-users and can harness a significant amount of potential computation 
from their devices.  
This chapter presents and classifies the types of socially aware P2P networks with the 
focus on the topology design and service discovery mechanisms. The state-of-the-art 
literature are systematically reviewed to understand the way of exploiting social 
information to facilitate service discovery and the challenges of applying these techniques 
to DOSNs. The related works are summarised with their salient benefits and shortcomings 
to provide the context and basis for the comparison to our proposed approach.  
2.2 P2P Networks  
The P2P networks have been proposed as an alternative computing paradigm to the 
traditional client-server architecture. In a general P2P network, nodes are called peers 




servers or central authority. During last decades, the proliferation of the Internet 
applications and advances in communication technologies have enabled the development 
of a great number of research on decentralised applications powered by P2P technologies.  
Napster [30], Gnutella [31], BitComet [32], eMule [33], KaZaA [34], Skype [35] and 
Tribler [36] were among the most popular applications in file sharing, though some of 
them stopped services due to legal reasons. P2P applications have been estimated to 
collectively account for approximately 43% of Internet traffic [37].  The low cost and 
high availability of computing and storage resources have fostered the recent explosive 
growth of P2P applications. Along with the development of Internet of Things, mobile 
computing and ubiquitous computing, the P2P networks are expected to become even 
more popular. P2P networks have been addressed as the future of computing paradigm 
[38, 39]. 
Table 2.1 The architectures of selected popular P2P applications 
Name Type Protocol Architecture 
Napster  Music sharing Napster Semi-Centralised 
Gnutella File sharing Gnutella Unstructured 
BitComet  File sharing BitTorrent  Structured 
eMule  File sharing  eDonkey2000 Unstructured 
KaZaA  Music sharing FastTrack Super-peer 
Skype VoIP KaZaA-alike Super-peer 
Tribler File sharing BitTorrernt Structured 
 
P2P networks can be broadly classified into structured P2P networks, unstructured P2P 
networks and super-peer based P2P networks in terms of the control over data location 
and network topology management. The architectures of the previously introduced 
popular P2P systems are summarised in Table 2.1. Existing search methods for service 
discovery using these three architectures are reviewed as follows. 
2.2.1 Structured P2P Networks 
The structured P2P networks impose Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) to achieve a 




DHT, each peer maintains a partial information about other peers and is responsible for a 
particular range of data objects. Based on the partial information, the routing procedure 
typically includes visiting several nodes, in order to get closer to the target node with each 
hop. The network is organised into a specific topology, and the DHT ensures that any 
node can efficiently search the network for any data object. Here are some representative 
models that utilise DHT for service discovery in structured P2P networks. 
Chord [40] proposed in 2001, is one of the scalable protocols for data storage and lookups 
in dynamic P2P systems. Chord is implemented based on the consistent hashing 
techniques [41] using the SHA-1 algorithm. Each data and nodes are assigned with a 
unique identifier ranging from 0 to 2 1m  , which is ordered in a Chord ring structure and 
m is the length of the identifier. Each node stores a finger table that points other nodes on 
the circle. In the big-O notation, if the size of the network is N, then each node stores 
 O logN  hashing information about other nodes. The big-O notation is a commonly used 
method of describing how the number of operations required for an algorithm scales as 
the input grows in size. The worst case for data lookup requires  O logN  messages. 
Similar to Chord,  Pastry [42] is among one of the earliest implementations of DHT. 
Instead of organising the identifier in a ring, Pastry utilises the numeric closeness of 
identifier. Node and data object uniquely associate l-bits (typically 128) identifiers, i.e. 
ranging from 0 to 2 1l  . Pastry views identifiers as strings of digits to the base 2b . Routing 
table is made up of l/b rows with 2 1b   entries per row. The complexity of data lookup is 
at the order of  O logN . CAN [43] designs the DHT in a virtual multi-dimensional 
Cartesian coordinate space where identifier space can be viewed as a D-dimensional 
identifier space of Chord or Pastry. The coordinate space is independent of the physical 
location of the nodes and each node possesses a zone (i.e. a section of the DHT) that holds 
the IP address and zone of its neighbours in the coordinate space. Symphony [44] arranges 
all the nodes along a ring structure and connect them with long distance contacts via 
harmonic distributions. Symphony is a variation of DHT that exploits the small-world 
phenomenon to create a constant degree topology. It establishes directional links between 
nodes and uses bi-directional routing to search. Symphony achieves low cost to handle 
the network churn i.e. nodes arrivals and departures. Viceroy [45] presents a constant 
degree routing networks with a logarithmic diameter which approximates a butterfly 




space. The maintenance of node’s arrivals and departures requires only a constant number 
linkage changes in expectation. Kademlia [46] improves the Pastry design using a XOR 
routing metric to compute the distance of node’s identifiers. The XOR metric forms an 
abelian group that is simple to calculate. Each routing iteration comes one bit closer to 
the target. In the worst case, a basic Kademlia network with N nodes only takes  O logN  
steps find a targeting node. 
The DHT-based P2P networks can self-organise the distributed hash structure to conduct 
data lookup. The routing hops determine the speed of lookup algorithm, and the arrival 
and departure of nodes incur maintenance overhead of DHT management. In Table 2.2, 
the columns depict the average for the number of routing hops during a key lookup, the 
number of messages for node’s arrivals and departures, where N is the number of 
participating nodes in the system, b is the identifier length, D is the dimension of CAN, c 
is a constant used in Symphony and Viceroy. It is worthy of note that the big-O notations 
in Table 2.2 are only valid for the original design of each system. 
Table 2.2 Performance comparison of the discussed DHT systems. 
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The structured P2P networks rely on DHTs to organise the network topology and data 
objects of the entire system. The efficiency and self-organising topology for data lookup 
offer great advantages such as fault tolerance, low latency and guaranteed search. 




Firstly, DHT approaches are based on the underlying assumption that the data distribution 
is approximately even among the participating nodes, this is due to the fact that DHT 
approaches use hash functions to map data onto node key space and hash functions 
provide an even distribution of node keys and the corresponding data. If the data are 
concentrated onto a few nodes, the search efficiency becomes low and the system 
becomes less robust to handle query routing. Another drawback of DHT-based 
approaches is that they do not support well for the semantic match, range queries, 
complex queries or other kinds of data lookups. Since the terms and data are mapped onto 
hash space to generate a unique hash code, even semantically closed terms are represented 
in a completely different hash code. Although some approaches [47, 48] present multiple 
keywords match or fuzzy match, the overheads of storage cost and network traffic is high 
and the scalability of these approaches is still poor. Therefore, most structured P2P 
networks only support keyword-based exact match. Last but not least, DHT-based 
systems are very sensitive to the network churn which is the phenomenon of frequent 
node’s arrivals and departures in P2P networks. Network churn can penalise the 
performance of DHT or even break the DHT when a large number of nodes leaves the 
network. Recent studies [49-52] have proposed active recovery mechanisms, reasonable 
timeout settings and neighbour selection strategies to control the impact of churn in DHT-
based systems. However, these proposals do not scale well in large-scaled systems, and 
the cost of maintaining of the DHTs in such a dynamic environment is very expensive. 
2.2.2 Unstructured P2P Networks 
Unlike DHT-based structured P2P networks, unstructured P2P networks do not impose 
such strong restrictions on the network topology. Instead, nodes are connected with others 
in a flat symmetrical topology based on latency, geography or any other distance metrics. 
This loose organisation typically has lower overlay maintenance costs than structured P2P 
networks. Because all nodes in the network play an equivalent role and no structures have 
been globally imposed upon them, unstructured P2P networks are highly robust and 
resistant to high rates of churn and can easily build large-scale networks that allow for 
localised optimisations.  
The first unstructured P2P network of its kind is Gnutella [53] that was one of the most 
popular file sharing applications with a market share of 40.5% as of 2007 [54]. The 




Napster [30] and KaZaA [34]. Nodes in Gnutella network collaborate with each other 
during file discovery and query messages routing. The query routing is carried out in a 
blind fashion that does not utilise any knowledge such as the node’s neighbourhood 
information whilst forwarding query messages. Moreover, Gnutella utilises a flooding 
method to route query messages, that is, forwarding messages blindly to all neighbours 
in each hop. However, the flooding-based routing incurs a significant overhead of 
network traffic and requires a large number of nodes to process any queries. The 
complexity of data looking up is  2O N  or even higher, where N is the total number of 
nodes in the network. The data looking up is not guaranteed in Gnutella, since the lifetime 
of query messages is restricted to a limited number of hops. Many alternative schemes 
have been proposed to address the problems of Gnutella. Instead of flooding a message 
to all neighbours, the k-walker random walk [55] approach forwards the message to k 
randomly selected neighbours, where k is a system-defined parameter. The query message 
terminates when the required object is found or Time-to-Live (TTL) expires. The 
advantage of the k-walker random walk is the reduction in message cost compared to the 
flooding approach of Gnutella. However, this performance may vary depending on the 
network topology due to the randomness in neighbour selection. Modified BFS (Breadth-
First Searches) [56] is a variation imposed in the flooding approach, in which a ratio of 
its neighbour nodes is randomly chosen to forward a query. Although this approach 
reduces the duplicated messages compared to Gnutella, the network traffic overhead is 
still high and it suffers notable performance variations due to the randomness. Iterative 
depending [57] uses various depth of breadth-first searches with successively larger TTLs 
until the query is resolved. This approach has lower search cost compared to Gnutella, 
but may result in larger amounts of query messages for some queries especially those 
requesting rare resources.  
The Gnutella-like unstructured P2P systems do not maintain explicit knowledge about 
the location of data objects in the distributed system. Therefore, to search for a data object, 
these systems require as many participating nodes as necessary. If a node needs to forward 
a query message, it utilises flooding or controlled flooding to forward this message to 
other nodes until a predefined TTL is exceeded. In addition, the messages grow 
exponentially in relation to the number of connections, which saturates the nodes having 




small part of the network and are often dropped before successfully locating the target 
information. Therefore, the blind search methods are unreliable, and the success of 
queries is not always guaranteed in a predefined TTL range. 
2.2.3 Super-peer based P2P Networks 
Pure unstructured and structured P2P systems tend to be inefficient [58, 59] since the data 
objects are distributed across the network, and the data lookup often results in large 
latency. In addition, the performance and capability of nodes are limited, which can create 
bottlenecks and limits the scale of the network. The super-peer based P2P networks 
address these issues by creating a hierarchical architecture that embeds centralised servers 
in the pure P2P networks. These centralised servers are often equipped with more 
computational resources such as CPU, memory and bandwidth, and the act as super-peers 
to manage the leaf peers in a centralised manner, therefore, the workload of the whole 
system is split across multiple super-peers. The routing communication is enabled for 
super-peers only. The data lookup is conducted using an index structure in a super-peer 
to find the location of the data among the leaf peers. Because each super-peer manages a 
group of leaf peers and handles the distributed workload of queries, the super-peer-based 
architecture has the advantages of load balancing and robustness [60]. This architecture 
has been adopted for both the unstructured P2P networks [61-63] and the structured P2P 
networks [64-67]. Additionally, the widely used instant messaging application Skype [35] 
also uses the super-peer based P2P network to provide efficient online text message and 
video chat services. Other P2P applications adopting such a similar super-peer 
architecture for file sharing include Emule [33],  KaZaA [68] and Spotify [69].  
There are a variety of super-peer based architectures that are designed to achieve a 
balanced trade-off between the centralised architecture and the pure P2P architecture. 
This super-peer based architecture has better search performance than both the pure 
unstructured and structured P2P networks, but still have a few drawbacks. Firstly, the 
dependence on centralised functionality may cause single points of failure due to 
malicious attacks [70]. If a super-peer fails to function normally, then the resources of 
leaf peers will become unavailable. In addition, the system scalability and search 
performance largely rely on the capability of the centralised super-peers. Therefore, the 





2.3 Knowledge-based Decentralised Service Discovery  
2.3.1 Knowledge Representation 
The knowledge in a decentralised system refers to a partial information of the network 
including connections, neighbour information and historical queries etc., which is stored 
in a node’s local space to support the local query matching and query routing. The 
knowledge representation is usually the structure of knowledge and the efficiency of this 
structure is crucial for content indexing, query routing and topology adaptation for 
decentralised service discovery. Researchers have proposed numerous designs [57, 71-
74] of this knowledge structure inside a node to represent and summarise local service 
entities and routing information.  
2.3.1.1 Knowledge Index 
Centralised indexing technology has been used by several semi-centralised systems such 
as Napster [30], PlanetP [75], Minerva [76]. Napster relies on a dedicated knowledge 
entity in the network to store the global indices which are the metadata of contents or 
locations of the participating nodes. Nodes must send query requests to the knowledge 
entity in order to obtain the routing information for the purpose of identifying the location 
of the desired services in the network. PlanetP presents a semantically indexed storage 
layer that combines the global indices and local indices. PlanetP gathers shared content 
information from others via a global diffusion approach in an unstructured P2P network. 
Every node maintains a local index of the global directory. PlanetP is designed for small-
sized P2P systems since the collection of the global knowledge in large-scaled P2P 
systems is infeasible and the overhead of the global diffusion is significantly high 
especially when nodes frequently update their contents. Minerva uses a chord-like DHT 
to partition the semantical information over the network and maintains a global 
knowledge index with other node’s content statistics. Every node keeps track of a list of 
nodes that are responsible for a particular term across the entire network using the DHT. 
However, Minerva suffers the usual limitations of the most DHT-based systems. The 
maintenance of the knowledge is very expensive when nodes frequently leave and join 





Gnutella [77] utilises a local indexing structure that only stores own content of a node. 
Upon receiving a query, a node only evaluates the query against its local index. If there 
is no requested content in the local index, the node then utilises the flooding method to 
forward the query to its neighbours.  In the super-peers architecture [78, 79], a super peer 
maintains a local index of aggregations of leaf peers in a hierarchical fashion, with other 
super peer’s contact information being stored in its local index for query routing.  Each 
leaf peer maintains its local content and handles the query requests assigned by the super 
peer. Then the match results will be sent back to the corresponding super peer. Other 
models such as Routing Indices [80], APS [81], IAPS [82] maintains a distributed 
indexing structure to store the information of neighbours or remote nodes. Routing 
Indices keep track of a goodness score of neighbours under a number of content topics. 
The routing process is carried out based on the goodness score against query terms. APS 
utilises the feedbacks from historical searches to maintain a relative probability of 
successfully matched neighbours. IAPS maintains a distributed index structure that 
records the success score for different file types based on previous searches in the network.  
2.3.1.2 Vector Space Model 
The Vector Space Model (VSM) [83] has been widely used in information retrieval fields 
to represent terms and document in the format of vectors. VSM is based on linear algebra 
that achieves a continuous degree of similarity. In the research of P2P networks, VSM is 
used to extract knowledge from a given node and represents a node’s content as a vector. 
The node vector summarises the content and is used to compute the relevance between 
nodes. VSM has been used in many research works [61, 84-87]. In VSM, the classical 
TF-IDF (term frequency-inverted document frequency) weighting scheme is used to 
extract the keywords with high importance in a document repository. The number of 
dimensions of a node vector is determined by the size of keywords, which easily reach 
the range of millions when considering phases in a large repository. Due to the lack of 
semantic expressiveness and high dimensionality of the vectors, the similarity 
computation is expensive and causes unnecessary delay in a decentralised environment. 
Though there are models such as Latent Semantic Indexing [51][88] using Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) techniques to reduce the number of dimensions of node vectors, 
they are very difficult to construct and maintain in dynamic decentralised networks due 
to the lack of global document information. Moreover, there is no proof or guideline to 




The cosine similarity has been widely used to calculate the distance between two 
document-vectors in the information retrieval fields [89, 90]. However, the cosine 
similarity has some limitations. First of all, it neglects the term’s correlations. In the VSM, 
terms in a document vector are considered as independent features or completely different 
factors. As a result, this term-independent assumption neglects important correlations 
between terms. Secondly, the similarity score can be overly biased by the terms with 
higher weight whereby not giving enough consideration to the common terms. 
2.3.2 Informed Search 
Due to the drawbacks of blind search methods, informed search methods have been 
proposed to reduce the unnecessary duplicated messages during query routing. In these 
methods, nodes store some knowledge to establish shortcuts among nodes, which 
facilitate the query routing by forwarding intelligently according to the knowledge. 
Compared to the blind search methods, the informed search can reduce overhead and 
search latency. However, the improvement in reducing messages is achieved at the cost 
of the maintenance of knowledge. 
Routing Indices [80] allow nodes to forward queries to the neighbour that is most likely 
to have the required resources. Each node maintains a routing index that contains the 
aggregate count of documents for a predefined set of topics of its neighbours. If a node 
cannot answer the query, it forwards the query to a subset of its neighbours based on a 
goodness score rather than randomly selecting or flooding the network. 
Because of this informed neighbour selection mechanism, the traffic overheads incurred 
in this method is much lower than the flooding based methods. The disadvantage of this 
approach is that it is necessary to maintain large amounts of information updates. The 
number of messages required to propagate the changes in the system could overload the 
network. If the information update process is delayed, a node can give invalid information 
for query routing. Moreover, the precision of this method depends on the number of 
categories considered in the search process.  
Adaptive probabilistic search (APS) [81] is an algorithm proposed based on a 
combination of k-random walk algorithm and probabilistic forwarding. Each node has a 
local index that maintains one entry for each neighbour. The value of each entry is a tuple 




selected next time based on previous searches. A query is forwarded to k neighbours 
having highest probabilities to resolve the query. The probabilities along a search path 
will be increased for a successful hit, otherwise, the probabilities will be decreased. APS 
achieves higher success rates compared to k-random walk search. However, one of the 
drawbacks of APS is imbalanced workloads for query messages. Nodes with popular data 
objects are overloaded with query requests, while nodes with rare data objects are 
overlooked by APS.  
Modified BFS [56] proposes an intelligent search mechanism that allows peers to identify 
links that are likely to have the relevant information. A drawback of this algorithm is that 
a definite period of time is required to collect the information to improve the search 
performance. Moreover, if the links between peers change frequently, the statistical 
information stored in the local indexes could become inoperative. A further limitation is 
that some of the heuristics used to guide the search process could overload some peers 
and leave other potential peers without traffic.  
Freenet [91] employs a heuristic key-based routing method where each file is associated 
with a key, and files with similar keys tend to form a cluster on a similar set of nodes. 
Freenet uses a steepest ascent depth first strategy and query messages are likely to be 
forwarded to the node that is associated with the most similar key. However, Freenet 
searches in a greedy fashion, which does not guarantee global optimum. In addition, the 
routing based on cluster similarity cannot resolve unfamiliar queries (i.e. area beyond the 
similar cluster) and often reaches only a very small range of the network.  
NeuroGrid [92] is a decentralised adaptive search approach that adopts the historical 
information of previous searches to guide the peer nodes to make routing decisions. 
NeuroGrid relies on the previous query keywords to forward a query to the keyword-
associated nodes. The search performance will be improved only for the cached query 
keywords. Another drawback of this method is that it does not work well for networks 
where nodes join and leave rapidly. The historical information does not reflect the node’s 
availability and it may become invalid.   
Similar to NeuroGrid, in ESLP [93], nodes caches knowledge about historical searches 
and a number of associated connections are stored in each node. The main improvement 




close to the query in the cached knowledge. The query routing utilises these correlated 
keywords to gain more knowledge from the associated connections. Furthermore, it 
utilises an adaptive forwarding degree to reduce the unnecessary traffic overhead. 
However, with a fixed knowledge size, ESLP suffers some limitations: the expansion of 
query keywords can saturate the knowledge with information only from a few associated 
connections, which leads to unbalanced workloads in the network; furthermore, ESLP 
does not update the knowledge accordingly when the associated nodes are not available 
in the network due to high rate of churn.  
IAPS [60] is a fully distributed and bandwidth-efficient algorithm, which uses ant-colony 
optimisation and takes file types into consideration and a score based on previous searches 
in order to reduce the search overhead. The search performance is affected by the k-
walker deployed in the system. The results showed that IAPS reduces duplicated 
messages and increases the success rate when compared to k-walker random walk and 
APS. However, the routing knowledge of IAPS only focuses on the score of file types 
and does not consider the semantic features of the query and the content. Therefore, when 
the knowledge only contains single file type or no file type information, the search 
performance will be the same as the random walk or even worse in some cases. 
Additionally, the frequent arrivals and departures of nodes also create undesirable impacts 
on the search performance. 
2.3.3 Semantic Search 
The informed search methods mainly utilise historical queries to guide future query 
routing. The search performance largely depends on how to manage the fix-sized 
knowledge cache to store various query topics that can cover many semantic aspects.  
Many of above-mentioned search methods suffer from several limitations, such as only 
supporting keyword-based searches and equipping large or static knowledge cache. To 
address the issue of semantic search and to achieve accurate knowledge-based query 
routing, many research works have proposed semantic search methods for efficient 
service discovery in decentralised systems.  
SON [94] proposes a node classification approach based on semantic content that can 
efficiently process query routing and preserve node autonomy. Nodes with similar 




nodes, network traffic is greatly reduced against the random overlay networks. In this 
design, there are multiple layered SONs covering different semantic aspects (i.e. 
classification hierarchies) in the network. During query routing, the messages are 
forwarded to the most relevant SON and then flooded within this SON to find the 
requested services. The semantic overlay networks are completely self-organised and 
maintained locally. However, SON does not guarantee that relevant nodes can be found 
in fixed TTL, especially in large and dynamic networks. Additionally, SON uses simple 
predefined classification hierarchies for the generation of SONs. The search performance 
may be varied when the hierarchies change or the distribution of hierarchy’s changes in 
the network. Besides, the maintenance cost of SONs also grows with increasing number 
of nodes in the network.  
Interest-based shortcut [95] presents an interest-based locality to improve the scalability 
of Gnutella. Nodes with similar interests are loosely organised into an interest’s structure. 
This is based on the assumption that if a node has a particular service that a user is 
interested in, it is likely that it will have other services of that particular user’s interest. 
The interest-based shortcuts are created between users after each successful query hit. 
The shortcuts are used to guide future queries to locate the requested information 
efficiently. However, this structure of interest-based shortcuts is built on top of Gnutella 
overlay, which increases the maintenance overhead for virtual links of shortcuts. Another 
limitation is that when there are no interest shortcuts or shortcuts fail, the query routing 
utilises flooding approach that incurs significant traffic overhead. 
SETS [84] proposes a topic-segmentation based overlay and a topic-driven query routing 
for efficient search in P2P networks. This method organises nodes into an overlay 
network and query messages can quickly reach small regions of the overlay where the 
relevant services reside. However, the limitation of SETS is that it requires a distinguished 
node to cluster peers according to topic segmentation. Even through distinguished node 
only provide passive support and is not involved in the run-time, all participants are 
required to communicate to this node for topic information, which poses the potential 
single point of failure issue.  
In order to cope with this single point of failure problem in SETS, GES [85] presents a 
fully distributed topology adaptation algorithm to organise node into semantic groups. In 




between search performance and bandwidth cost. The semantic distance between two 
nodes, or between a node and a query are calculated through the VSM [83]. The query 
routing is achieved as a biased walk through random links to locate relevant semantic 
group and then flooded within a semantic group. GES can achieve high recall by visiting 
a smaller fraction of nodes. However, the first drawback of GES is the node vector may 
not capture the document’s content accurately since documents can belong to multiple 
semantic groups. The second drawback is that the random links are not attached to any 
semantic information and are not well-maintained, which may lead to a less efficient 
query routing. 
pSearch [88] presents two algorithms such as pVSM and pLSI to support content-based 
full-text search in a structured P2P network. pSearch constructs a semantic overlay on top 
of an m-dimensional CAN [43]. The documents and queries are represented as semantic 
vectors using VSM [83] and LSI [96] and are mapped to semantic space as keys in DHT. 
However, pSearch relies on the global information statistics such as inverted document 
frequency and the dimension of LSI. This global information is inferred and the semantic 
vector calculation is very expensive. Moreover, the inferred semantic information may be 
inaccurate under dynamic environments, which leads to poor performance of semantic 
routing.  
Other approaches use biologically inspired techniques to locate and organise resources. 
For instance, ant algorithms are suitable for unstructured P2P networks because they do 
not rely on global knowledge of the network. The algorithm proposed by Michlmyr et al. 
[59] uses ant algorithms to guide the search process in P2P networks. Every peer 
maintains a repository of documents, each of which has a keyword, the neighbour 
provides the document and the quality of pheromone. There are two types of ants in the 
system such as forward ants and backward ants. The forward ants navigate the network 
until the document is found or until the TTL finishes. The main drawback of this method 
is that the pheromone information is generated only based on keywords of the document. 
Therefore, if a peer is searching for a document using a keyword that is not specifically 
used in the document, the peer will not be able to locate the information in the network 




2.4 Decentralised Social Systems 
P2P networks are spontaneous social systems and widely being used since the very first 
large-scale music sharing application Napster [30]. The P2P networks encourage people 
to share and collaborate with equality and openness on the Internet. Recent researches are 
largely investigating the way of exploiting knowledge about the social ties that connect 
the humans behind the nodes in a P2P system. The social ties can be established by social 
relationships such as friendships in Facebook, follower-followed relationships in Twitter 
or can be inferred from overlapping interests such as sharing same files and declared 
common hobbies. The social networks are proving to be an effective way to provide 
sustainable search and collaborations in decentralised systems. Social studies [97, 98] 
also confirmed that people are more generous toward their friends. 
This section introduces the basic social theories found in real life social networks. 
Furthermore, recently proposed decentralised social models and systems are compared 
and discussed. 
2.4.1 Social Network Theories 
Social networks being a part of human life are generally a complex self-organised 
network. Sociological studies have discovered lots of valuable theories of social networks, 
such as the small-world theory [99], the scale free theory [100], the homophily theory 
[101] and the weak tie theory [102] etc. These classical sociological theories of complex 
networks play an important role in guiding the design of the topological structure of 
decentralised social networks. 
The small world theory presented by Watts and Strogatz [103] defines a family of 
complex networks that exhibit two properties: small average path length and high average 
clustering coefficient. The first property means that the average distance between nodes 
is small and the second property shows that nodes tend to cluster together by forming 
complete triads in the network. Kleinberg [104] proposes a navigable small-world model 
that provides the research foundation for many small-world P2P topologies [105-107]. 
Recent studies [108-111] have confirmed that the presence of small-world phenomenon 
in OSNs, and the average clustering coefficients of Orkut, Flicker, LiveJournal, and 
YouTube generally stay between three and five orders of magnitude larger than their 




and six, which is significantly shorter than the average path length of the web graph. 
Another study shows the degrees of separation of Facebook is three and a half, which is 
remarkably smaller than six degrees of separation from the real life social network study 
[99].  
Homophily [101] is another important feature in social networks, which is the tendency 
of individuals to associate and form social ties with similar others. In the social network 
context, this feature can be described as that users tend to interact with people who share 
similar characteristics other than dissimilar ones [101]. Studies have also validated that 
homophily helps people to diffuse innovations and behaviours[112] and form opinions 
and social norms [113]. Moreover, the homophily influences information diffusion 
patterns over the social networks [114]. The works of [115] proposed a decentralised 
service discovery methodology in multi-agent systems, in which homophily has been 
utilised to create efficient decentralised and self-organised structures where agents have 
a greater probability of establishing links with similar agents than with dissimilar ones. 
Their experiment results showed that this homophily method achieves high recall and 
small average path in small-world networks.  
The weak tie theory [102] characterises two types of ties such as strong ties and weak ties. 
The strong ties represent close friends or family members and the weak ties refer to 
acquaintances or distant friends. Strong ties have more influence on the ego circle of local 
community. Recent studies have shown that social circles overlapping between users are 
likely connected by strong ties [116]. On the other hand, the weak ties are favourable 
links that can spread information between different social communities. If the weak ties 
are removed, the system would consist of disjointed sub groups. The weak ties play 
important role as bridges between different communities during information diffusion 
[117-119]. Nodes are tightly connected via strong ties inside the same community, while 
loosely connected via weak ties between communities.  
2.4.2 Community Structure  
The social theories are interested in how and why people connect to each other. 
Homophily theory points out people are likely to meet others with similar social features 
such as behaviours and activities. From a global overview in the social networks, people 




the network topology perspective, the network community refers to the dense groups 
where the nodes connections within the community are relatively close, meanwhile, the 
connections of nodes among the different communities are relatively sparse. By 
identifying the relevant community, highly relevant resources can be recommended to the 
target users. According to the structural characteristics of network graph, community-
based discovery methods can be divided into non-overlapping community discovery and 
overlapping community discovery [120, 121]. 
2.4.2.1 Non-overlapping Community Structure 
Currently research on community detection algorithms for non-overlapping communities 
can be broadly categorised into hierarchical clustering based on sociology, and graphic 
segmentation based on graph theory. Research works [122, 123] have proposed 
hierarchical clustering algorithm is to recursively split or merge the network nodes 
according to the measure of cohesion for a given node. The clustering algorithms 
effectively divide the network into several community hierarchies. On the other hand, 
graphic segmentation is also an effective way to discover community. Typical 
representatives of graphic segmentation algorithms are the spectrum segmentation 
methods [124, 125], local search optimisation based algorithms [122, 126, 127] etc. 
However, these algorithms suffer some shortcomings. The spectrum segmentation 
algorithm treats the corresponding component of the matrix feature for a node as spatial 
coordinates, for the purpose of mapping the coordinates of network nodes to a multi-
dimensional vector space. Then clustering algorithms are adopted to gather the vectors 
into different communities. These methods are inevitable to calculate the eigenvalues of 
the matrix, so the cost of calculation is considerably huge and unfeasible for large-scale 
networks. Moreover, the local search optimisation based algorithm is very sensitive to the 
input parameters such as the initial solution and the search strategies of solution space. 
As a result, different parameter settings often lead to a different clustering result. 
2.4.2.2 Overlapping Community Structure 
Most of the commonly used community discovery algorithms divide the entire network 
into multiple independent community structures. But in real world social network, the 
absolutely independent of community structures hardly exist. On the contrary, they are 
composed of many overlapping interrelated communities. For instance, a given user may 




family group, friends group, colleagues group etc. Such users are considered as 
overlapping part of communities, and this information is vital in social network analysis. 
Therefore, many algorithms designed to detect overlapping communities have been 
constantly raised, such as clique percolation method (CPM) algorithm [128], Local 
optimisation [129], hybrid probabilistic model algorithm [37] and edge clustering 
algorithms [38, 39]. However, overlapping community discovery methods also suffer 
some limitations, such as the measurement for segmentation of graph i.e. community is 
unclear depending on different methods and sensitive to noisy data which make the 
network graph inseparable in the worst case. 
2.4.3 Topology Adaptation 
Topology adaptation is an approach used to organise the overlay network in order to 
enhance the search performance of P2P networks. Most of the existing research works 
utilise the heterogeneity of nodes in the system to conduct topology adaptation. Literature 
in [77, 130-133] have proposed various topology adaptation algorithms based on the 
physical heterogeneous features such as bandwidth, node’s capacity and underlying 
network distance between nodes to build the overlay network topology. The main idea 
behind these algorithms is to establish connections by selecting the nodes whose physical 
features are similar. In this way, it can effectively alleviate the topology mismatch 
between overlay network topology and physical network topology in the network, thus 
improving the efficiency of the searching and query routing process. 
Research works [134-141] have proposed topology adaptation methods based on the node 
content similarity. The basic principle is to organise nodes with similar content in a group 
or a community in order. Semantic overlay networks are used to build connections among 
similar nodes and query routing is achieved based on a semantic-oriented neighbour 
selection method that utilities semantic distance between queries and node’s content 
index. The semantic communities are able to effectively determine the likelihood of 
resolving a query using the knowledge of the neighbourhood and forward queries to the 
most suitable nodes in each routing hop. 
Other research works have tried to optimise the P2P topology based on social network 
measurement studies. Literature [142] introduced a square-root topology where the 




content. The results showed that this topology is optimal for random searches and 
achieved significant performance improvement compared to the Scale-Free topology 
[100]. However, this square-root topology has made some strong assumptions that each 
type of resources has a replica in the network and the messages can travels across the 
network without the TTL restrictions.  Some works [143-146] have tried to optimise the 
network topology into the small-world network. The basic idea is that when establishing 
connections between nodes, the small-world model [104] is used to generate the 
probability of connections. The small-world topology has high average clustering 
coefficient, which means in each cluster, nodes are grouped together with high degrees 
of connection among the nodes in the cluster. The maintenance and update of content 
changing are efficient and the query routing path tends to be short in the small-world 
topology. This small-world topology provides a favourable way to organise nodes with 
similar interests into clusters and offers short diameters for query routing. Furthermore, 
Scale-Free topologies have been widely studied in the research works [147-153]. The 
most prominent advantage of the Scale-Free topology is the fault tolerance [154], 
whereby it can stabilise the network under highly dynamic environments. According to 
recent measurement studies, the Gnutella leads to the formation of Scale-Free topologies 
[53, 155].  
2.4.4 P2P Social Systems 
This section reviews the related works in the area of decentralised social systems using 
P2P techniques. The social systems employ social theories to establish links among the 
nodes and carry out query routing based on the social knowledge stored in their local 
space. The discussions in this sub-section focus on the utilisation of social knowledge and 
routing mechanisms in the social systems.  
2.4.4.1 Socially Aware P2P Systems 
The term “socially aware” refers to exploiting social features in the P2P systems, in 
which nodes are considered as participants in the social networks. The connections among 
the nodes are treated as social ties, which can be established by declaring social 
relationships, or can be inferred from overlapping interests. The query routing in such 
systems is generally social network oriented. A number related works [36, 156-158] have 




Sprout [156] is a DHT-based routing algorithm that uses social links to improve the 
number of search results and to reduce the query delays. Similar to other DHT algorithm, 
upon forwarding a query to a node, this approach fetches the friend’s information to 
obtain the closest identifier. If a friend identifier is found by the algorithm, then the query 
will be forwarded to the friend. Otherwise, it adopts the traditional strategy of Chord [40] 
for query routing. Their experiment results showed that the query routing efficiency is 
improved by more than 50% to that of Chord by using social links information to augment 
Chord routing. 
Orkut [159] leverages the social network to improve the performance in P2P networks. 
This approach utilises user’s interest information to guide the query routing process. 
Upon receiving a query, the BFS approach is used to search the friend’s interests during 
routing. If there is no match in all of the friend’s interest, the query will be flooded to the 
friends of friends. Based on the performance comparison with other two pure multicast 
routing protocols ESM [160] and NICE [161], this work claimed that their interest-based 
social routing approach achieves higher search performance and lower delay. 
Tribler [36] proposed a social-based P2P file sharing system that utilises social incentives 
for content discovery and recommendation. This system is an extension of the 
implementation in BitTorrent [162] by using the buddycast algorithm to find resources 
with user preferences. The buddycast algorithm employs homophily feature to encourage 
user to connect people with similar tastes in content. In this way, users are grouped into 
communities based on their taste and these social communities give incentives for users 
to share more resources. As a result, more files will become available and the overall 
performance is improved significantly. The proposed collaborative downloading method 
achieves a significant speedup up to six fold than that of BitTorrent [162]. 
A super-peer based social approach [163] leverages virtual social groups on top of a P2P 
network to improve the search performance. The social relationships are incrementally 
built through user interactions and social groups are formed according to user preferences 
of file sharing. Each social group is handled by a super peer and the leaf peers maintain 
friendships with the super peer. During the query routing process, a query is firstly 
evaluated within a group. If the requested file cannot be found, the query will be 
propagated to other super peers to carry out the content match in that group. Their 




methods including flooding method, random super-peer method and interest cluster 
method. The obtained results showed that the proposed approach yields the shortest 
average hit path length at 1.79 and highest search performance in terms of precision and 
recall. 
Social-P2P [164] is another super-peer network that utilises social closeness and common 
interests for simultaneous and trustworthy file sharing. The common multi-interest nodes 
are grouped into clusters and the trust between nodes is measured by the frequency of 
interactions. In each cluster, comparably stable nodes are select as super peers to form a 
DHT for inter-cluster query routing. During the query routing process, a query will be 
forwarded to the neighbours with higher trust inside each cluster using the random walk 
strategy. When the requested file cannot be found, the query will be routed based on DHT 
to other super peers.  
Other similar social systems [165-171] have been proposed to leverage social network 
features to improve the file sharing and resource discovering in P2P networks. In these 
systems, network connections rely on homophily among users such as common interests 
and friendships. This homophily knowledge is gradually gained during social interactions, 
and nodes can be clustered into groups based on their social interests or other social 
features. The query routing is achieved based on the network knowledge by determining 
the best neighbour to be selected in the next hop. A query is evaluated within a cluster 
and then forwarded to other clusters until the query has been resolved or when the TTL 
ends. 
2.4.4.2 Decentralised Design of OSNs 
P2P networks are inherently decentralised and resistant to censorship that makes them 
highly desirable for the design of DOSNs. In addition to the research on service discovery 
in socially aware P2P networks, research works [25, 27, 172-178] have proposed some 
rudimentary designs of OSNs based on P2P technologies. The P2P-based architecture for 
OSNs provides a decentralised solution, which allows users to enjoy the convenience of 
social networks, and at the same time, can give users full control of their privacy. Some 
representative designs for DOSNs using P2P architecture are reviewed as follows.  
PeerSoN [25] presents a two-tier system architecture, where the first tier is used for node 




approach provides an opportunistic and delay-tolerant mechanism to exchange data 
between users. The user’s privacy is protected through symmetric encryption of content. 
Vis-`a-Vis [172] proposed a decentralised design to achieve the privacy preserving OSN 
services. In this design, user’s data are stored on a personal virtual machine called Virtual 
Individual Server (VIS) and users can be self-organised into social groups. Vis-`a-Vis 
utilises a distributed tree hierarchy to locate contents in the social groups. 
Safebook [27] have focused on data availability and the privacy issues in centralised OSN. 
This approach proposes several privacy-preserving mechanisms for data storage and 
management. The overlays in Safebook consist of 3 main components including the 
matryoshkas, the P2P system and the trusted identification service. The matryoshkas 
provides trusted data storage, profile data retrieval and obscure communication for each 
node. The P2P system provides location services for data lookup, and the trusted 
identification service assigns users with a unique identifier based on hash functions. 
LotusNet [173] is another attempt to mitigate the privacy issue of current OSNs. This 
approach adopts a DHT method that combines user’s identifiers and overlay index nodes 
to provide confidentiality, access control and a set of core OSNs services, such as 
notifications, folksonomic content search, reputation management and storage service.  
LifeSocial [174] stores user contents in a DHT structure and adopts symmetric PKI [179] 
to achieve privacy control. This approach distributes the load of maintaining OSN 
infrastructure to all the participating users in a P2P fashion and offers extendible social 
functionality using a plugin-based design pattern. 
Apart from the above works, there are also efforts from the open source communities and 
commercial products in this context. Diaspora [175] is an implementation of privacy-
aware, decentralised and user-owned OSN, which grant users with the power of 
controlling the location of their data storage. Diaspora operates the social network in an 
unstructured P2P network where all the participants are equal and no privileged entity 
controls the network. As of 2017, there are more than half million user accounts in 
Diaspora [180]. There are other commercial efforts such as Enthinnai [181] and 
FreedomBox [182], implementing the OSN services for users to build their social 




These systems build social networks infrastructure through the P2P technologies which 
allow users to establish a transparent connection with other users through personal 
networking equipment. Then using distributed environment encryption, key management 
and access control schemes, user’s data and message are protected. Therefore, in a 
decentralised social networks environment, users have controls over their data and 
privacy and can use social networks services on the Internet under intermittently available 
circumstances without the need for a central server, and centralised storage, scheduling 
and management. There are many similar proposals such as SCOPE [183], MyNet [184], 
Magna [185] and Persona [186], all designed to handle the privacy issues in P2P OSNs. 
However, these P2P systems for OSNs are only at the preliminary experimental stage 
mainly focused on the privacy-preserving strategies. Moreover, these systems also lack a 
comprehensive architectural design and efficient data lookup mechanisms in highly 
dynamic network environments. 
2.5 Summary 
In this chapter, three types of P2P architectures such as unstructured, structured and super-
peer based P2P networks have been introduced and critically reviewed from the 
perspectives of data management and query routing. Then, the knowledge based service 
discovery techniques have been discussed, along with a critical comparison of the state-
of-the-art techniques. The main goal of the service discovery mechanisms is to route the 
query to obtain high-quality services while minimising the communication cost in the 
network.  Further, decentralised social systems have been comprehensively reviewed and 
some prototypes based DOSNs have been introduced. Decentralised social systems 
leverage social network in P2P networks to improve the user engagement and search 
performance. Meanwhile, the DOSNs adopt P2P technologies to achieve decentralisation 
and privacy control. 
With the OSN paradigm shifting from a centralised architecture to decentralised 
alternatives, P2P networks have attracted extensive attention from researchers.  Notable 
properties of decentralised architectures such as decentralisation, self-organisation and 
fault tolerance, make P2P networks naturally scalable and attractive for designing large-
scale DOSNs applications. The P2P OSNs need little or no administrative intervention to 




nature of decentralisation in the P2P OSNs scales well for balancing the heavy workloads 
and user intensive computation. 
The existing literature and research works have laid a platform for the design of DOSNs. 
However, existing proposals mainly focused on the privacy strategies in the decentralised 
social systems. The core functionalities of DOSNs such as the information exchange and 
service discovery lack in-depth research and face many challenges. Firstly, the main 
challenge is the decentralised architecture adaptation for node’s self-organisation. Self-
organising node’s connections and contents under higher churn rate have been neglected 
by most of the current prototypes of DOSNs. Another challenge is how to effectively 
handle the lack of search guarantees and delays caused by inherent problems of P2P 
networks. In P2P networks, nodes are prone to become unreliable which can lead to the 
service unavailability. However, the impact of adequate service provision in decentralised 
social systems is not well studied in the existing research works. 
To conclude, research in DOSNs is still at its very early stage and there are many 
problems yet to be resolved. This thesis proposes a novel self-organised architecture for 
OSNs focused on service discovery mechanisms to overcome the limitations of existing 








3 A SELF-ORGANISED 
ARCHITECTURE  
3.1 Overview 
Previous chapter has reviewed the state-of-the-art research works and further validate the 
effectiveness of building decentralised architecture for OSNs to alleviate the key 
problems of centralised architecture such as the lack of user privacy and single point of 
failure. The promising features including decentralisation, self-organisation and fault 
tolerance make the P2P networks naturally attractive for designing DOSNs.   
This chapter presents the systematic design of self-organised decentralised OSN (SDOSN) 
with a special focus on the network structure formation and maintenance. The aim of the 
architecture design is to provide cost-effective, highly scalable infrastructure of OSNs 
applications that self-organise social networks and support efficient social service 
discovery in a fully decentralised environment. The characteristics of the proposed 
architecture for OSNs can be summarised into three points 1) decentralisation: 
information exchanges and social communications are directly between users in the social 
networks; 2) self-organisation: participants exhibit a self-organising and self-sustaining 
nature. The formation of social relationships and interactions of participants are 
completed spontaneously without any support from external dedicated servers; 3) 
autonomy: it gives users full control over their data and avoids censorship and centralised 
control. In the meanwhile, users can access their personal data both online and offline. 
A social overlay network is designed to form a bottom-to-top social network that 
resembles the real-life social graph. The social overlay network is based on the 
unstructured P2P network where connections of users and distribution of service contents 
are in an arbitrary fashion. Therefore, there is no strict topology control over the social 
network structures and the service content. In order to enable self-organisation, user’s 
local service content, social connections and communications are defined and modelled 




conducting a unified comparison on heterogeneous service content. Then a distributed 
topology adaptation model is designed to provide bootstrapping and handle network 
dynamisms. Finally, a simulation platform is introduced and the correctness and 
efficiency of the proposed architecture is evaluated through simulations. 
3.2 System Model 
The SDOSN system consists of a set of autonomous users which provide their social 
functionality through a set of services. Users are scattered nodes in a network and have 
no global view of the network. Moreover, users can only communicate with a limited 
number of neighbours who are directly connected in the network. To avoid confusion, 
within this thesis a user and a node are considered to have one-to-one mapping; therefore, 
the terms “user” and “node” are totally interchangeable.   
DEFINITION 3.1: The social network is modelled as an undirected graph   = ,  G V E , 
where ={ , , , }1 2 3 nV v v v v  is a finite set of users and E V V   is the friendship relations 
among them.  
The social network, in this research, is a strongly connected graph. In other words, all 
nodes have at least one neighbour and there is a route between every two nodes.  
DEFINITION 3.2: u V  , the function ( ) : 2VN u V   maps users to their set of friends. The 
set of first-degree neighbours (i.e. immediate friends) for u is defined as
( ) { | ( , ) }N u v u v E  . Further the second-degree neighbours (i.e. friends of u’s friends) is 
defined as 2 ( ) { | ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , ) }N u z z N v v N u z v E u v E        . 
In the above definition, ( )N u  indicates the direct relationship between u and its 
neighbouring nodes. Since the network is undirected, the relationship among the nodes is 
symmetric. Further, let ( ) ( ) { }N u N u u   be the social circle of u. In the graph, ( )N u  is a 
sub-graph that consists of interconnections between u and its immediate friends. 
A node is considered as a concrete social user, so it controls the local information about 
services it shares and the knowledge about its neighbours. The node has no information 
about the remaining nodes in the social network. This is one of the main challenges of 
decentralised social networks, i.e. effectively discovering required services without 




DEFINITION 3.3: The services possessed by u is defined as ( )={ , , , }1 2 3 nS u s s s s , and 
( ( ))GS V  is all services in the network G. Each service is defined as the set of terms
={ , , , }i 1 2 3 ns w w w w . 
In this research, the services are defined as a set of terms to conduct effective information 
retrieval. It should be noted that the “service” is a general concept that is not restricted 
to well-defined web services, but many types of data including text, hashtags, friends and 
description of pictures or video clips. The service discovery should be considered a 
capability to locate varied, multi-source text-based social resources. 
3.2.1 Social Overlay Network 
SDOSN uses the unstructured P2P network to operate social networks. Social interactions 
are carried out collectively by users in the social network. The unstructured P2P network 
is self-organised and there is no global topology management. Due to the nature of fully 
decentralised P2P network, peer nodes resemble social users and every node is considered 
equal in the network.  
This chapter adopts the friend-to-friend (F2F) approach [187] to build a social overlay 
network, where communication among nodes is enabled only if their owners know each 
other. In this design, users are arranged in a social overlay where one-to-one mapping 
mirrors the underlying network as shown in Figure 3.1. Users can use various devices to 
connect each other in the underlying networks, such as laptops, desktops, PDAs, mobiles 
etc. If a user uses multiple devices on the social network, it is assumed that this user does 
not log on from more than one device at the same time. A social overlay with 1000 
participants is shown in Figure 3.2, where participants have an average of 50 social 





Figure 3.1 Social overlay network 
The overlay network is built through logical connections i.e. a direct link on the overlay 
network does not imply that there is a direct link on the underlying physical network. For 
instance, a user located in the U.K. connects a user in the U.S. on the overlay network. 
The distance on the overlay network is one hop when they exchange messages, however, 
there is possibly a great number of hops between their physical devices via national and 
international routers.  
The maintenance of the overlay network is achieved in a self-organised manner, which 
means node connections are established or detached in an autonomous fashion based on 
the social knowledge during user interactions without reporting to a central server. The 
social knowledge is historical information stored locally to maintain social relationships 
between nodes. Some of the main benefits of choosing the unstructured F2F social 
overlay are summarised as follows: Firstly, unlike links in a DHT, links in the social 
overlay represent friendships. The hypothesis here is that friends are more likely to 
interact and cooperate with other friends than with random strangers. A recent study [188] 
showed that approximately 78% of user interactions take part within one-hop neighbours, 
i.e. friends. Secondly, because people tend to talk to people they know, the social overlay 




network sections at a time when handling frequent interactions between friends. Thirdly 
this overlay improves the locality of P2P social networks as people tend to connect to 
people that are alike, with geographical co-location playing a key role. For example, 
people tend to have many friends who are in the same city. Therefore, paths on the 
physical layer are likely to be short and localised. Moreover, privacy issues are mitigated 
since communication is restricted to friends; only the identity of the original user needs 
to be checked [189].  
 
Figure 3.2 A social network graph with 1000 participants 
The social overlay lays the foundation to support user’s connection and communication 
in the social network.  During social interactions, for instance, a user requests a service 
in the social network, SDOSN relies on hop-by-hop routing (friends to friends) to 
discover the identity of users who likely to hold the desired service. Because the location 
of social service provision (i.e. the location of user shared contents) has a significant 
impact on the search performance in a decentralised system, it is not surprising that 
content management and topology adaptation are two key research challenges in this 
context. In order to achieve high scalability and favourable search efficiency, each node 
(i.e. an individual user) maintains three kinds of distinct index: a local service index, a 
network shortcut index and a knowledge index in its local storage. The local service index 
stores location references of various types of local services, such as text documents, music 




discovery information and the knowledge index stores the information of immediate 
neighbours. The following section will discuss the detailed design of the three indexes.   
3.2.2 Content Management 
The content sharing in an unstructured P2P network is fully decentralised with the 
collaboration of independent participants. The participants store their social services 
locally and retain control over the local service, whereby controlling the access to the 
information. The term “services” designates an atomic piece of social information which 
all the users in the social network can contribute and discover. The services are created 
by the users and there is no definite standard for their formation. 
The content management utilises abstractions of the data structure to model user’s local 
contents. Three types of index abstractions are introduced in the following sections. 
3.2.2.1 Local Service Index (LSI) 
SDOSN does not impose a structured hash table on the overlay network. Participants in 
the social network have full control over their own shared services and maintain them 
through an index structure in an arbitrary fashion. The LSI utilises an inverted index that 
organises various types of local services with a user defined privacy level.  
Basically, LSI represents the semantic knowledge of a node, which shows the semantic 
concepts contained in its local storage.  
DEFINITION 3.4: LSI for a node u is defined a   {( , ) | , ( )}i i i iu c k c k KSLSI u   , where 
ci is the number of relevant services reachable through node u for keyword ki;  KS u  is 
the keyword-service index and   is the natural number set. 
In user’s local service repository, each service consists of a set of terms. In order to obtain 
the semantics in the service, these terms are pre-processed to filter out stop words and 
stem the root. Stop words refer to the most common words that are considered non-
informative such as “the”, “a”, “of”, etc. Stemming words refers to the words that 
provide the root form for other related words. For example, “search” is the root for 
“searching”, “searched” and “searches”. The pre-processed terms are named keywords 
in this research. In this sense, each service is represented by a set of representative terms 




keyword is also recorded as a weighted information for the keyword in that service. 
Shown in Figure 3.3, each node has an inverted index of keywords-services structure in 
the form of link list { ,( , , )}keyword s p tf , where s represents the service, p is the privacy 
setting, and tf refers to the frequency of the keyword that appears in s. The inverted index 
 KS u  is created from the local service content of node u. For each keyword in the index, 
a list of pointers is stored for all the occurrences and frequencies of that keyword in the 
service content. The ijtf  is an integer number which means the frequency of the i-th 
keyword in the j-th service on the inverted index structure.   
Apart from the term frequency information in the inverted index structure, the LSI also 
organises the shared service objects with user-controlled privacy strategies
{ , , }private protected public . The privacy of local services is fully controlled by the users in 
SDOSN. The functionality of the three types of privacy strategies is to give users a 
relatively flexible control on whom the services are shared with.  
Private services: private owned services that are only accessible to the user 
himself/herself. When a user changes the privacy attribute of a service to the state: 
“private”, the service will not be accessible to the user’s friends and other users in the 
network.  
Protected services: the shared services that can be accessible to direct neighbours or 
partial neighbours depending on the user’s preferences. The “protected” attribute is the 
default privacy setting when users share their social services.  
Public services: the services shared by users are accessible to all users in the network. For 
example, in the proposed design, the user declared social interests is a kind of the public 
services that can be seen by all users. 
LSI can be viewed, browsed and managed by the owner, which provides a well-defined 
structure for social service sharing and discovery and cost-effective privacy control in the 
decentralised environment. The management for LSI includes setting access permissions, 
removing expired services, and automate updating the index upon file changes. 
Additionally, the inverted index is able to support efficient full-text search inside a node. 




reduced to  O N  with sequential search or even  logO N  with binary search, where the 
M is the size of services and N is the size of keywords.  
 
Figure 3.3 Inverted index of local services 
This chapter emphasises on how to manage the social overlay to provide maximum 
performance of service discovery without losing user required privacy. The privacy issue 
is mitigated through the F2F social overlay since the personal social information is only 
shared with friends in the default setting. Furthermore, the main focus is utilising semantic 
text analysis on services, and keywords to improve the accuracy of service discovery. 
However, SDOSN does not attempt to resolve inconsistency among the copies of a 
service object in different user’s cache. For instance, if a user retweets or forwards a 
service object from others, the service object will be downloaded to the local cache and 
maintained by the user using LSI regardless of changes of in the original sources.  
3.2.2.2 Network Shortcut Index (NSI) 
The F2F social overlay defines the communication mechanisms of participants, in which 
nodes only can communicate with their direct neighbours. When the number of direct 
neighbours is small, discovery performance of available services will be penalised. 
Moreover, the network traffic is imbalanced as nodes with the higher degree are more 
often visited because they have more social connections. In order to improve the 
performance of service discovery and balance the workloads, the network shortcuts are 
proposed to create additional links on top of the F2F social overlay. The network shortcuts 
can reduce to hop-by-hop delays in service discovery. Figure 3.4 depicts the F2F social 
overlay with two network shortcuts, represented by the red dotted lines. The grey circles 




connected neighbours. After successful discovery, the locations of service providers are 
stored in the network shortcuts cache of the query initiator. In the future, to avoid flooding, 
the service is located through the network shortcuts first. If no shortcuts have the 
requested service, then the query will be routed through neighbours. The definition of the 
shortcut is given as: 
 
Figure 3.4 Network shortcuts shown in red dotted links 
DEFINITION 3.5:   {( , ( )) | ( ) , }i j i T ju t URI v t V vNSI V   is defined as the network 
shortcut index for node u, where ti is a query topic,  ( )TV  is the set of possible query 
topics. ( )jURI v  is the Uniform Resource Identifier that is used to identify a service in a 
remote node jv .  
The network shortcut index is the successful query history for a period in the past with a 
fixed-size. The shortcuts are topic-URI pairs that contain the direct path to visit a service 
in a remote node using URI without flooding the network. The historical NSI information 
is stored in the local space and are attached with a time stamp of when the data being 
obtained and updated with the Least Recently Used (LRU) scheme.  
Each node continuously maintains the NSI and updates new information when the size 
meets the upper bound. With the LRU scheme, it allows nodes to adapt to the dynamic 
environment and incrementally refine the shortcuts during interactions. The advantages 
of the NSI are twofold: 1) it is a performance-enhanced module that can be implemented 




service discovery for recent successful queries. The NSI acts as a separate module to 
enhance the F2F service discovery mechanisms with more efficiency and less overhead 
of network traffic.  
3.2.2.3 Local Knowledge Index (LKI)  
The LKI stores first-degree neighbours’ information in the social overlay network based 
on historical interactions. The structure of LKI is a relational table: each row represents 
a first-degree neighbour, and the columns include the second-degree neighbour list, the 
neighbour’s interests list and a pheromone table. The pheromone table can be viewed as 
the query hit during past searches and it is used to model the swarm intelligence to 
conduct adaptive service discovery, which will be introduced in Chapter 5. 
This chapter formally represents the local knowledge index for a node u as follows: 
DEFINITION 3.6: The LKI is characterised as a 5-tuple data abstraction
2( ) {( ( ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ( )), ( , , ( )))| , ( ( ))}i i i iLKI u NFH N u N u N u UII N u PHT c t N u c t LSI N u    where 
( ( ))NFH N u  is neighbour’s node fingerprint hash,  N u  is the first-degree neighbours of 
u, 2 ( )N u  is the second-degree neighbours of u, ( ( ))UII N u  is the interest list of the first-
degree neighbours, ( , , ( ))i iPH c t N u  is the pheromone table of the first-degree neighbours 
and ci is the number of hits through neighbours for topic it . 
In the LKI, a user knows not only the set of first-degree neighbours (i.e. friends), but also 
the neighbour list of the first-degree neighbours (friend’s list of friends). This chapter 
assumes the identifiers and public services (such as declared interests) of second-degree 
neighbours are accessible. This assumption is reasonable because in modern OSNs, e.g. 
Facebook and LinkedIn, the set of friends is already a part of the profile and incremental 
updates (in the form of new friendship events involving your friends) are showed in the 
newsfeed [190]. For instance, if user A and user B are friends in a social network, A can 
see B’s friends list as this is a part of B’s profile and vice versa. If user B and user C have 
formed a new friendship, then user A will receive the update that B has a new friend C in 
the newsfeed. 
Besides, LKI also integrates user’s social interests to deal with personalised social 
information. Social interests are the terms that describe the personal concerns or 




social tags) that do not necessarily appear in user’s local repository. Interests are more 
semantically recapitulative concepts than keywords extracted from local services and are 
strong indicators of a user’s preferences or expertise. The interests are explicitly declared 
by users and they are considered as public services that can be seen by all participants in 
the social network. Here the definition of user’s interest is given as: 
DEFINITION 3.7:   1 2 3{ , , , }nu e e eUII e  is defined as the user interest for node u, where 
ei is a user declared term of interest.  
Finally, LKI includes a routing table based on swarm intelligence. The pheromone table 
( , , ( ))i iPHT c t N u  is the query hit table through first-degree neighbours that aids a narrow 
and precise pathway route for other participants to follow during query routing. The 
pheromone table serves as service discovery “hints” and it does not provide direct service 
location. The term “pheromone” is a biological term that describes a special chemical 
secretion of species commonly known to lead other members of its own species towards 
the point of interest.  Pheromone table is inspired by the food seeking strategies of 
biological swarms and details will be discussed in chapter 5. During the service discovery 
process, nodes visit the shorter paths more frequently, whereby leaves more trails of 
pheromones in the respective paths. The main purpose of the pheromone table is to 
provide performance-enhanced hints for identifying promising neighbour in the next hop. 
During the query routing process, a query will follow the hints in the pheromone table via 
hop-by-hop to the service provider which is the node that possesses the requested services. 
After successful discovery, the hints will be reinforced along the path from service 
requester and provider.  
An example of LKI snippet for Node0 is shown in Figure 3.5. In this example, Node0 has 
three neighbours Node1, Node2 and Node3. Node0 maintains the knowledge of the 
neighbour list, interest list and the pheromone table of its three neighbours. 
 




3.2.3 Node Content Abstraction 
In a decentralised network, nodes are often heterogeneous in terms of their operating 
systems, types of services and size of files. In addition, the semantic content of nodes is 
various and often has a very high dimensionality of concepts. The node similarity is a 
significant metric in the topology maintenance and service discovery. Utilising the 
heterogeneous nodes into a harmonious and accordant representation to calculate their 
similarity is a very challenging task.  
This chapter proposes a node content abstraction model that summarises a user’s content 
to generate an equal length hash value called Node Fingerprint Hash (NFH) for each user. 
NFH is derived from the service’s textual information and is used to determine the 
similarity between users.  
3.2.3.1 Fingerprint Generation Algorithm 
In order to reduce the heterogeneity and dimensionality of semantic content and to 
conduct fast similarity match in the service discovery process, this research introduces a 
hash method to capture the contents with locality sensitive features. The idea is inspired 
from the simhash algorithm [191], which is one of the locality sensitive hash algorithms 
for quickly estimating the similarity of two sets. The goal of NFH is to generate a small 
hash digest for each node considering the local services to resolve the node similarity 
calculation. If two hash digests have a low distance between them, then it is likely that 
the corresponding nodes are also similar to each other. The nature of NFH differs from 
conventional hash functions such as MD5, Hash map etc., because it is aiming at 
maximising the probability of a collision of similar objects in a predefined dimension.  
NFH utilises service documents as input objects and similar objects can map to the same 
bit in the fingerprint hash with high probability. The hash size is usually predefined by 
the algorithm as 32bits/64bits, so that the number of bits is much smaller than the universe 
of possible input objects, in our case, the total number of possible social services.   
In specific, the input objects of the algorithm are first pre-processed by natural language 
processing tools by removing stop words, stemming and extracting keyword and phrases. 
Every processed service document is represented as a set of keywords: 
1 2 3{ , , ,... }i nS w w w w . Then a general hash function is used to calculate the hash code for 




where k is an integer, representing the number of bits for hash values. Ideally, the hash 
function will generate a different 0-1 hash value for each document. 
Algorithm 3.1	Node Fingerprint Hash 
Input: S = hashsize, D = service documents, N = NodeID 
Output: Node Fingerprint Hash: V 
1. // initiate the hash function 
2. InitSimHash(S)  
3.       // set the user defined hashsize 
4.       let V ← [0] * hashsize  
5.       ExtractFeatures(N,D,S) 
6.       // break service document into phases 
7.       DocumentShingling(D)  
8. HashProcess() 
9.       for each d in D do 
10.             d.hashcode ←Hash(S)  
11.             //generate hash code for each document 
12.             D.hashcodeList.add(d.hashcode) 
13.       for bit←1 to S do 
14.             // summarise document hashcode bit by bit 
15.             for each d.hashcode in D.hashcode do 
16.                    if d.hashcode(bit).isSet() then  
17.                           V[i] ← V[i] +1 
18.                    else V[i] ← V[i] – 1 
19.  HashMapping(V[i]) 
20.       for bit←1  to S do 
21.             if V[i] > 0 then  
22.                      V[i].set(1)  
23.             else  V[i].set(0) 
24.  // assign node fingerprint 
25.  AssignNFH(V,N)  
 
Next, the weighting scheme utilises the frequency of service document (denoted as DF) 
to transform the 0-1 values into a sequence of frequency numbers. Each bit in the  
( ) 1iHash S i n   , where n is the number of the service documents in the node, multiplies 
the DF of Si. The weight of a service document Si is calculated as in Equation (3.1). 






where DF is the frequency of services; p is the p-th bit in the hash value and the arg 
function is used to fetch the bit that equals 1 in the hash value. 
The next step is to summarise the weighting values into an aggregate code. The p-th bit












Finally, k-bits fingerprint is a piecewise function using one to one mapping from 
aggregated code Np as in Equation (3.3). 




Figure 3.6 The calculation process for Node Fingerprint Hash with size=8 
Figure 3.6 shows a simple example for NFH value calculation. In this example, the node 
has four distinct service documents. Using a predefined size, the hash value for each 
document is obtained with the same length. Four documents with 8 bits hash value are 
refined by the weighting technique. For instance, the S1 has a frequency of 2 in the node, 
so that the hash value 10110010  is transformed to  2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2     based on 
Equation (3.3). And the other three hash values adopt the same calculation to obtain the 
weighting hash values. Then all the weighting values are aggregated into one code by 
summarising four weighting values bit-by-bit. Ultimately, the mapping process uses a 




3.2.3.2 Similarity Comparison 
NFH extracts the content knowledge automatically from a given node and generates an 
equal-length bit string of hash value for each node. NHF is used to determine the 
similarity between nodes and has attractive properties. The advantages of using NFH can 
be summarised in three points: 1) fast comparison of similarity. With the unified n-length 
hash value for all nodes, the Hamming Distance computation has much higher efficiency 
than the semantics-based methods; 2) low maintenance cost. When a certain number of 
services has been added or removed by the user, the NFH can be re-calculated 
incrementally. The hash value for each service only needs to be computed once and it will 
be stored in the cache. If a given service is added/removed from the user’s repository, 
only the hash value of this service needs to generate a new NHF; 3) suitable for dynamic 
decentralised environments. NFH does not need global vocabularies across the network 
to model semantics inside a node. Other approaches such as VSM [83, 192, 193] requires 
global information of inverse document frequency (IDF) to build the node vector. The 
acquisition of global information is a very expensive operation in a decentralised 
environment. 
The content of a node is represented as a binary sequence. The distance between two 
sequences is measured by the Hamming Distance which is the number of positions at 
which the corresponding symbols are different. The Hamming Distance is a number used 
to denote the difference between the two binary sequences. 
The NHF is denoted by {0,1}n  which is a collection of all 0-1 binary sequence with length 




























The metric space of NFH with hamming distance is equivalent to a metric space to the 




Distance is a metric that satisfies the separation, symmetry and triangle inequality 
properties, both the n({0,1} , )HD  and n({0,1} , )NHD  are both metric spaces. The metric 
space, in mathematics, is a set in which distances between all members are defined. 
Therefore, by using Hamming Distance, the similarity for all the possible values of NHF 
can be compared and quantified. 
The higher distance between two NFH reflects the lower similarity between them. The 















The normalised Hamming Distance is a value between 0 and 1, therefore the similarity 
range is also between 0 and 1. 
3.2.3.3 Examples of Calculation  
Figure 3.7 shows an example of calculating the similarity between two NHFs. Algorithm 
3.1 generates binary strings with a 32-bit length for node A and node B. 
  00100011100000000011100001111010NFH A   
  00100011001000000011100001010010NFH B    
By applying Equation (3.4), the Hamming Distance between the two NFH is 4. 
Then the normalised Hamming Distance transforms the value to the range between 0 and 
1 by dividing the length of the NFH, which is calculated as 4 4 0.125
32n
  . In the practical 
computation process, the logical operation XOR has been used to compute the distance 
between two NFHs. 
    000000001010000000000000001= 01000NFH A NFH B   
Therefore, the Hamming Distance is equal to the number of ‘1’ in the XOR operation. In 
this example, there are four ‘1’ after XOR, so the Hamming Distance between A and B 
is 4. Finally, the similarity of NHF is derived from the normalised Hamming Distance, 





Figure 3.7 The calculation example for similarity between two NFHs 
3.2.4 Communications  
Previous section discussed the node content abstraction that characterises the service 
content within a given node. This section describes the query module to support the 
information exchange and communication between users in the social overlay network. 
In this research, the communications between users refers to the query and response 
process over the application layer, which lays the foundation for user’s social profile 
updating and self-organised service discovery. The query module includes (1) query 
abstractions: which defines the structure of a query, and (2) query functionality: which 
specifies five basic functions of query routing in the decentralised environment.  
3.2.4.1 Query Abstractions  
In SDOSN, users utilise queries to self-organise the social network and communicate with 
each other. The communication is fundamental to support users to conduct service sharing, 
profile updating and service discovery. This research has designed five types of query 
messages to support application level communication in the social network.  
DEFINITION 3.8: The query message is defined as an 8-tuple set:  
 { , , , , , , , | , , , ( ) , , , , }GQ n u v s p t f c n u v E s V p V t Type f c           
where n is the unique identifier for each query; u is the query initiator and v is the query 
range; s is the query content that is restricted to text vocabulary in the global service 
repository ( )GV ; p is the path consisting of unique identifier of previously visited nodes; 
t defines the type of query messages; f is the frequency of the message; c is a constant 





Figure 3.8 Structure of the query message 
As shown in Figure 3.8, the query message includes head and body where head part 
consists of the globally unique identifier, type and frequency information; and the body 
part contains the query initiator, range, TTL, path and content information. The checksum 
is used to detect the errors that may be introduced during transmission or storage. The 
checksum techniques are commonly used in network protocols. 
3.2.4.2 Query Functionality 
There are five types of messages introduced in this chapter to carry out the 
communication, content updating and topology adaptation. 
General Query (GQ) message: the function of this message is to search desired services 
in the social network. The content of GQ describes the desired services with user-defined 
attributes. GQ messages are issued by users to find specific information in the social 
network and they are automatically forwarded by the social network when the relevant 
information cannot be found locally.  
Specifically, the default setting for the GQ message is given as: 
 ( ) { , , , , , , , | , , , ( ) , , , , max )}t GQ GQ n u v s p t f c n u v E s V p V t GQ f c TTL            
where the type is set to GQ, the frequency for this query is unlimited, which means users 
can issue this query at any time as they like, where the maximum hops are predefined as 
a constant maxTTL by the social network system. The maxTTL is the life cycle of a query 
message. When the hops meet the maxTTL, the messages will be dropped regardless of 
whether found the requested service.   
Report Query (RQ) message: this message includes a URI in the query content s in order 
to respond to a GQ message. Upon receiving the RQ message, the GQ initiator uses the 




such as exceeding the predefined TTL and service not being available, will be also 
included in the content of RQ.  
Specifically, the default setting for the RQ message is given as: 
 ( ) { , , , , , , , | , , , , ( ), , 1, max )}t RQQ n u v s p t f c n u v E s URI p V u v t RQ f c TTL            
The RQ message is sent from the node where query terminates. Therefore, the query path 
for RQ is a reverse sequence of path response for GQ messages. The frequency of this 
message is set to 1, which means that there is one RQ message for one GQ message. The 
content of this message contains a URI or failure states to inform service requesters the 
results of their requests.  
Virgin Query (VQ) message: this message is used to bootstrap newly joining peer nodes 
when the peer needs to connect other peers. The content of VQ message consists of the 
shared services and the declared social interests. The purpose of VQ is to obtain at least 
one neighbour who is already part of the social network, then the new node can join the 
social network and exchange information with others. 
The default setting of VQ messages is given as: 
 ( ) { , , , , , , , | , , , { ( ), ( )}, , , 1, max )}t VQQ n u v s p t f c n u v E s NFH u UII u p V t VQ f c TTL          
The virgin query is only applied when a newly joining user is establishing social 
connections for the very first time. The query content of this message contains the node 
fingerprint hash and its interests. The default frequency of VQ is defined as 1. Higher 
frequency will incur increased overheads since the VQ utilises the flooding approach to 
cover a wide range of existing network to find appropriate neighbours. The details of 
utilising VQ to bootstrap newly joining users in social network will be introduced in the 
next section.  
Advertisement Query (AQ) message: this message is periodically multicasted among the 
first-degree neighbours to update the changes of shared services and interests. The shared 
service content is transformed into a digested information NFH to reduce the network 
overhead.  




 ( ) 0{ , , , , , , , | , , ( ), { ( ), ( ), ( )}, ( ), , , 1)}t AQQ n u v s p t f c n u E v N u s NFH u UII u N u p V u v t AQ f c            
where frequency f is a predefined timer 0  to periodically send AQ, and c i.e. the 
maximum number of hops is set to 1 as this message is only exchanged with u’s first-
degree neighbours. 
Heartbeat Query (HQ) message: this message is used to detect the online presence of 
nodes, which periodically probe the presence of the first-degree neighbours. Because in 
an open decentralised social network, users can turn off their device any time, hence 
making their shared services inaccessible. The HQ is designed to detect nodes status in 
real-time communication. The default setting of HQ is given as: 
 ( ) 1{ , , , , , , , | , , ( ), , ( ), , , 1)}t HQQ n u v s p t f c n u E v N u s PING p V u v t HQ f c             
where the content includes a PING message to check the availability of nodes. The 
frequency f is a system predefined timer 1 . 
3.3 Distributed Topology Adaptation 
3.3.1 The Requirements of Design 
The topology adaptation is a fundamental part of decentralised systems. It aims not only 
to maintain a strong connected social graph, but also to achieve a self-adaptive topology 
that can provide better performance in the dynamic environment. To be more specific, in 
the F2F overlay, communications are only enabled when there is a direct social 
connection.  
 The main requirement is to provide mechanisms to organise relevant nodes into 
semantic groups where nodes are considered relevant to the same query message. 
In the way, queries may be resolved with many related services in small ranges, 
hence achieving increased search performance.  
 The second requirement is to design algorithms that can direct query messages to 
different semantic groups effectively via direct neighbours. Query messages can 
be intelligently routed to dissimilar neighbours to discover services that do not 




This research exploits an informed search approach by which each node maintains a small 
portion of the local knowledge of the services shared by other nodes. The index creates 
an unstructured overlay topology during social interactions and adapts the topology 
through a distributed information exchange among participants. In the simulation 
experiments, the index effectively improves the search performance and reduce network 
traffic in comparison with other search models.   
3.3.2 Bootstrapping Stage 
Bootstrapping is a vital core functionality required by all P2P networks. The 
bootstrapping task is a process that nodes should undergo when they are intending to 
participate in such an overlay network for the purpose of finding at least one neighbour 
that is already a part of the network. The goal of bootstrapping in a decentralised social 
network is to recommend some appropriate friend’s connections for the newly joining 
users. Existing online social applications uses Facebook or Twitter accounts to locate the 
existing friends and to connect with them. However, in a self-organised decentralised 
system, such information is not available since no central server would host such gigantic 
information. Therefore, the first challenge here is to define similarity measures to 
establish some initial social connections for users without prior knowledge; the second 
challenge is that nodes after joining the social network should adapt social connections 
to dynamic environments for a guaranteed performance during service discovery.  
3.3.2.1 Virgin Session for Friends Discovery 
A node joining SDOSN for the first time has an empty friend’s connections and empty 
local knowledge index. The virgin session is a special query process to 1) obtain social 
connections with those nodes that already present in the social network and 2) gather 
some useful topic information in the knowledge index to guide the future communication 
and service discovery. In the virgin session, a newly joining node utilises the VQ 
messages to obtain initial social connections and gather knowledge from their new 
neighbours. The goal of friend discovery is to enable each node to establish connections 
with some semantically similar nodes as well as some dissimilar nodes in the social 





Figure 3.9 Bootstrapping protocol for newly joining nodes 
Each node that is already part of the network is considered as an entry point with equal 
probability to bootstrap a new node. Specifically, if a new node u wants to join the social 
network, it follows the bootstrapping protocol shown in Figure 3.9. 
1) Node u sends the VQ messages which contains fingerprint hash NFH(u) and 
interest UII(u) to a set of random selected bootstrapping nodes 1 2{ , , }nBN v v v   
in the system.  
2) iv BN  , if vi responds to u with a refuse message, the interaction between u and 
vi terminates. 
3) Otherwise, vi accepts the VQ message and starts the similarity calculation. The 
similarity is measured based on NFH similarity using Equation (3.6)
( , ) ( , )i NFH iSim u v S u v  
4) The probability fP  for establishment of a friend connection between u and vi is 
defined as: 
	
1 ( , )









where C  is a constant that indicates the precision degree of similarity 
measurement and  is a similarity regulator and used as an adjustable 
parameter to determine user’s preference of establishing friend connection.  For 




the entry nodes that have responded the VQ message without considering 
similarity. When  grows, the user tends to connect nodes with more similarity.  
5) If u and vi establish a friend connection, vi stops forwarding VQ message from u. 
Otherwise, the AQ message will be forwarded to neighbours ( )iN v  until u receives 
friend connections via vi or the TTL in VQ messages finishes.  
6) The friend connections are established for both u and remote users through a 
friendship establishment protocol. Details of this protocol is presented in the next 
subsection. 
7) During the connection between u and v, the UII(u) and UII(v) are exchanged and 
recorded in the knowledge index.  After this step, the newly joining node u should 
have obtained the social interests of their neighbours and vice versa. 
fP  considers the similarity of content between the two nodes using NFH. As a result, 
nodes have a greater probability to establish friend connection with other nodes who may 
have the similar services. The reason of using   to adjust similarity criterion is to give 
new nodes the chance of establishing social connections not only with similar nodes, but 
also with dissimilar ones. The dissimilar neighbours can effectively locate other nodes 
when the query message and query handling nodes (including the query initiator) falls 
into different semantic groups.   
To facilitate the communication and service discovery, this chapter provides two concepts 
for the friend’s connection: 
DEFINITION 3.9:  
Semantic social tie (Semantic tie for short): ( ) ( , )i iv N u if Sim u v    , the similarity of 
u and vi is above the predefined threshold  . A query route through a semantic tie is 
called an exploiting walk. 
Correlative social tie (Correlative tie for short): ( ) ( , )i iv N u if Sim u v    , the similarity 
of u and vi is below the predefined threshold  . A query route through a correlative tie is 
called an exploring walk. 
A user u’s friend connections are classified into two categories based on the similarity 
threshold  , such as semantic ties with high similarity and correlative ties with low 




and low overhead for the query routing. The semantic ties are used to retrieve semantic 
relevant nodes to resolve a query. A query route via semantic ties indicates the query is 
semantically close to the current neighbours that potentially have the requested services. 
Therefore, the exploring walks are often achieved with a high forwarding degree within 
the neighbours. In this way, more relevant services would be retrieved from the semantic 
groups. In the meanwhile, correlative ties are used for locating services that differ from 
the current semantic group of the neighbourhood of u. In this case, the target nodes are 
not found in the neighbours. The query will be forwarded via correlative ties that have 
dissimilar semantic content with u. Exploring walks are often achieved with a small 
forwarding degree since the correlative ties only occupy a small portion of connections 
of u. In this fashion, the involved nodes to resolve the query is limited to a small fraction 
in the social network.  
3.3.2.2 Friendship Establishment Protocol 
The number of friend connections is a predefined number in the system. In some cases, 
multiple AQ messages will return more candidates than the predefined number of friend 
connections. When u reaches the maximum number of friend connections, u stops adding 
the responded remote nodes. However, some remote nodes may have already added u as 
a friend. In this case, the communication from the remote nodes in the future is not 
reachable for u, even if u is listed as their friends. This is considered as an incomplete 
friendship in SDOSN and will trigger a communication fault. Moreover, in the 
decentralised network, the message exchange is not always reliable as the nodes may join 
and leave at any time. Messages can be dropped or delayed during transmission, which 
may also cause the incomplete friendship problem. 
In order to cope with this issue, the Friendship Establishment Protocol (FEP) is 
introduced to guarantee a mutual friend connection during the bootstrapping process. 
Before communication data can be transmitted, a reliable friend connection must be 
obtained. The FEP protocol is carried out based on a three-way handshake mechanism to 





Figure 3.10 The three-way handshake FEP illustration 
Friendship Establishment Protocol (FEP) 
Input: Node u, v 
Output: Friendship connection state 
1. Node u sends a FriendRequestMessage(FRM) to Node v 
2. Node v receives u's FRM 
3. Node v sends a FRM-ACKnowledgement 
4. Node u receives v's FRM-ACK 
5. Node u sends ACKnowledgement 
6. Node v receives ACK 
7. Friend connection is ESTABLISHED 
 
The three-way handshake is inspired by the TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) to build 
a reliable connection prior to any data can be transmitted. FEP is able to guarantee that 
the friendship is a mutual reciprocity between node A and B. The three-way handshake 
FEB is illustrated in Figure 3.10. In this illustration, node u sends a FRM to v in order to 
establish a friend connection with v. When v receives the FRM from u, v will determine 
whether to accept the request and send back a FRM-ACK to u. At this stage, v will not 
add u to its friend list until v receives ACK from u. The reason is that in the P2P network, 
the message exchange is not always reliable as the nodes may join and leave at any time. 
If v adds u to the friend list, but the FRM-ACK fails to reach back u, then v will not appear 




acceptance of the friend request, u adds v to its friend list. Once v has been successfully 
added to u’s friend list, u will send an ACK to v in order to notify v that the acceptance 
has been received. Finally, v insert u to the friend list and update this status to its friends.  
The first and the second handshake are used to ensure v can receive messages and respond 
correctly to u; while the second and third handshake are used to ensure u can receive 
messages and respond correctly to v. After successfully applying the three-way handshake, 
u and v can establish a bi-directional link between each other. 
3.3.2.3 Active Knowledge Accumulation 
Initially, when a new node attempts to join a decentralised network for the first time, it 
has no connections to others and has no knowledge of the network. Therefore, a specific 
discovery called Virgin Session is required to connect the node to the social network. 
After joining the social network, the node sends a limited number of VQ messages to a 
set of selected neighbours. If the discovery is successful, the recently joined node updates 
its NSI and LKI to associate the nodes that have responded data successfully with the 
requested topic and establish connections to these nodes.  
As defined in section 3.2.4, the content of the VQ message comprises the node fingerprint 
hash and terms of the publicly declared social interest. The node fingerprint hash is used 
to gain at least one neighbour that meets the similarity requirement. At the same time, the 
social interest terms are used to discover the contents from their latest neighbours and to 
build the topic-node shortcuts in the NSI and further to update the LKI about the new 
neighbours. The aim of the VQ message is to capture the neighbour’s content at the 
beginning of the friendship, ultimately to increase the success rate of service discovery 
for the newly joined nodes. 
Traditional methods utilise a query which consists of multiple terms to search for a service 
in the network. When a target node handles the query, it responds the query requester 
with information only corresponding to the query topics (the terms in the query). Often, 
a node needs to issue many query messages to gain the knowledge from the network. In 
this manner, message overheads are significantly high and it is inefficient to search user 
inexplicit query topics such as polysemanic terms and synonyms. 
Therefore, this research proposes a fast knowledge acquisition approach to fetch a batch 




a traditional query, which can absorb a significant amount of information about the 
network but with fewer queries. The target nodes will not only respond to the requested 
topic in the content of VQ, but also inform the originator of other associated topics shared 
within the same interest area. An interest area in SDOSN is a semantic group with a set 
of topics. The corresponding interest area of a specific topic and other topics in this 
interest area can be found from the open directory DMOZ [195], which is a widely 
distributed database of Web content using a hierarchy topic structure. The DMOZ has 
been widely used in popular Internet services such as Google, Netscape, Lycos, Hotbot, 
Dogpile, Thunderstone, Linux, Mars Society, etc. For example, if the originator generates 
a query with the topic “Paintball” in the content, a target node that shares the desired 
services will answer the query about “Paintball” as well as the associated topics in this 
interest area such as “High Impact Paintball”, “Lemmings Paintball” and “Ultimate 
Paintball” in this interest area. The obtained new information will be added to the local 
knowledge index by the originator for future queries.  
With VQ messages, the originator can gather more pieces of knowledge from each 
successful query; however, additional traffic will be generated when transferring this 
additional knowledge. This extra traffic could be significant; if every node generates all 
queries in this manner, the traffic may be excessive for bandwidth-limited networks. In 
contrast, if the search is undertaken with only ordinary queries (without expansion), each 
new node accumulates the knowledge slowly by gathering one piece of knowledge from 
each successful query, especially for those peer nodes that are seldom present or rarely 
query the network. To address these issues, a trade-off scheme is designed for bandwidth-
limited networks. The recently joined nodes will utilise the VQ messages to gather a large 
amount of useful information quickly based on their interests. After the amount of cached 
knowledge reaching a certain threshold ratio with respect to the maximum size of the 
knowledge index, the nodes will utilise GQ messages to discover the required files with 
low traffic cost.  
Therefore, peer nodes can learn from the results of previous searches, which make future 
searches more focused. As more searches are performed, more knowledge can be 
collected from the search results. As this process continues, each node will cache a great 
deal of useful knowledge that is effective in making future decisions to re-visit peer nodes 




3.3.3 Handling Dynamism 
Since SDOSN operates the service discovery process on an unstructured P2P network, 
the network dynamism is one of the main challenges for maintaining the social overlay 
network and managing the services.  
Dynamism features of the social overlay network are studied from two aspects such as 
friendship network and overlay network. In SDOSN, new friendship relationships are 
continually being formed or old ones are being severed. However, in real-world OSN 
systems, such changes are infrequent to the extent that they are insignificant within the 
time scale of the problems of information dissemination and service discovery. For this 
reason, friendship network is considered immutable.  
The dynamism of the overlay network cannot be disregarded in the same way. Since users 
may disconnect or stop their devices at any time they choose, any given user may be 
offline and may not be available for some periods. This phenomenon, in P2P terminology, 
is known as the churn. The overlay network undergoes frequent reconfiguration, which 
affects the performance of information propagation and service discovery.  
When a node leaves the social network, it makes the services shared by the corresponding 
node unavailable. Therefore, if node u disconnects from the network, it notifies all online 
direct neighbours about its leaving. The offline neighbours of u, they detect this change 
when they come online for the next time by sending HQ messages to probe the presence 
of u. The neighbour nodes update their knowledge index by setting the neighbour’s list 
of u as -1. When u re-joins the network, the neighbour’s degree needs to be updated 
accordingly. 
Each node also continuously maintains the content hash, social interest and friends list of 
neighbours by periodically sending advertisement query messages to its existing 
neighbours; neighbours responds to the request with its NHF, interests and friends list. 
Upon receiving this response, the up-to-date information of neighbours is obtained and 
stored in the knowledge index. The fresh information of NHF is used to renew the 
semantic group of node’s neighbourhood. The node checks the similarity score of its 
semantic ties and correlative ties: if the similarity score of a semantic tie drops below the 




transforms the semantic tie to the correlative tie; similarly, when the similarity of a 
correlative tie increases above the threshold, the correlative tie becomes a semantic tie.   
The tasks of neighbour maintenance are to obtain the availability of neighbours and to 
keep track of the up-to-date information. Because of dynamism handling, the social 
network can adapt to dynamic changes of the nodes and their shared services.  
3.4 Simulation Methodology 
Simulation is a cost-effective method than implementing physical systems to evaluate the 
performance of the methodology proposed in this research. A software simulation 
platform has been designed and implemented to simulate a real world unstructured P2P 
network with configurable routing protocols and with basic social network functions. 
This section will discuss the design of experiments and evaluations of the proposed 
architecture of SDOSN. The performance of the proposed methodology has been 
evaluated by simulations under a dynamic environment. The simulator has been 
programmed in Java. Programming environment: Lenovo Thinkstation with 
specifications of Intel Core i5-6400 Processor, 16GB RAM, Windows 10 Pro X64. The 
implementation of the simulator is based on Java SDK 1.80 and Eclipse IDE. The main 
component of the SDOSN simulator is illustrated in Figure 3.11 . 
3.4.1 Simulation Platform 
The simulation platform is a P2P social network simulator which can simulate self-
organised topological construction and service discovery under a dynamic network 
environment. Firstly, the components of the platform are explained and illustrated. Then 
the experimental dataset has been prepared and assigned to nodes. Then the performance 
metrics and parameter settings are introduced to compare the network topology structures 
and search performance.  
Basically, the architecture of the simulation platform comprises two layers. The bottom 
layer offers a decentralised P2P network infrastructure for enabling network elements 
initialisation, content generation and distribution, topology initialisation. The upper layer 
encompasses the service discovery components for dynamic network churns generation, 





At the network initialisation stage, the simulation creates a node instance by allocating a 
range of memory spaces and establishing the social attributes (such as service contents, 
friends list and a set of interest tags) in an object-oriented design. Then the attributes are 
assigned with values of real-world datasets. Furthermore, every node instance generates 
a local service index and a knowledge index to utilise the assigned features. The local 
index is an inverted index for topic-service of the local service repository, while the 
knowledge index is a routing table that stores social information about immediate 
neighbours. The node instances, social connections and services are generated in a batch 
mode based on different network configurations.  
 
Figure 3.11 Simulation platform components 
At the simulation stage, when the social network has been successfully established, every 
node exhibits an absent probability insisting their probability for disconnection from the 




phenomenon is called as the churn in a decentralised social network, and it is very 
common in real P2P environments. The simulation platform encompasses a special 
module to impose churn in the network to mimic a more realistic scenario. Then large 
numbers of randomly selected queries are generated by the nodes, and the communication 
between two nodes is enabled if they are connected in the social network and both 
physically present during the simulation. All query messages have a globally unique 
identifier (GUID) and a max TTL. If a node receives the GUID, it will disregard the query 
to avoid loops. The parameter maxTTL is the upper bound hops limitations for a given 
query. A query is forwarded through neighbours to conduct service discovery by utilising 
the knowledge index, and the process continues until either the query has been resolved 
or until its TTL exceeds the maxTTL. After each discovery, the successful hits and the 
number of returned services are considered to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
algorithm against the state-of-the-art methods. 
3.4.2 Evaluation Setup 
The simulation conducted in this research considers four main characteristics that are 
considered such as network topology, content distribution, query generation and search 
methods. 
3.4.2.1 Topology Initialisation and Evolution 
In order to simulate the evolution of the social network topology, at starting point, a 
random network structure comprising 100 nodes has been initially selected. Each node 
randomly connects to two nodes bi-directionally. Then a number of new nodes 
(approximately 30 nodes) join the network every minute until the size of network reaches 
1000 nodes. Now the mature network comprises 1000 nodes and service discovery is 
conducted in this mature network.  
3.4.2.2 Content Distribution 
The service distribution among the social network can affect the search performances. In 
order to simulate a realistic environment, the service popularity has been considered in 
the simulation. A few popular services have many duplicates that appear in many nodes 
in the network, on the other hand, a large number of services are less popular and only 




This study uses the DMOZ dataset [195] and the Social-ODP-2k9 dataset [196] for 
experiments. The DMOZ dataset is the most widely distributed database of Web content 
using a hierarchy topic structure and Social-ODP-2k9 is a dataset with data retrieved from 
the social bookmarking sites. This dataset comprises 12,616 unique URLs with their 
corresponding social annotations in the DMOZ. The annotated URLs are treated as social 
services in this experiment. The content of each service comprises 10 annotated topics.  
These services are distributed among the nodes based on the following strategy: the Zipf 
law is in the form of 1~y
x
, where y is the frequency, x is the rank and   is a constant, 
and this law has been applied to generate service frequency in the entire network. The 
total number of services in the network is 173,846, with the max frequency 691 and min 
frequency 7. The frequency of services is shown in Figure 3.12 with 2  .Then a uniform 
distribution has been applied to distribute all service onto the nodes in the network. After 
this strategy, each node in the network has approximately 174 services. 
Each node focuses on one or a few topics depending on its special interest. In this 
simulation, the interest topics are extracted from the DMOZ taxonomy. The interests are 
assigned to users based on the assumption that each node is an expert on some interest 
areas and possesses the services in these areas. Therefore, 80% interests are selected from 
the top frequent topics in user’s content and the remaining 20% are randomly selected 
from the DMOZ.  Note that topics of interests are all sub-topics of the DMOZ taxonomy. 
The hierarchical relationship between topics is only used to model the interests but not 
for query routing in this chapter. 
3.4.2.3 Query Generation 
The queries are launched uniformly within the network during the simulation. Query 
topics are randomly selected from the social annotations and the total number of query 
topics is 1000, which includes topics for both popular services and rare services. During 
each step of the experiment, each node evenly selects random topics from the list of 
possible topics, whereby all the nodes have the same probability of generating queries. 
Each query message will be forwarded by the nodes to locate as many relevant services 
as possible until the query reaches the maxTTL. The maxTTL varied from 1 to 12 and the 





Figure 3.12 Service frequency based on the Zipf law 
The network has been simulated for 10,000 GQ messages, each node issuing 
approximately 10 queries, to observe the average performance for all the queries issued 
by the same node. The query messages are first evaluated against the local knowledge 
index and then are propagated to neighbours according to search strategies.  
3.4.2.4 Search Methods 
The goal of search in this chapter is to identify the correctness of the proposed SDOSN. 
The underlying concept is to send query messages to find proper neighbours and desired 
services in the decentralised system. During simulation, online nodes are randomly 
chosen as service requesting nodes in order to start a search with a single topic. The query 
match is simply defined as the services inside a node containing the query topic in the 
annotation. The successfully matched node responds a report query message to the query 
initiator. 
3.4.3 Performance Metrics 
The network architecture provides the network topology for participants to carry out 
social interactions and service discovery. Ideally, an effective network architecture should 
have good search performance and low network maintenance overhead. The metrics used 





 Success rate: the ratio of the number of resolved queries to the number of all 
issued queries within a given time in the network. A query is deemed unsuccessful 
if the query initiator has not received responses at the end of the session.  
 Resource cost: the number of nodes involved to resolve the queries during the 
search process. 
 Query efficiency: it is the ratio of success rate to resource cost. This metric 
evaluates the overall effectiveness of a search strategy. Ideally, a service 
discovery approach with highest success rate and lowest resource cost is the most 
efficient strategy.  
3.4.4 Performance Comparison 
3.4.4.1 Evaluation of Bootstrapping 
The connection probability 
fP  is the probability for a newly joining user u to connect vi 
that is already present in the social network, which is defined as 
1 ( , )







 , where n is the total number of nodes in the network 
and the metric ( , )Sim u v  measures the content similarity between two given node using 
their NFHs.  
Based on the service distribution in the network, the similarity between all nodes are 
observed and the highest similarity value is 0.6. Therefore, the similarity for connection 
between nodes is evaluated in the range between 0.1 and 0.6, and the regulator   is 
evaluated in the range between 1 and 10. The constant C is set as 0.4 in the experiment. 
When a newly joining node initially establishes some social connections in the network, 
Pf is used to decide the connection probability based on the similarity between nodes. 
Figure 3.13 depicts the impacts of the regulator upon the connection probability.  
With the regulator 0  , the connection probability is always 1, which means that the 
node u connects vi directly without considering similarity. In this sense, all the new 
connections for u is randomly selected and there is no controlled similarity between u and 
its neighbours. With the increase in the regulator , the connection probability rapidly 
decreases; when   approaches 10, the connection probability is nearly 0. It can be 




characterising less similarity. Even with ( , )=0.1Sim u v , the connection probability is 
approximately 0.44. When   approaches 0, the probability of connecting the most 
dissimilar node is nearly the same probability of connecting the most similar node.  
In the parameter selection, in order to connect approximately 10% dissimilar nodes with 
( , ) 0.1Sim u v   , the regulator   is set as 2 in the bootstrapping process. In this way, newly 
joining nodes forms different semantic groups for query routing. Consequently, the 
average length of search paths in service discovery is shorter. 
 
Figure 3.13 Effects of regulator upon connection probability 
3.4.4.2 Topology Comparison 
According to the small-world theory [99], human social networks exhibit clustering 
effects and has a short average path length as of 6. In other words, people are organised 
in tightly connected social communities, and the distance between two people in the social 
is six or fewer steps. Therefore, during the simulation, the topology evolution has been 
monitored to observe the effects of the below properties. 











  where ki represents the number of neighbours of node u, 




Average path length (APL): this metric calculates the average shortest distance between 
any two nodes in the network. It is a measure of the efficiency of information exchanged 






APL d v v
n n 
 
   , where )( ,i jd v v  is the shortest graph distance between vi and 
vj. 
Network topology comparison considers three types of topology construction in complex 
networks including random networks, scale-free networks and NFH-based networks. The 
topological establishment of these networks are achieved based on the following 
strategies:  
Random Network: where connections between nodes are established randomly with 
probability 0 1p   according to Erdős–Rényi model [197].  
Scale-Free Network: where connections between nodes are established based on the 
degree of connection and the degree distribution follows a power law ( ) ~p k kγ . Nodes 
with a high degree of connectivity have a greater probability of receiving new links than 
agents with a low degree of connection [100]. The network is composed of a few number 
of nodes with a lot of social connections and several nodes with a very few connections 
accordingly. 
NFH-based Network: where connections between nodes are established based on content 
similarity represented as NFH. Nodes tend to connect others who share greater similarity 
in content and small semantic communities are built in neighbourhood. The bridge 
between the communities is achieved with a small portion of dissimilar nodes which 





Figure 3.14 Influence of average degree of connection on average path length 
 
Figure 3.15 Influence of average degree of connection on average clustering 
coefficient 
From the observation presented in Figure 3.14, the average number of connections 
increases when APL decreases. Three different networks including the random topology, 




topology characterises the shortest average path length with the same number of nodes 
and average degrees of connection. This is because the fact that the high degree of 
connection increases the possibility of finding available nodes and the smaller average 
path length facilitates the service discovery within a shorter range. 
As shown in Figure 3.15, the ACC of NFH is much greater than the other two networks 
with the same number of connections. The ACC increases rapidly as the connections in 
NFH grows. A large network ACC value reflects better cluster capability of nodes having 
similar contents. From the results shown in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15, it can be 
observed that the small-world phenomenon in the NFH-based networks with a high 
clustering coefficient and a short average path length can effectively reduce the service 
discovery time and improve the efficiency by finding more relevant services within a 
short range of TTL. 
3.4.4.3 Evaluation of NSI and LKI on Search Performance 
The search strategies are generally classified as uninformed and informed approaches. 
The uniformed approach only relies on the local content and does not have any other 
information about other nodes in the network; the query routing is carried out in a blind 
way. But the informed approach utilises both local content and the historical search 
information to guide the query routing. In the experiments, the LSI-based search has been 
considered as the uninformed approach and it is used as the base line for evaluating the 
search performance. Compared routing strategies include the following: 
LSI: a blind query routing strategy that utilises k-random walker algorithm to forward 
query messages to k direct neighbours. 
NSI: a network shortcut based query routing strategy that utilises the historical network 
shortcuts to facilitate the query routing. If there is a match in NSI, a RQ message 
containing the URI information of the requested service is sent back to the query initiator. 
If there is no match found, the query is then forwarded to k direct neighbours. 
LKI: a knowledge index based query routing strategy that utilises successful query topics 
via direct neighbours. This topic information provides only the hints instead of direct 
service access path i.e. URI. The query is forwarded to k neighbouring nodes exhibiting 




Parameter setting: The query routing in LSI-based search has been achieved based on a 
k-random walker and with k=2. The forwarding degree in NSI and LKI is set as 2 in each 
hop. The maxTTL is evaluated from 1 to 12, which restricts the max travelling hops for a 
GQ query message. The topic size of NSI is set as 100, and a topic can have a list of URIs 
of service providers. The topic size of LKI is also set as 100, and a topic is only correlated 
with the neighbours that returned a success response. The simulation time is 30 minutes, 
each node is assigned approximately 10 queries uniformly during the entire simulation. 
The total query in the network during every minute is approximately 334. The query 
generation is shown in Figure 3.16. 
 
Figure 3.16 Uniformly query generation for each node 
If the query has found a matching service in a node, the node sends a RQ message 
containing a URI to the query initiator.  The service discovery is successful if the query 
initiator receives such a RQ message. After a query time out, the query messages are 
terminated and no message will be returned in order to reduce the network traffic. The 
success rate, resource cost and query efficiency are evaluated with 1000 nodes in the 
social network. The content distribution and friend connections are assumed static during 





Figure 3.17 Evaluation of the success rate of LSI, NSI and LKI 
The success rate of the compared approach is shown in Figure 3.17. Generally, the 
informed approaches LSI+NSI, LSI+LKI and LSI+NSI+LKI outperforms the 
uninformed approach LSI. As the TTL increases, the success rate of search in all 
approaches increases. This is due to the fact that more nodes will be involved in the search 
and more candidate services can be discovered. During the search process, for each fixed 
TTL value, the informed approaches achieve higher success rate than the uninformed 
approach, achieving nearly a 50% improvement on success rate. The informed 
approaches require less TTL for a successful search, reflecting that less number of nodes 
are visited in the network to locate the requested services. The success rate of NSI is 
higher than LKI, and the combination of NSI and LKI exhibits the highest success rate. 
The NSI uses the historical query hits, whereby facilitating a direct visit to the requested 
service for a matched topic in query messages. LKI only stores the successful topic hits 
via direct neighbours, which has a limited view of the network since the topics via 
neighbours only provide the hints for the query routing. Thus, NSI is exhibiting a better 





Figure 3.18 Evaluation of the resource cost of LSI, NSI and LKI 
Figure 3.18 shows the average resource cost for resolving a query. The resource cost is 
usually the number of involved nodes to resolve the query. A lower resource cost reflects 
a better scalability for a given system. In order to resolve a query with less TTL, nodes 
should forward queries to as many nodes as possible in each hop. In our experiment, the 
forwarding degree is set to 2, which means that if there is no match in a certain hop, the 
total message will be doubled in the next step. If the requested service has been found, 
the service provider stops forwarding the query. As the TTL increases, all compared 
strategies visit more nodes in each hop until the query has travelled across all possible 
nodes in the network. At TTL=10, the query messages have saturated the network. As 
shown in Figure 3.18, both LSI+NSI and LSI+LKI outperforms the baseline method LSI, 
since the query routing is guided by historical knowledge as opposed to the blind strategy 
of LSI. In addition, LSI+NSI consumes fewer resources than LSI+LKI. This is because 
of the fact that the former strategy generates direct service shortcuts and stops forwarding 
when the shortcuts have been found. On the other hand, if a query matches the topics in 
LKI, the query still needs to be forwarded to the corresponding neighbours.  When the 
TTL is less than 10, the resource cost for the combination of LSI+NSI+LKI is 
approximately 55% less than those of the LSI for answering a query.  Since the resource 






Figure 3.19 Evaluation of the query efficiency of LSI, NSI and LKI 
The query efficiency is shown in Figure 3.19, demonstrating the query efficiency of 
different routing strategies under different TTL range. Since the informed approaches 
such as NSI and LKI have relatively higher success rate and less resource cost, its query 
efficiency outperforms the uninformed approach LSI. Within a small TTL, the search 
efficiency of LSI is very low since the query traverses only through to a limited number 
of nodes.  However, informed approaches achieve a higher query efficiency especially 
when the TTL is less than 5, which shows the effectiveness of NSI and LKI for small 
TTL. This feature is favourable for service discovery in the decentralised environment, 
since it can discover more requested services without incurring a large number of 
duplicated messages in the network. As the TTL increases the resource costs increase 
exponentially, therefore the query efficiency considerably decreases for all the strategies. 
Hereby, it can be concluded that in order to improve the query efficiency, the search 
strategies should find the shortest path to resolve a query and to reduce the number of 
nodes involved in the query routing process. 
3.4.4.4 Search Methods Comparison 
In this section, three different search methods in decentralised service discovery has been 
evaluated through neighbour selection in each step. These strategies are described as 
follows:  




Degree: a search strategy that utilises degree information to forward queries to the 
neighbour that has the highest degrees of connection [57, 148, 198]. 
Knowledge: a search strategy that utilises LSI+NSI+LKI to forward queries to 
semantically relevant neighbours.  
These three search methods have been evaluated in the NFH-based network with an 
average degree of 3.5. The results of experiments are shown in Figure 3.20, Figure 3.21 
and Figure 3.22. In general, the influence of TTL parameter on the search performance is 
significant, since longer TTL can include more relevant nodes in the network, thereby 
achieving higher success rate as well as higher resource cost. This trend has been observed 
in all three search methods.  
 
Figure 3.20 Success rate of different search methods 
In Figure 3.20, the x-axis depicts the different search methods and the y-axis depicts the 
success rate, which is the percentage of queries resolved before the TTL expires. The 
knowledge-based search achieves the highest success rate for different TTL ranges. The 
success rate of the degree-based search is slightly better than that of the random search 
method. The average success rate of the knowledge-based search is approximately twice 
than that of the other two methods for the TTL ranging from 1 to 4, which means that the 
percentage of queries being resolved is doubled by utilising the knowledge in each query 
hop. For TTL=6, the success rate of the knowledge-based search achieves nearly reaches 




is less than 60%. When TTL approaches 10, the success rates of the latter two methods is 
observed to be reaching 100%. It can be concluded that the knowledge based search 
provides the highest success rate and can resolve most queries within short TTL range.  
 
Figure 3.21 Resource cost of different search methods 
TTL parameter is observed to exert a higher influence on the search performance. Longer 
TTL can achieve higher success rate.  However, long TTL also can increase the resource 
cost and generate significant duplicated messages in the network. Figure 3.21 shows the 
resource cost for different search methods, where the x-axis represents the search methods 
under different TTL range, and the y-axis represents the average number of visited nodes 
required to resolve a query. The knowledge-based search method outperforms the other 
two methods. For TTL range 1 to 10, the knowledge based search resolves queries with 
least number of involved nodes. The degree-based search method has slightly less number 
of visited nodes than the random search method. It is worthy of note that the GUID of 
query messages has been applied to prevent queries with the same GUID from being 
forwarded to the same nodes twice. The involved nodes to resolve a query includes all 





Figure 3.22 Query efficiency of different search methods 
Figure 3.22 presents the query efficiency for the three search methods. There is no 
significant difference observed between the degree-based search method and random 
search method, due to the small-world nature of the NFH-based network. The NFH-based 
network comprises semantic communities those have connections between any two nodes 
within the community. As the result, variance among the degree of connection is small in 
such networks. Moreover, from the query efficiency observations, it can be concluded 
that the knowledge-based search is achieving the highest performance in search especially 
for small TTL values. This is because of the fact that it has the higher percentage of 
successful hits and the fewer number of visited nodes.   
From these observations, it can be concluded that under different TTL ranges the 
knowledge-based search can locate the required services with a higher success rate and 
relatively lower resource cost. Thus, the query traffic is reduced and the efficiency is 
improved during the service discovery process.  
3.4.4.5 Bootstrapping Overhead 
Now, 30 new nodes are imposed to join the social network after a minute into the 
simulation. Nodes arrive randomly and send query requests to establish connections with 
the existing nodes in the social network. The initial social network is a randomly 




send VQ messages to discover friendship candidates. The maxTTL for VQ messages is 
set to 3 as a default value. As shown in Figure 3.23, the size of the network grows steadily 
until a reaching predefined system size of 1000 nodes in our simulation. At 30 minutes 
of simulation, the network reaches the size of 1000 nodes and remains the same for the 
rest of the simulation. During every minute of simulation, each node in the network 
including the newly joined nodes issue one GQ messages with the maxTTL of 3. 
 
Figure 3.23 Nodes joining the social network 
 




The network traffic consists of two parts such as the VQ messages and GQ messages as 
shown in Figure 3.24. GQ messages and VQ messages are both increasing when nodes 
join the network.  The amount of overhead is marginal, represented in the area between 
the blue curve and green histogram. This overhead is incurred by the VQ messages 
flooding the network to establish new links. The total messages overhead reach the peak 
of 3337 messages in total at the 29th minute, witnessing a 14% increase incurred by the 
VQ messages. The highest increment during the simulation is observed to be 
approximately 33% at the 3rd minute of the simulation.  
The network traffic depends on the entry points (bootstrapping nodes) of the social 
network, existing network connections and the maxTTL of the VQ messages. The entry 
points are selected randomly in this research since all participants are considered equally 
for the role of bootstrapping new nodes. In this sense, there is no extra maintenance 
incurred for bootstrapping the nodes, thus maintaining the workload balancing in the 
network. As more nodes joining the network, the connections of the nodes increase 
rapidly. Therefore, the messages are flooded among an increased number of nodes in each 
hop. However, the message overheads increase steadily during social connections whilst 
exerting a control over nodes joining the network. After 30 minutes of simulation, there 
are still some messages being transmitted in the network. This due to the fact that the TTL 
of VQ messages is not yet finished, thus imposing a delay in the response messages of 
friend’s connections.  
3.5 Summary 
This chapter proposed a decentralised alternative SDOSN featuring a self-organised 
architecture, in spite of overcoming the pressing issues of the centralised architecture, 
namely the lack of privacy control and single point of failure issues. SDOSN fills the 
research gap between the traditional P2P networks and the decentralised architecture of 
OSN, which can alleviate the privacy issue by giving users full control of their personal 
data, as well as providing adequate flexibility and capability using a self-organised 
architecture.  
This self-organised architecture has been formally defined and characterised for 
decentralised OSNs with strong adaptability and high scalability without the need for 




instructed P2P network and users are allowed self-organise into semantic communities 
based on content similarity. The self-organised architecture exhibits the small-world 
characteristics with short average path length and large average clustering coefficient. 
Additionally, this chapter also defined and characterised the structure formation of the 
social overlay network and further proposed mechanisms for distributed topology 
adaptation to bootstrap newly joining nodes and to maintain the network structure. A node 
fingerprint hash technique has been presented to establish new connections considering 
the content similarity between users. Furthermore, the service content and user local 
knowledge including NSI, LKI have been defined with structured semantic abstractions. 
Five types of query messages have been formally defined to support communication and 
service discovery tasks. In the experiments, a configurable simulation platform has been 
presented and the main components include the adaptation of social overlay networks, 
decentralised service discovery and evaluation of search models. This platform can 
simulate a dynamic social network with knowledge-based routing protocols for service 
discovery. The correctness and efficiency of the proposed SDOSN architecture have been 
evaluated through extensive simulations. In the experiments, three different network 
structures including Random Network, Scale-Free Network and NFH-based Network 
have been compared and discussed. NFH-based network exhibited the small-world 
characteristics such as the large clustering coefficient and the short average path length. 
Moreover, the success rate, resource cost and query efficiency for informed approaches 
have been evaluated. The experiment results demonstrated that the combination of NSI 
and LKI converges fast in short TTL and delivers stable service discovery in the 





4 HOMOPHILY-BASED SOCIAL 
SERVICE DISCOVERY  
4.1 Overview 
Previous chapter introduced the semantical design of a self-organised architecture 
SDOSN. Service sharing and discovery are the core functionality of in SDOSN. Users in 
SDOSN exercise full autonomy over their shared services and social connections, and 
they interact with neighbours to locate the required services. However, with the scale of 
increasing number of social network users, the rate of possible interactions increases 
exponentially, hence large delay in service discovery. In addition, existing search 
methods in unstructured P2P often have low performance or generate high network traffic. 
Furthermore, the heterogeneous nature of social service data, dynamisms with nodes 
joining and leaving introduce more challenges for service discovery. Efficient service 
discovery without global knowledge of social network is a challenging task in large-scale 
decentralised environments.  
This chapter presents an efficient service discovery approach based on homophily 
features that consider social relationships and user interests, and focuses on the neighbour 
selection for efficient query dissemination. To be more specific, firstly a semantic 
matchmaking method based soft-cosine similarity is proposed to capture the hidden 
semantic correlation between concepts and support the accurate match for complex 
queries. Then user’s homophily features are characterised by the combination of status 
homophily and value homophily to capture the closeness between two users. The status 
homophily reveals the common social connections and the value homophily represents 
the common interests. Finally, during semantic query routing, a choice probability 
method is proposed to select the promising neighbours that have a high degree to 
disseminate the query and have a high probability to serve as friend candidates of the 
query initiator. As a result, the social network structure is self-adaptive according to the 




the requested services can be found, but also new connections between similar users may 
be established.  
The proposed service discovery approach fits well with the real-world social networks, 
where the users expand their network during social interactions. With more social 
connections established during service discovery, users will have more social knowledge 
to resolve the query. The evaluation, performed in simulation using real-world datasets, 
shows that the homophily-based service discovery approach achieves better performance 
when compared with the state-of-the-art methods in a dynamic network environment. 
In this thesis, service discovery specifically means finding a set of services published by 
their owners that satisfy a given set of requirements.  It should be noted that the service 
is a general concept that is not restricted to well-defined web services, but many types of 
data including text, hashtags, friends, pictures or video clips in social networking systems. 
The service discovery should be considered a capability to locate varied, multi-source 
social resources. 
4.2 Preliminary 
Following assumptions are made in the proposed service discovery approach: 
Network Topology: Participants  1 2,  ,  ...,   mP P P  are self-organised in an unstructured P2P 
network with an average degree of connection γ. The social network is an undirected 
graph and only has one connected component, which means there is at least one path 
between any participants. 
Social Communication: Each participant in the social network is able to communicate 
with its first-degree neighbours. Participants are considered as honest users who will 
respond the service request queries and help resolve the queries.  
Social knowledge: Each participant maintains the social connections with their direct 
neighbours. The NFH, friends list and interests’ information of their neighbours are 
obtained and stored in the local knowledge index. Note that NFH and friends list is 
considered as known information between direct neighbours by the default privacy setting. 




information. The interests are considered as user-declared public information that can be 
seen by all participants in the social network. 
Service: this research assumes the user shared services are text documents. Each service 
document is represented as a weight vector 
,1 ,2 ,3 ,( , , )s s s s NS w w w w

  using the adapted 
term-frequency (TF) scheme.  
Query: A query message contains a conjunction of n concepts. The query is represented 
as weighted vector ,1 ,2 ,3 ,( , , )q q q q NQ w w w w

  using the TF scheme. 
Similarity Calculation: the similarity between a query and a service is measured by the 
cosine of the angle between the vectors.  
Semantic Group: The measurement of similarity between a query Q and node content 
 LSI u  is using the soft-cosine similarity cos( , ( ))soft Q LSI u  that returns a relevancy score 
between 0 and 1. The higher value of score, the higher relevancy it is. If the similarity 
cos( , ( ))soft q LSI u  , the query is considered as the same semantic group with the content 
of node u. Otherwise, the query is considered beyond the semantic group.  
Service Discovery: The service discovery task is to find as many relevant services that 
satisfy the query with a time-to-live (TTL) bound. A query can search for all available 
nodes and their shared services with a sufficiently large TTL through the collaboration of 
participants.  
Service Provision: given a URI, a remote service can be requested directly from other 
participants to the service provider.  
4.3 Problem Definition 
The service discovery in centralised systems is the activity of obtaining information 
resources that are relevant to a user requirement from a resource repository. Full-text or 
other content-based indexing techniques are used to support efficiently searching in large 
datasets. A service discovery process begins when a user enters a query into the system. 
A query consists of formal statements of information needs, which is parsed into a 
conjunction of terms. The query identifies several objects that match terms in the query, 




and shown to the user. Figure 4.1 shows the service discovery process in centralised 
systems. 
 
Figure 4.1 Centralised service discovery 
The problem of service discovery in decentralised OSNs is known as Semantic Query 
Routing Problem (SQRP). The general goal of SQRP is to determine the shortest path 
from a user that issues a query to users that can appropriately resolve the query by 
providing the requested service. Furthermore, the number of services located is 
maximised and the number of steps to find the services is minimised. The query traverses 
the network moving from the initiating user to neighbouring users and then to neighbours 
of neighbours and so forth until it locates the requested service or exceeds a user defined 
limit.  
 




Similarly, a service discovery process begins when a user issues a query into the system. 
A query first searches a user’s local space by matching the indexed data including text 
documents, description of images, audio and videos etc. If the query needs to be further 
forwarded, the user sends the query to a set of selected neighbours. The discovery process 
then is iterated in the neighbours’ local space until sufficient relevant services have been 
found or TTL of the query meets the upper bound. Figure 4.2 depicts the service discovery 
process in the fully decentralised systems. 
4.4 Discovery Framework 
4.4.1 Knowledge-based Service Discovery 
In social networks, people remember and update potentially useful knowledge from social 
interactions; as a consequence, random and diffuse behaviours gradually become highly 
organised [199].  
In SDOSN, service discovery is also based on knowledge; a user only knows the 
information about their direct neighbours that contains the content hash NFH, friends list 
and declared interests. The service discovery is intended to locate the required service 
based on the knowledge and historical interactions among users. The historical 
information is the successful query history for a period in the past, which stores the direct 
shortcuts information URI to search a remote node without flooding the network. The 
historical information is attached with a time stamp of when the data being obtained and 
updated with the LRU scheme. With careful maintenance of the knowledge index, the 
service discovery can be guided with more accuracy and efficiency than blinded search, 
hence reducing the overhead of network traffic. 
Figure 4.3 depicts the system structural frame of service discovery in the self-organised 
social network. The infrastructure is based on the unstructured P2P network. On the 
overlay network, users connect to others to build the F2F social network and the 
communication among users is enabled if users know each other, i.e. they are connected 
by the social network. Service discovery is a query-oriented information lookup in the 
social network. Users interact with each through query and response messages, and the 
historical information is cached in user’s local space. Each user maintains two historical 
information about the social network including a network shortcut index (NSI) and a local 




for successfully found services. The shortcuts can provide one-hop query routing for a 
recorded service location in remote nodes. The LKI stores information about immediate 
neighbours including their NFHs, friends list, declared interests and a pheromone table. 
When a new user joins the social network, the social connections and the knowledge index 
can be built rapidly through the virgin session. The social connections and the knowledge 
index are self-organised during social interactions in the network.  
 
Figure 4.3 Frame diagram of service discovery in the self-organised social network 
4.4.2 Query Processing Module 
Within an established social network, users communicate with others through query 
messages that consist of service requirements. The query terminates when sufficient 
services have been found or the TTL exceeds the predefined upper bound. The query 
processing inside nodes consists of three modules such as local service match, network 
shortcuts match and local knowledge index match. 
As shown in Figure 4.4, when a user receives a query message, the user first matches the 
query to the local service index to calculate the similarity between the query and local 
services. In order to fetch more services in the social network, the query then is processed 
by comparing the network shortcuts, which can provide direct access with the previous 




index is utilised to select promising neighbours based on the homophily features and the 
pheromone information. When the query message is forwarded to a set of selective 
neighbours, the query will be iteratively processed through the query handling module. 
 
Figure 4.4 Query handling module inside nodes 
When a user receives a query, the query will be handled by the local query processing 
module which consists of local service index match, network shortcuts match and 
knowledge index match. The previous section introduced the service matchmaking 
method to effectively find relevant services that meet the system-defined similarity 
threshold. Then the query is processed through matching network shortcuts, the match 
process utilises the feature correlation matrix to calculate the similarity between query 
terms and the topics in topic-URI pairs. The matched shortcuts direct the query to the 
service providers, and the available service providers respond the URI service request by 
sending report query message to the current query handling node. If no service is found 
in shortcuts by URI, the query then will be forwarded to a selected set of suitable 
neighbours using LKI. This research utilises user’s homophily features to discover the 
personalised information and potential social connections, which self-organises similar 
users into communities.  Hence, with the evolution of social networks, the discovery path 




During query routing, a book-keeping technique is adopted to avoid redundant query 
messages. Each query message is assigned with a globally unique identifier GUID by the 
query initiator. In the local cache, each node keeps track of received query GUIDs. If a 
node receives a query with the same GUID that has been recorded already, the node will 
discard the query. This technique reduces the probability that a query traverses to the 
same node to sidestep routing circles. 
 
Figure 4.5 Flow chart of query routing process  
It is necessary to define at which point a GQ message for service discovery should be 
terminated. In decentralised systems, the services are scattered across the networked 
nodes and the behaviour of search relies on query routing via neighbour. The search task 
is to find some unknown nodes that may provide the requested service and the service 
availability is not guaranteed. Therefore, a stopping point must be defined to prevent 
query messages from running infinitely in the network. This research uses TTL parameter 
to define the hops of query messages. One hop means the query travels from one node to 
another node. After each hop, the TTL in the query increases by one. The maxTTL 
parameter is predefined to confine the maximum hops of a query message.  When TTL 
reaches the maxTTL, the query will be terminated. The query forwarding process flow 
chart is shown in Figure 4.5. After a query has reached a target node that can provide the 
service, the query messages can terminate the travel or continue to find more target nodes 
until it reaches the maxTTL. In this research, the query messages are kept alive after first 
successful discovery and continue the discovery process until they reach the maximum 




appropriate nodes. This strategy is beneficial for individual users since it can find as many 
services as possible that meets the user requirement in the decentralised social network. 
4.4.3 Service Discovery 
The service discovery comprises two stages: the advertisement stage and the search stage. 
The advertisement stage is the knowledge updating phase when each participant 
periodically issues an AQ message containing digest information NFH about services to 
be shared along with their social connections and interests. The digest information is pre-
processed based on the locality-sensitive hash [200] techniques that are able to compress 
similar user shared services into similar hash values. The NFH is a hash-based, space-
efficient data structure that significantly reduces the size of messages transferring in the 
network layer.  Due to the dynamic nature of the social network, contents, connections 
and interests of participants are changing constantly. Therefore, the advertisement stage 
is critical for effective service discovery in such a dynamic environment. After this stage, 
participants can obtain the up-to-date information and cache the NHFs, connections and 
interests of their neighbours. 
 
Figure 4.6 Service discovery: query path from node 12 to node 58 requires 4 hops 
In the search stage, when a participant searches for a specific service, it deploys a GQ 
message to find participants holding the desired service. A service discovery example is 




requested service is possessed in node 58. The query travels four hops from node 12 to 
its neighbour 927, then to 927’s neighbour 1405, next to 1405’s neighbour 1684, and 
finally via 1684 to the service provider 58. The query routing is in a hop-by-hop fashion 
and query messages are forwarded to selective intermediate neighbours based on their 
semantic similarity to a query. To be more specific, if the semantic similarity is above a 
predefined threshold, the query is forwarded to the neighbours with semantic ties; 
otherwise, the query is forwarded via correlative ties. The semantic ties and correlative 
ties are pre-calculated during advertisement stage. If the target node is located, a RQ 
message will be returned to the requestor and pheromone information is laid along the 
routing path. In the future, if other query messages are seeking similar services, the query 
messages can follow previously query hit information and not traverse the network in a 
blind way.  
4.5 Semantic Matchmaking 
The service discovery is a query-oriented search process that defines the searching and 
matching logics in SDOSN. It allows users to issue query messages to obtain information 
of neighbours and locate services from remote peers in the social network. The 
effectiveness of service discovery significantly depends on the similarity measurements 
of relevance between queries and services in node content. The aim of semantic 
matchmaking is to rapidly determine whether a node can resolve the query or not.  
The searching process inside a node is based on two assumptions: firstly, a query message 
with a conjunction of terms can search all shared services through LSI in a user’s local 
space; secondly, a service is considered as a successful match to a query when the 
relevance score is above a relevance threshold  . Otherwise, they are deemed to be 
irrelevant. 
4.5.1 Motivation 
The traditional VSM approach adopts cosine similarity [201] to capture the similarity 
between query messages and services inside nodes. The cosine similarity is widely used 
to calculate the distance between two document-vectors in the information retrieval fields 
[89, 90]. However, the cosine similarity adopted by VSM suffers some limitations: 1) it 
neglects the terms correlations. VSM considers terms in a document vector as 




assumption neglects important correlations between terms and cannot accurately measure 
the similarity between two documents. For example, suppose there are two keywords 
“play” and “game”. In VSM, the two different words are mapped to different dimensions; 
the similarity between them is 0. However, it is obvious that “play” and “game” are 
related semantically. If the correlation between terms is taken into consideration, the 
cosine similarity can be measured more accurately. 2) it does not cope with scale 
problems. The similarity score is overly biased by the terms with higher weight and gives 
less consideration on the number of common terms. For instance, consider three vectors 















are calculated as cos( , ) 0.975a b 
  cos( , ) 0.734a c   . 
From observation, a

 is more similar to c

 than it is to b

 since there are 3 positive 














 share more common words, the higher weight in the third dimension of b

has 
gained biased score and significantly reduces the impact of low weight values in other 
dimensions. 
4.5.2 Semantic Matchmaking  
In order to capture the accurate semantic match between a query and a LSI, the soft-cosine 
similarity is adopted to calculate the similarity considering the underlying correlation 
between terms in VSM. The soft-cosine similarity integrates the generalized concepts of 
cosine measure and semantic correlations of the terms [202]. Here the formal definition 
is given as: 















, where ( , )ij i jc sim t t , 
it  and jt  are the term features in a finite document repository, and ( , )i jsim t t  is a 
similarity measure to quantify the semantic similarity between terms it  and jt .  
There are numerous ways of computing the similarity between terms, such as widely used 




becoming available, our goal is to be able to calculate the similarity between two vectors 
considering the feature correlations.  




, respectively.  
,1 ,2 ,3 ,( , , )s s s s NS w w w w

  is a N-dimensional vector of LSI, where , (1 )s iw i N  is the 
weight the for i-th term feature.  
,1 ,2 ,3 ,( , , )q q q q NQ w w w w

  is a N-dimensional vector of query, where , (1 )s iw i N  is the 
weight the for i-th term feature.  
The weight function is defined as: 
	 , ,1 logx t x tw f  	 (4.1) 
where the fx,t is the term t’s frequency in a document that can be a service or a query.  
The weigh is assigned using an adapted term-frequency (TF) scheme. This weight 
function does not require global information and can be calculated locally inside nodes. 
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where FC is the feature correlation matrix in which ( , )ij i jc sim s q and 1,ii ij jic c c  .  
If there is no similarity between two features, then the feature elements in FC is zero. The 
formula computes the soft-cosine for the query and service in time complexity of 2( )O N .   
The soft-cosine similarity normalises document length during the comparison. The 
similarity value between a query and document is in a closed range between 0 and 1, in 
which the resulting value with 1 indicating exactly match, with 0 indicating no correlation, 
and in-between values indicating intermediate similarity level. 




For instance, suppose there are total 4-dimension of term features in the vector model 
including the elements in  ,  , ,download itunes jazz music . A service vector S

 contains 
three term features  , ,download itunes jazz ; by using weight function, the service vector 
is transformed to (1,1,1,0)S 

. A query message has one term feature  music , and the 
query vector is represented as (0,0,0,1)Q 

. 
1 0.8 0.1 0.2
0.8 1 0.4 0.7
0.1 0.4 1 0.6








 is the feature correlation matrix that provides the terms 
similarity between each pair of in the set: 
 { ,( , ),( , ), ( , ),( , ), (, , )}download jazz download music itunes jazz itunedownlo s music jad itu azz mus sicne  
Using the traditional cosine similarity: 
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Since the music is in the different dimension with other terms, the similarity calculated 
by cosine similarity is 0; yet the query:  music  is very much similar to the service 
 , ,download itunes jazz  as they all related to a semantic group. Due to the lack of 
considering underlying semantic correlations between terms, the traditional cosine 
similarity only has a limited capability for query-service matchmaking. As a result, many 
services with high relevance to queries are not retrieved, thus low search performance 
during service discovery process. 
The soft-cosine similarity that can capture the correlation between term features with 
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From the above result, it can be seen that the correlation between term features can bring 
a difference in the similarity measurement. The soft-cosine similarity achieves more 
accurate semantic match and has advantages in dealing with the inexplicit query that often 
has low precisions and recalls in the service discovery.   
4.6 Homophily-based Service Discovery 
In the discovery stage, nodes utilise query messages to search the network in a 
decentralised manner. Since services are scattered in the social network and lack 
hierarchical organisation or centralised control, most queries travel a long time to retrieve 
relevant services. Moreover, the traditional service discovery methods in P2P networks 
are mainly supported by keyword-based solutions that cannot provide a context-aware 
and personalised search for end users. As a result, many services that are irrelevant to a 
specific user’s request may be considered during the service discovery process. These 
unrelated services do not provide the request information and cost bandwidth.  
In order to deal with these problems, a homophily-based approach is proposed to exploit 
service content and user’s social interest. The main objective is to discover those nodes 
that have a high probability of resolving the query messages and have potential to serve 
as friendship candidates. The homophily-based approach can self-organise nodes in the 
social network into small semantic communities that can hand frequent queries. With the 
social network evolving, service discovery in the homophily-based social network can 
have high efficiency and the query path become short.  
4.6.1 Homophily Formation 
When a user is being queried, SDOSN not only considers the similarity based on queries 
and services, but also takes user’s common features into account. Furthermore, according 
to recent studies [101, 117, 206], individuals tend to interact and establish links with 
individuals who have similar interests. This phenomenon is called homophily in social 




ways: it affects the way a social network develops and individuals are more likely to 
successfully influence others when they are similar to them [114].  
Homophily is one of the most salient properties in complex networks [207-209]. The idea 
behind homophily is that individuals tend to interact and establish links with similar 
individuals. In their original formulation of homophily, Lazarsfeld and Merton [101] 
distinguished the concept between status homophily and value homophily. This 
subsection introduces the formal definition of status homophily and value homophily to 
approach the similarity of users. 
In SDOSN, the homophily is defined as the linear combination of status homophily (SH) 
and value homophily (VH): 
	 ( , ) ( , ) (1 ) ( , )H u v SH u v VH u v    	 (4.3) 
Where   is a parameter that regulates the importance of the influence of status homophily 
and value homophily in the overall homophily of two users.  ,H u v  is a measurement 
of interpersonal similarity that influences the service matchmaking and forwarding degree 
in the service discovery process. Users are more likely to successfully provide the services 
or guide the discovery when they are similar to each other [201]. 
The status homophily defines the social familiarity, which calculates the common friends 
(neighbours) of two nodes. If user u and v are familiar, it tends to be they share many 
common friends. The status homophily between user u and v is denoted as ),(SH u v . The 
computation utilises the Jaccard index [210] to compare the similarity of two sets. 
),(SH u v  is defined as the size of the neighbourhood intersection divided by the size of 
the neighbourhood union: 
	
| ( ) ( ) |
,( )
| ( ) ( ) |
N u N v
SH u v





where  N u ,  N v are the neighbour set of user u and v, respectively. Given a set )(N u  , 
the cardinality of )(N u  denoted )(N u  counts how many elements are in )(N u . The 




both sets. The union between  N u  and  N v  is denoted ( ) ( )N u N v  and reveals the 
elements in either set. If the  N u  and  N v are both empty, then define ( , ) 0SH u v  . 
However, those users who have high SH may have very different interests. A query is 
likely to be resolved by a user whose interests cover topical areas of the query.  Therefore, 
in the next step, the personal interests are also considered. The value homophily calculates 
the degree of matching between two sets of content topics including interests in the user 
profile vector, which is defined as: 
	
| ( ) ( ) |
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| ( ) ( ) |
T u T v
VH u v





where ( )T u and ( )T v  are the interest set of user u and v, respectively. If ( )T u and ( )T v are 
both empty, define ( , ) 0VH u v  . 
Equation (4.4) and (4.5) apply the Jaccard index metric in the neighbour set and the 
interest set to achieve fast calculation of homophily score. Consider set ( ) {0,1,5}N u   and 
( ) {0,5,6}N v   where the entries in N(u) and N(v) are the identifiers of nodes,  set
( ) { , }T u sports arts  and ( ) { , , }T v photography arts religion  where the entries in T(u) and 
T(v) are terms of social interest for u and v, respectively. For simplicity of this example, 
the identifier of nodes are represented as numbers, and the interest’s terms are mapped 
into a flat way without the semantic hierarchy.  
The status homophily is calculated: 
| ( ) ( ) | |{0,5}|
, = =0.5
| ( ) ( ) | |{0
( )
,1,5,6}|
N u N v
SH u v





The value homophily is calculated: 
 
| ( ) ( ) | |{ } |
( , ) = =0.25
| ( ) ( ) | |{sports,arts,photograpy,religion}) |
T u T v arts
VH u v




If 0.5  , then ( , ) ( , ) (1 ) ( , ) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.375H u v SH u v VH u v          
Hence, the neighbours and interest can capture the homophily feature between two users. 
The users who have high overall homophily score are considered strongly share common 
social characteristics, which facilitate new relationship formations thereby making 




4.6.2 Homophily-based Query Processing 
4.6.2.1 Query Modelling  
This research proposes a query routing method by modelling a GQ message as a virtual 
node with potential services that contains the query requests and homophily features of 
the query initiator. This method is beneficial for the service discovery for two reasons. 
Firstly, the virtual node not only has the information of service requirement, but also the 
information about the query initiator, which enriches the expression ability of a query, 
make the matchmaking process more accurate and reduces mismatch of the vague terms 
that has multiple meanings. Secondly, the virtual node integrates homophily to discover 
personalised information that increases the frequency of interaction with socially similar 
nodes during neighbour selection.  
 
Figure 4.7 Homophily-based query processing 
As shown in Figure 4.7, a GQ message q issued by node u is modelled as a dotted node 
of uq. uq, a temporary shadow of u, contains the information on the profile of node u 
including interests, neighbour list as well as the service requirements in the content. In 
the personalised service discovery, the virtual node uq can be considered to be an estimate 
of the profile of possible target nodes.  The estimated target node should have the required 
services as well be likely to share some common features with the service requester 




issued and ends with the maxTTL expiry. The uq is intended to discover those nodes that 
have potential to serve as friendship candidates and have a high probability of resolving 
the query messages. 
4.6.2.2 Homophily-based Matchmaking 
The matchmaking process is tailored specifically to an individual’s social feature by 
incorporating information about the individual beyond specific query provided, which is 
shown in Figure 4.8. The main purpose is to achieve a comprehensive similarity between 
a query request and a node that is receiving the query. A query message is augmented 
with the query requester’s interests and neighbour information to represent an estimated 
target profile vector. In this way, the problem of the matchmaking between a query and a 
user has transformed to the matchmaking between two user’s profile vectors. As a result, 
heterogeneous information, such as queries and service contents, as well as user interests 
and neighbours, are converted to the same profile vector space, then represented, 
discovered and compared under a homogeneous data structure. Besides, it can effectively 
alleviate the synonymy problem (i.e. different concepts referring to the same meaning) 
and reduce the term dimensions in service discovery thus making the discovery process 
more accurate and efficient.  
The matchmaking module measures the similarity between the query vector and user 
vector, which considers both homophily similarity and semantic similarity. Homophily 
similarity is a linear combination of status homophily and value homophily. Status 
homophily counts the common neighbours, and value homophily gauges the common 
interests. The semantic similarity is based on the likeness of meaning between the query 
keywords and service topics. Matchmaking applies a soft-cosine similarity to calculate 
the overall similarity between the query vector and user vector. A threshold of cosine 
similarity that determines a user can provide a relevant service to the query requester is 






Figure 4.8 Homophily-based matchmaking module 
4.6.2.3 Choice Probability 
When node vy receives a query uq, vy starts the local query processing module. It utilises 
the soft-cosine approach to calculate the semantic distance between the query topics and 
LSI. If the similarity score is below the predefined threshold  , the query then will be 
forwarded to the neighbours. This research utilises homophily-based factor and degree-
based factor (number of neighbours) in an exponential function to measure the probability 
of a neighbouring node to be capable of resolving the query. This probability will be used 
to determine whether to forward a query to a neighbour and so the probability is called 
choice probability. The most promising neighbour is the most similar neighbour to the 
virtual node and has the highest number of connections. Therefore, when node vy forwards 
query uq to its neighbour set 
yv
N the following equation calculates choice probability of 
yx v
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The choice probability CP considers the homophily between the node vx and the virtual 
node uq. Moreover, it also considers the degree of the neighbours. The degree is an 
important factor in query routing. Those nodes with a higher degree have more influence 
on the information dissemination. The reason is that they can forward information to more 
nodes in one hop and make more impact on the network traffic. The exponential function 
used in Equation (4.6) creates a marginal improvement of the ranking score by applying 
a power exponent of the degree. This function is not only able to capture the homophily 
between the neighbouring node and the virtual node to encourage interest-based 
discovery, but also integrates the degree factor to accelerate the service discovery process. 
As a result, the search range in each hop can be more accurate and overall query messages 
can be resolved with fewer hops on average.  
An example calculation of choice probability is presented in Figure 4.7. Before 
forwarding the query to the neighbours, node v1 needs to determine the choice probability 
of v2, v3 and v4 in the knowledge index. Using example values for the homophily score 
between q and v2, q and v3, and q and v4:   
     2 3 4, 0.4 , 0.5 , 0.6q q qH v u H v u H v u  ， ，  




( , ) 1 1 =0.61
0.4+0.5+0.6q
CP v u
      




( , ) 1 1 =0.55
0.4+0.5+0.6q
CP v u
      




( , ) 1 1 =0.64
0.4+0.5+0.6q
CP v u
      
     
In this example, the choice probability is calculated by using homophily score and 
connection degree. The choice probability is high when both homophily score and 
connection degree are high. v4 has the highest choice probability is this case. In the 
meanwhile, v2 has the lowest homophily score, but the highest connection degree. The 
choice probability of v2 is higher than v3, since the connection degree plays a more 




4.6.2.4 Query Routing Strategy 
The query routing aims at finding the promising neighbours that a have high probability 
of resolving the query or know who can resolve the query. This research considers the 
semantic information of neighbourhood using node fingerprint NFH that captures the 
content similarity between nodes.  Based on the similarity, the neighbours are logically 
classified as two kinds of social ties: the semantic social ties and correlative social ties. 
The semantic query routing consists of two strategies: the exploitation strategy and the 
exploration strategy. The functionality of the two strategies are described as following: 
 The exploitation strategy utilises the current gained results to search more relevant 
result in the neighbourhood. It selects the neighbours with high choice probability 
(CP) in the semantic ties.  
 The exploration strategy provides mutability and randomness to discover new 
semantic groups. It is achieved by routing queries to dissimilar neighbours via 
correlative ties. 
The two strategies supplement each by utilising the two kinds of social ties in a self-
adaptive manner. Given a query, SDOSN first utilises exploitation strategy to locate a 
node within the relevant semantic group through correlative ties, and then multicast the 
query to the semantic ties that are likely to be relevant to the query too. By iteratively 
applying the two strategies in the query routing, the query can be navigated to the service 
provider with less traffic using small forwarding degree on correlative ties, and it is able 
to discover more services in the neighbourhood of a service provider. 
4.6.3 Social Connection Adaptation 
In most online social networking systems, users can meet new users and establish a friend 
connection during social interactions. In order to facilitate the growth of social networks, 
most systems provide recommendations of new friends who have common friends or 
common interests. In this way, users can establish new friend connections and expand 
their social network. Hence, this research proposes mechanisms for users to establish new 
friendship during service discovery.   
The task of neighbour adaptation in this research is to select new neighbours (i.e. friends) 
from candidates during service discovery and to keep track of the LKI of the existing 




establishment protocol.  Homophily is a measurement of social closeness and can enhance 
the discovery process to select the service providers that share common social features 
with the query initiator. And the choice probability enhances the discovery towards the 
nodes with a high degree of connection.   
Algorithm 4.1	Social Connection Adaptation 
Input: Node u, a finite query set: 1 2{ , , }cQ q q q  , Choice probability 
threshold    
Output: Friend connection update 
1. //generate query messages for service discovery 
2. for 1i  to c  do 
3.       while	 (). ()GenerateQuery Next   		do 
4.             . ()iq Q Next   
5.             . . ()i iq ttl q setTTL  
6. 															 .homophily . ()iq u getHomophily 	 
7. 															 ( )iQueryRout g qin 	 
8.              ( )iHitsQuery ts qHi   
9.        end while 
10.  end for 
11.  //generate candidates from success discovery 
12.  while . ()v Hits next   do 
13.        if .v CP   do 
14.              .candidateList add v  
15.             //Friendship establishment protocol 
16.              ,FEP u v   
17.             //Incremental update of local knowledge index 
18.              updateLKI u   
19.        end if 
20.  end while 
21.  //u sends AQ message to inform its neighbours 
22.    sendNotification N u   
23.  //Neighbours update the changes 
24.    updateLKI N u           
25.  return ). (u connections   
 
Following a successful discovery, these nodes are cached in the network shortcut index 




service providers that have resolved the query and also have higher choice probability 
than a predefined threshold  . Each node periodically updates its neighbours by adding 
new neighbours from the friend candidate list. New friendships are formed by using FEP 
protocol if the current number of social connection is less than the maximum connection. 
After successful connection, neighbours are categorised into semantic ties or correlative 
ties based on the NFH similarity score. The information of new connected neighbours 
then advertised to the existing neighbours through AQ messages. The existing neighbours 
will be notified with the messages and updates the neighbour information in LKI 
accordingly. This strategy gradually establishes a homophily-based social network.  It 
allows users to expand their social network with nodes that have common social features 
and high degrees of connection. The algorithm for social connection adaptation is shown 
in Algorithm 4.1. 
The degree of connection is an important factor in query routing. In a single hop of routing 
process, those nodes with a higher degree have more influence on the information 
dissemination, since they can forward queries to more nodes. In overall routing process, 
with more high-degree nodes being selected in the routing process, queries can reach a 
larger portion of the network within a fixed number of hops. Since the degree factor can 
significantly impact on the efficiency of query routing, Equation (4.6) lays more emphasis 
on degree factor to generate a marginal improvement of ranking score for high connection 
nodes in every hop. The reason of using the degree as an exponential factor is that the 
larger degree nodes are more sociable and have a greater number of candidate neighbours 
to be explored in the next hop. As a result, the query has a higher probability of being 
resolved within the next hop. Therefore, placing more importance on the degree will 
accelerate the service discovery process. 
4.7 Simulation and Results 
Previous experiments have evaluated the correctness of the architecture design of SDOSN. 
The focus of this section is on the evaluation of the search performance of service 
discovery, and network overhead of semantic query routing based on this architecture.  
The experiments compare performance by the commonly used metrics for information 




4.7.1 Performance Metrics 
Performance is evaluated with the following measures. 
 Recall: It is a commonly used information retrieval metric to measure the quantity 
of the search results. The definition of recall is the number of retrieved services 
divided by the number of relevant services in the whole repository. The equation 
to calculate the recall is given as:  
|{ } { }|
|{ } |







 Precision: The definition of precision is the number of retrieved relevant services 
divided by the number of the retrieved services. This metric is generally adopted 
to measure the quality of search results. The equation to calculate the precision is 
given as: 











 F-1 measure: It evaluates overall effects of precision and recall. This metric is 









  . 
 Success rate: the ratio of the number of resolved query to the number of all issued 
query within a given TTL in the network. A query is deemed unsuccessful if the 
query initiator has not received responses at the end of the simulation.  
 Resource cost: this metric is used to quantify the number of nodes visited to 
resolve the query during the service discovery process. 
 Query efficiency: it is the ratio of success rate to resource cost. This metric 
evaluates the overall effectiveness of a search strategy. Ideally, an approach with 
highest success rate and lowest resource cost is the most efficient strategy. 
4.7.2 Simulation Setup 
The simulation setup used for the subsequent experiments is the same as section 3.4. The 
content generation and query generation are the same in section 3.4.2 and the same 




matchmaking, additionally, the benchmarking dataset and the feature correlation matrix 
are created for the calculation of precision and recall. 
Benchmarking dataset: the Social-ODP-2k9 [196] includes the annotation data and 
document data. This dataset comprises 12,616 unique URLs and corresponding HTML 
documents.  This dataset is separated into two parts: 1) the annotations of a document are 
considered as the relevancy judgement dataset. 500 annotations are randomly selected to 
construct the candidate query set. 2) the content of each document including title, 
keywords, and descriptions is extracted to construct a structured document-topic vector 
where each document vector has average 10 topics achieved by applying the topic model 
[33]. The document-topic vectors are used as service content data, which is distributed 
among the nodes based on the power law.  
Table 4.1 Word similarity example 
computer book music 
Word Similarity Word Similarity Word Similarity 
software     0.703264 novel    0.721062 musical     0.707323 
mainframe     0.686567 essay    0.707682 jazz     0.686187 
computing     0.679052 memoir   0.693306 dance     0.657294 
microcomputer  0.660982 autobiography  0.656579 musics     0.615135 
realtime     0.646826 graphic_novel   0.636255 hip_hop     0.606102 
hardware   0.640497 novella   0.629417 recording     0.599797 
minicomputer    0.636557 pamphlet    0.620085 songs     0.598778 
microprocessor  0.634268 poem     0.617383 tunes     0.594010 
workstation     0.627294 foreword     0.612422 recordings     0.587729 
 
Feature correlation matrix: the term correlation is used to capture the semantic similarity 
distance between terms. A NLP tool, Gensim [211] is adopted in the calculation of the 
correlation matrix, which serves to generate a similarity between two given terms. The 
matrix is constructed by the following steps: 1) English Wikipedia dump (download data 




The Word2vec model provided by Gensim is used to train wiki text to vectors that provide 
the word similarity distance. There are more than 3 billion words in the wiki text. Table 
4.1 shows three words computer, book and music and their top-9 similarity words. 3) 
Construct the feature correlation matrix for this simulation. Apparently, this research 
cannot test all the words in wiki text. Unique annotations and topics (in total 35700 terms) 
have been selected into the feature vocabulary. Then the similarity distance between any 
two terms are calculated and stored in the feature correlation matrix.  
4.7.3 Performance Evaluation 
4.7.3.1 Evaluation of Query-service Similarity Threshold  
In service discovery, a query message can return many relevant services to the query 
initiator.  Most of the current P2P search models only focus on recall metric that validates 
the capability of retrieving relevant results and the precision of the retrieved results is 
often neglected. Precision validates the accuracy and correctness of search models. 
Therefore, both recall and precision metrics are important in the service discovery process. 
To determine the performance of search model, the retrieved services from SDOSN are 
compared with relevancy judgement in benchmarking dataset. The recall and precision 
are evaluated in the experiment. Ideally, an optimal search model should have the highest 
recall and highest precision. However, in most information retrieval systems, recall and 
precision are inversely proportional, which means a search model either can have high 
recall and relatively low precision, or have high precision and relatively low recall. In the 
experiment, the similarity threshold   is evaluated, which is the parameter determining 
the relevancy of services to a query. If the similarity between a service and a query is 
above the threshold during matchmaking, the service is considered as relevant to the 
query and is retrieved to the query initiator. Otherwise, the services are disregarded during 
matchmaking. 
In the scenario shown in Figure 4.9, the threshold   is evaluated through a service 
discovery task based on soft-cosine similarity, which is to return a set of relevant enough 
services for a given query. Precision is the probability that retrieved services are relevant. 
The recall is the probability of retrieving a relevant service in a search. The benchmarking 
dataset provides the ground truth of relevance between a query and a service. It can be 




usually increases at the cost of reducing the recall whenever the cosine similarity 
threshold increases. It can be observed that the two curves intersect with each other for 
the defined threshold value of 0.25. 
 
Figure 4.9 Evaluation of similarity threshold on recall and precision 
 
Figure 4.10 F1 measure on similarity threshold 0.25 
Typically, the precision and the recall are not discussed in isolation. Instead, either one 
of the two measures is evaluated against the other measure (e.g. precision at a recall level 
of 0.6) or both are combined into a single measure. Figure 4.10 shows a combined 




weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall. From this graph, it can be observed that 
the F1-measure reaches its peak value when the cosine similarity threshold approaches 
0.25. Based on the observation in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, the parameter of similarity 
threshold is set as 0.25 in order to determine a relevant service. 
4.7.3.2 Evaluation of Semantic Matchmaking on Complex Queries 
The natural way of finding a specific service in the decentralised social network is to use 
keywords that specify various properties or attributes of the service. One of the favourable 
advantages of the proposed SDOSN is that it can support complex queries to deal with 
accurate semantic service matchmaking. This research refers the complex queries as 
multi-attribute queries in particular, which contains more than one semantic concepts in 
one query.  The concepts can be combined in a disjunctive way (i.e. OR connections of 
attributes) or a conjunctive way (i.e. AND connections of attributes). The disjunctions 
may require multiple input nodes to resolve, while the conjunctions can be processed at 
a single node which meet all the attributes in the query. 
 
Figure 4.11 Average recall for cosine and soft-cosine match methods 
In this section, the effectiveness and correctness of soft-cosine similarity are evaluated 
through simulations. Five query sets have been constructed including T1 (queries with 
one term), T2 (queries with two terms), T3 (queries with three terms), T4 (queries with 
four terms) and T5 (queries with five terms). Each query set has 20 queries randomly 
selected from the benchmarking datasets, in which disjunctive queries and conjunctive 
queries are distributed in the uniform distribution. The experiment results are shown in 




with traditional cosine method through commonly used metrics in information retrieval 
including average recall, average precision and F1 measure.  
 
Figure 4.12 Average precision for cosine and soft-cosine match methods 
In general, for the complex queries with more than two terms, the average recall is higher 
than the average precision for both methods in the experiment. As shown in Figure 4.11, 
the query set with more terms has a higher average recall.  On the other hand, it can be 
observed that Figure 4.12 shows query set with more terms has lower average precision. 
This is due to the nature of similarity-based match methods that intend to retrieve more 
documents that could possibly satisfy the query.  
 
Figure 4.13 F1 measure for cosine and soft-cosine match methods 
As shown in Figure 4.13, in all five query sets, the soft-cosine method has a better overall 




similarity can capture the comprehensive correlations between query terms and document 
terms using feature correlation matrix. While the cosine method treats multiple terms as 
loose OR relationship. For instance, “play” and “game” are treated as highly correlated 
terms in the soft-cosine method, but they are considered as independent terms in the 
cosine method. 
4.7.3.3 Evaluation of Network Self-adaptation based on Homophily 
Homophily-based networks are established based on the homophily value and the degree 
of connection controlled by the choice probability CP. During bootstrapping phase, the 
connections are established based on the content similarity using the NFH. After the 
bootstrapping, each newly joining node connects 2 to 4 nodes in the network. Then during 
service discovery, new connections are established based on homophily until the average 
degree of connection reaches a system defined value, in this experiment the value is 24. 
In other words, users in such social network have an average of 24 friends. The social 
graph is shown in Figure 4.14. 
The   parameter regulates the importance of the influence of status homophily and value 
homophily to determine the social similarity between two users in Equation (4.3). In this 
section, the influence of   on the network structure and on the search performance is 
evaluated and analysed.   
Table 4.2 Influence of value homophily and status homophily 
     Properties
  
Average degree ACC APL Diameter 
0 24 0.023 2.527 4 
0.25 24 0.032 2.543 4 
0.5 24 0.104 2.589 4 
0.75 24 0.313 3.724 6 
1 24 0.621 4.397 8 
 
As shown in Table 4.2, the homophily parameter   affects the structural properties of 
SDOSN. These properties include the ACC, APL and network diameter.  These changes 
in properties allow us to observe the influence of parameter  . When 0  , the network 




increases, the status homophily has more impact on the network adaptation. The ACC 
grows rapidly as the status homophily encourages users to connect more common 
neighbours. According to the calculation of ACC, the more connections within the 
neighbourhood, the greater ACC is. Furthermore, the APL increases gradually since in a 
highly connected social network, the APL tends to be short. From the range of 0 to 0.5, it 
can be seen that the APL remains nearly the same value approximate 2.5; from range 0.5 
to 1, the APL increases and reaches the largest distance of 4.379 when 1  . The network 
diameter measures the longest graph distance between any two nodes in the network. The 
network diameter shows the similar trend along with APL. This is because they are both 
the metrics to measure the node’s graph distance in the network. The longer diameter 
means that it requires more query cost to find services between the two distant nodes.  
The degree distribution of the social network is also influenced by the parameter  . It can 
be observed from Figure 4.15, the degree distribution follows a normal distribution for 
evaluated value 0.25, 0.5, 0.75.  When the   increases, the bell-shape of the degree 
distribution becomes narrow and taller, which means the frequency of the average degree 
grows. In mathematical terms, the variance of degree become smaller when   increases. 
 





Figure 4.15 Degree distribution for delta 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 
These properties of network structure indicate the choice of the proper homophily 
parameter   for neighbour self-adaptation. The preferable range of   is between 0 and 
0.5. In this range, the connection brings more importance on the value homophily, which 
is biased to the common interest.  The interest can create semantically similar connections 
for users. The ACC indicates that small semantic communities are created and APL 
between communities is short. Such networks have great advantages in service discovery 
since queries can find large number of similar services within a semantic community and 
the query routing paths tend to be short. Specifically, the best parameter for   is set as 
0.5 in the following experiments. 
4.7.3.4 Comparison of Search Methods 
This section compares various search strategies proposed for service discovery in 
decentralised systems. The content of query message consists of two features: homophily 
information of the query initiator and the topics that describe the service requirement. 
The network structure of real-world decentralised system can be highly heterogeneous. 
During simulation, based on the measurement studies of complex networks, three 
common network structures considered and constructed as follows:  
Random Network structure (RN): where social connections between nodes are established 




Scale-Free Network structure (SFN): where social connections between nodes are 
established based on the degree of connection. Nodes with a high degree of connectivity 
have a greater probability of receiving a new link than agents with a low degree of 
connection [100].  
Homophily-based Network structure (HN): where social connections are established 
based on the homophily value and the degree of connection controlled by the choice 
probability CP. 
In order to conduct experiments with fairness, the network structures are constructed with 
the nearly same average degrees of connection. The detailed network properties are 
shown in  
Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 Network properties 
Topolog Average Min degree  Max ACC APL Diamet
Random  4 2 11 0.002 6.14 13 
Scale- 4.173 2 112 0.034 7.53 24 
NFH 4 2 10 0.066 5.53 9 
 
The proposed search model Choice Probability for decentralised service discovery has 
also been compared with various search models used in complex networks, differing by 
the way of neighbour selection in each step. These models are listed as follows:  
Random walk (RW): a search strategy utilising k-walker random walks, which forward a 
query k random selected neighbours. 
Routing Index (RI): a search model utilising neighbours’ semantic information to forward 
a query to the neighbour that has the highest similarity [80]. 
Gnutella with Efficient Search (GES): a search model utilising semantic group and 
random walk to forward a query to the relevant semantic group [85]. 
Neurogrid: a search model utilising network shortcut to forward a query to the directly 




ESLP: a search model utilising network shortcut to forward a query to the direct matched 
and associated topic-nodes [93]. 
EDSD: a search model utilising node similarity and degrees of connection to forward a 
query to the selected neighbours [115]. 
Choice probability (CP): the proposed search model that utilises shortcuts, semantic 
group and choice probability during query routing process. 
During service discovery process, the forwarding degree is set as 2, and maxTTL is set as 
5 for all the search models.  The summary of search models is shown in Table 4.4.  The 
topic size in knowledge-based models such as RI, Neurogrid, ESLP and CP is set as 20. 
The similarity between a query and a service is calculated based on soft-cosine method. 
The similarity threshold   to determine the relevancy is set as 0.25 for all the compared 
search strategies.  
Table 4.4 Summary of search strategies 
Model Description of strategy  
RW Search based on random walk  
RI Search based on semantic group  
GES Search based on semantic group and random group 
NeuroGrid Search based on network shortcuts 
ESLP Search based on network shortcuts with associate topics  
EDSD Search based on node similarity and degree 
CP Search based on shortcuts, semantic group and choice probability  
 
4.7.3.5 Evaluation of Search Efficiency  
In this section, the performance of the decentralised search models is evaluated and 
compared in three network structures including Random Network, Scale-Free network 
and Homophily Network are shown from Figure 4.16 to Figure 4.24. General conclusions 
can be made from observations of the experimental results are: 1) the success rate, 
resource cost and query efficiency of the proposed CP model outperforms other models 
under three network structures. 2) Homophily Network exhibits higher overall 




3) The network shortcuts based models such as NeuroGrid, ESLP and CP have relatively 
higher query efficiency than those methods without considering network shortcuts 
including RW, RI, GES and EDSD. 
 
Figure 4.16 Success rate under a Random Network 
 





Figure 4.18 Success rate under a Homophily Network 
Experiment results for the success rate of compared models under three network 
structures are shown in Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18. The results reveal that 
the proposed model CP achieves the best performance of success rate over other search 
models regardless the variances of the network structures. The success rate of CP is over 
70% in Random Network and Scale-Free Network and reaches 84% in Homophily 
Network, which means CP can resolve most queries within the TTL limit. The next best 
model is the ESLP model that achieves 55%, 57% and 63% under three network structures 
respectively. From observed results, CP achieves more than 30% increase in the success 
rates. In other words, CP has found 30% more requested services averagely under the 
same TTL and network structures. This is because of the fact that the proposed CP 
integrates the semantic group and choice probability to guide the query routing process. 
The similarity metrics of the semantic group can determine different query routing 
strategies such as exploitation strategy and exploration strategy in each hop, which can 
effectively locate the relevant nodes. Besides, during neighbour selection, CP has a higher 
probability of selecting the nodes with high degrees of connection, which expands the 
search range rapidly, hence, more candidates will be returned for similarity evaluation in 




other hand, other methods consider only partial information of semantics or degree of 
connections, which leads to relative low success rates in the search.  
 
Figure 4.19 Resource cost under a Random Network 
 





Figure 4.21 Resource cost under a Homophily Network 
Experiment results for the resource cost are depicted with histograms in Figure 4.19, 
Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21. The obtained results show the average number of visited 
nodes of compared models to resolve a given query. The fewer nodes involving the query 
routing process cost less bandwidth and incurs fewer duplicate messages. Across three 
figures, the proposed model CP achieves the least resource cost over other compared 
models in three network structures, whereby CP shortens routing path lengths using 
topology adaptation. This topology adaptation employs the homophily feature of CP that 
is able to form personalised semantic communities via previous successful search. Those 
nodes that have a higher homophily score with the service requester can serve as 
candidates to establish friend connections.  In this way, similar nodes are grouped in the 
same semantic community in which relevant queries can be effectively resolved. Other 
search models rely on static topologies and the personalised information are neglected 





Figure 4.22 Query efficiency under a Random Network 
 





Figure 4.24 Query efficiency on a Homophily Network 
The results of query efficiency are shown in Figure 4.22, Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24 
presenting an overall performance evaluation on the success rate against its resource cost. 
The shortcuts based models such as NeuroGrid, ESLP and CP achieved relatively higher 
query efficiency than RW, RI, GES and EDSD. This is because the fact that network 
shortcuts can effectively direct query to the service providers, which leads to matches 
without forwarding queries to neighbours. The success rate depends on the sizes of the 
network shortcuts and update strategy. With simple LRU scheme, the frequent queries 
can be handled effectively. The CP achieves the highest query efficiency over NeuroGrid 
and ESLP. The key difference that the proposed model CP makes is that CP utilises social 
similarity and degree of connection to enhance the performance of network shortcuts 
when a query is not recorded or has been replaced by other queries. 
Moreover, from the above results, it can be seen that network structures also play an 
important role during search discovery process. In the Random Network, social links are 
connected randomly regardless the degree of connection and user similarity. The service 
discovery in such network often results in a long average routing path to resolve query 




TTL range, the success rate of query messages is very low. For the Scale-Free Network, 
a certain number of nodes have very high degrees of connection and most nodes only 
have low degrees of connection. Scale-Free Network does not consider user’s similarity; 
hence, the relevant services are also scattered. Those nodes with high degrees of 
connection can serve as social hubs that has more candidate neighbours for query routing.  
As a result, the success rate in Scale-Free Network is marginally higher than the Random 
Network. The Homophily Network connects nodes with social similarity i.e. homophily.  
The outcome of the constructed social network shows a small-world property that has 
large ACC and short APL. Users with similarity interests are self-organised in 
communities in which the semantic distance between nodes tends to be short. Many query 
messages that related to user’s interests can be resolved within the community.  Therefore, 
the success rate for all the compared search models achieves the best results in the 
Homophily Network.  
4.8 Summary  
This chapter presented an efficient service discovery approach to utilise homophily 
features in semantic query routing.  Firstly, a semantic matchmaking method based on 
soft-cosine similarity has been proposed to capture the hidden semantic correlation 
between concepts and support the accurate semantic match for complex queries. Then, a 
homophily-based approach has been proposed to carry out the query routing for the 
decentralised service discovery using effective social network adaptation. This 
homophily approach integrates two perspectives of social features: the status homophily 
and the value homophily to define the closeness between users.  Then the social network 
adaptation is spontaneously conducted through user interactions during service discovery, 
whereby nodes can accumulate social knowledge and find more suitable candidates to 
establish new connections using choice probability. More specifically, this choice 
probability determines the likelihood of resolving the query using user’s closeness and 
degree of connection. Those neighbours that have the high score of choice probability 
will be selected to disseminate the query in the next hop. After successful service 
discovery, the service providers also serve as friend candidates to adapt user’s social 
connections. In this sense, with the adaptation of personal social network, users are self-
organised into communities then form a homophily network. In such network, the average 




a result, the semantic query routing evaluates user’s closeness and degree of connection 
to select suitable neighbours to disseminate the query in the network. This approach 
achieves high success rate and low overhead in various network structures. 
Extensive experiments have been conducted through simulations to verify the search 
performance of the proposed service discovery approach. In the evaluation on semantic 
matchmaking, the soft-cosine outperforms the traditional cosine methods for complex 
queries in terms of recall, precision and F1 measure. The proposed service discovery 
approach CP is compared with other search models under three network structures. The 
success rate, resource cost and query efficiency are discussed. The results show the 
proposed approach achieves the best performance in three networks. In addition, the 
Homophily Network constructed during service discovery shows the higher query 
efficiency than Random Network and Scale-Free Network. 
To conclude, the homophily-based service discovery approach can cope with complex 
queries and exhibits good performance in different network structures. The query routing 
is based on a greedy strategy that selects neighbours with high choice probability score. 
However, queries are forwarded to a fixed number of neighbours and the routing 
efficiency is not optimised. Next chapter will introduce an advanced routing strategy that 





5 ADVANCED QUERY 
ROUTING WITH ADAPTIVE 
FORWARDING DEGREE  
5.1 Overview 
Previous chapter presented a homophily-based service discovery approach to accelerate 
semantic query routing through effective social network adaptation. The efficiency of 
service discovery in SDOSN depends on the topology design and the decentralised search 
model. The topology determines whether the nodes know each other in the social overlay 
network. In order to achieve high recalls of services against network dynamic changes 
and data unavailability, the topology needs to connect users with a relatively large set of 
friends to facilitate service discovery. As a downside, given the lack of centralised 
knowledge, flooding the neighbours causes significant network traffic and the duplicate 
messages saturate the network.  
To cope with the traffic overhead, many research works have proposed k-walker routing 
[164, 212, 213] that selects k neighbours randomly or deterministically in each routing 
hop and greedy routing [91, 115, 214] that only selects the most suitable neighbour to 
forward the query to. Both the k-walker routing and greedy routing can prevent the 
duplicated messages to a certain extent. However, they have some limitations in terms of 
query efficiency. The query efficiency is defined as the ratio of success rate and resource 
cost. The k-walker routing requires predefined k for each decentralised system and the 
query efficiency varies with different values of k and different sized systems. There are 
no theoretical guidelines for choosing the proper k in query routing. Meanwhile, the 
greedy routing indeed reduces the network traffic in each hop. However, the total number 
of found services is very limited within a fixed TTL, hence low query efficiency. This 
chapter proposes a swarm intelligence routing algorithm with adaptive forwarding degree 




to different network structures and content changes, and optimise the trade-off problems 
between the network traffic and search performance to achieve high query efficiency. 
5.2 Problem Definition  
The use of Equation (4.6) has generated a probability of resolving the query q for each of 
the neighbouring nodes of vy. Node vy can forward the query to its neighbourhood based 
on the calculated probabilities ( , )x qCP v u . The subsequent requirement is to determine the 
number of nodes to be forwarded to in the current circumstance. In existing query routing 
methods [82, 92, 115, 215] the number of nodes to be forwarded in each hop is a static 
value or a simple threshold. Methods with a fixed number of forwarding degree have 
limitations and cannot balance the recall and traffic overhead in a bandwidth-limited 
network. In each hop, if nodes only select the most promising node, the number of visited 
nodes and message traffic will be reduced to the lowest level. However, those less 
promising nodes also can possess the requested service. As a result, the recall of this 
greedy neighbour selection method is low since only partial relevant services are returned 
during a query routing session. On the contrary, if nodes utilise a large fixed forwarding 
degree by flooding the neighbours in each hop to achieve high recall (finding a greater 
number of relevant services), the traffic in the network grows exponentially in relation to 
the forwarding degree. In bandwidth-limited networks, the performance is relatively low 
as there are many duplicated query messages. 
Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 shows a simple scenario of how the forwarding degree affects 
the performance of service discovery. There are two routing strategies with a static 
number of receivers per hop (d = 3) in Figure 5.1 and an adaptive number of receivers 
per hop (d = 2 ~ 4) in Figure 5.2. The black dots represent the nodes that share requested 
services, while the grey dots show the nodes that are highly correlated with the query and 
know who has the requested services. As shown in this scenario, the fixed forwarding 
degree method chooses a fixed number of neighbours to forward a query, while the 







Figure 5.1 Query routing with a fixed forwarding degree 
 
Figure 5.2 Query routing with an adaptive forwarding degree 
When forwarding a query to a node within its semantic group, the query can be resolved 
by both methods. However, in the homophily-based network, many neighbours are 
connection based on social similarity, which means potentially a query can find more 
relevant service in the neighbourhood. Figure 5.1 shows the fixed forwarding degree 
method retrieves 3 out of 4 relevant nodes due to the predefined fix number of forwarding. 
On the other hand, Figure 5.2 shows the adaptive forwarding degree finds 4 out of 4 
relevant nodes in the same hop. As a result, adaptive forwarding can discover more 
relevant services in the service discovery process. Moreover, the number of duplicate 
query messages is also controlled and can be reduced significantly during query 
navigation to the service providers. The navigation is the routing path that directs the 




routing path, those nodes that are beyond the relevant semantic group should have a 
relatively low forwarding degree, as they have very little information to answer the query. 
Based on this observation, the adaptive routing method has the most favourable advantage 
over the fixed forwarding degree method.   
In order to improve the trade-off situation between network traffic and recall and to 
conduct a more efficient service discovery in SDOSN, an adaptive forwarding degree 
approach is proposed to adjust the number d (i.e. forwarding degree) of nodes in the 
routing process to adapt volatile decentralised networks. The goal of query routing is to 
determine the shortest query paths while the number of found services is maximised and 
the steps to locate the services are minimised. 
The formal definition of the problem is given as:  
Participants  1 2,  ,  ...,  mPN P P P  are self-organised in an unstructured P2P network with 
the maximum degree of connection   . Given a query Q  issued by iP , the relevant 
service set Q( ) { , , }1 2 nS S S S    located in r nodes. 1 2={ , , }s s srPS P P P  is denoted as the 
service provider set, where , 1PS r r  and PS PN . During each query hop in the 
query routes, the forwarding degree is variable [1, ]d  . The number of visited nodes in 
one successful query route from iP  to 1sP PS  is denoted as 1( )n d . Therefore, the 




n d . The 
total number of the discovered service providers during the life cycle of Q is denoted as  
( )d . The goal of adaptive forwarding is to achieve the following objective function:  
1




f d d n d d

  . In another words, the objective function aims at 
finding appropriate forwarding degree d to minimise the resource cost during query 
routing.  
5.3 A Swarm Intelligence Inspired Approach 
5.3.1 Swarm Intelligence 
This section introduces a swarm intelligence approach called Olfactory Sensitive Search 




instance, ants use their olfactory senses to find food and communicate with others due to 
their short vision range. Ants migrate between the nest and the food source by leaving 
trails of pheromones to others, succeeding ants usually move preferentially in the 
direction of higher pheromone intensity. Pheromones are a special chemical secretion of 
species commonly known to lead other members of its own species towards the point of 
interest, while imposing a territorial boundary in the form of an allomone to organisms 
outside of their species. As ant proceeds to the food location from its nest, the trail 
pheromone aids a narrow and precise pathway route for other members of the same 
colony to follow [216]. During the forging process, ants visit the shorter paths more 
frequently, leaving more trails of pheromones in the respective paths.  Ants usually 
identify the shortest path to the food source by following the highest pheromone intensity. 
Most ants will be attracted to follow the shortest path to the food source again which 
further increases the pheromone intensity.  
Service discovery in decentralised social network shares a close similarity to this 
pheromone phenomenon. Users generally have a very limited knowledge about the 
network and conduct service discovery by exchanging information with their neighbours. 
The behaviour of users discovering target services resembles the phenomenon of 
biological swarms locating food resources. The likelihood of finding the target services 
relies on the user’s knowledge about the search path, which is similar to the trial 
pheromone mechanism. Through the learning process of the knowledge index, users 
gradually gain useful information about the targets during discovery and form paths to 
the targets, which resembles the process of pheromone diffusion. Besides, the pheromone 
in the ecosystem evaporates over time, while the knowledge index has a fixed sizes and 
unused knowledge will vanish and be replaced with new information through time. 
5.3.2 Adaptive Forwarding Framework 
The proposed OSS algorithm is designed by adopting the service discovery behaviour of 
swarm intelligence. This algorithm maximises the phase of pheromone exploitation by 
utilising the olfactory sensibility of swarms (i.e. nodes). The level of olfactory sensibility 
is adaptive and depends on the environment (i.e. pheromone) and individual factors (i.e. 
choice probability based on homophily). Individuals with the lowest level of sensibility 
can select any locations marked with pheromones in each hop for maximising the 




locations marked with the lower level of pheromones and select the higher level of 
pheromone locations, whereby reducing the forwarding degree.  
In an olfactory-based discovery, the olfactory sensibility is usually large for distantly 
located targets. In this way, individuals ignore the nearby pheromones and try to explore 
further in the network with a small forwarding degree. When individuals move closer to 
the target area, their olfactory sensibility reduces accordingly to launch a search in nearby 
space and further to spread the pheromone information. With more pheromone 
information, individuals effectively utilise a large forwarding degree to exploit the current 
location and eventually locate all possible targets. The relationships of the olfactory 
sensibility, pheromone and forwarding degree are demonstrated in Figure 5.3. 
 
Figure 5.3 The impacts of the olfactory sensibility on forwarding degree 
An individual member of the swarm can move step by step through multi-dimensional 
search space. During the search process, each one takes discovery walks. The aim of 
walks is to find a flavour using their olfactory sensibility. During the exploration, each 
one gets some flavours and distributes a pheromone in an amount proportional to the 
amount of the found flavour. The flavours can be seen as the historical query topics via 
director neighbours in the social network. The pheromone can be seen as the topic hits, 
so it will be enhanced after each successful service discovery. Note the topic hits do not 
necessarily indicates the neighbour is the service provider for the corresponding topic; 




5.3.3 Query Routing Scenario based on Pheromone  
The pheromone information is stored in the knowledge index; a scenario of the discovery 
process is illustrated in Figure 5.4.  In this scenario, Node v1 receives a query q. Upon 
receiving the query, v1 first searches its local index for identifying the requested resource. 
When v1 cannot resolve the query, v1 utilises its LKI to calculate the choice probability 
of its neighbours v2, v3 and v4 based on the “Neighbourlist” and “Interestlist” columns. 
Having obtained the values of choice probability in the neighbourhood, v1 learns the 
pheromone regarding the query q using “Pheromone” column. Using the OSS algorithm, 
v1 determines the overall scores of its neighbours and forwards the query to the selected 
neighbours v2 and v3. Then the query is handled by v2 and v3, and remains unsolved. v2 
and v3 utilise their knowledge index to forward the query to selected neighbours that have 
not received the query before. It can be seen that v5 receives the query from v2 and v3. 
However, v5 only deals with the first received message and drops the duplicated message. 
When the query reaches v6, the requested service is found in v6’s local service index and 
a successful response message is sent back to the query requester. Upon successfully 
resolving the query, the corresponding pheromone information along the path will be 
updated i.e. the pheromone table in the knowledge index of v1 and v2 will be updated to 
guide future discovery of the same query.  TTL is used to count query message hops, and 
the parameter maxTTL is defined as the upper bound of TTL. The query routing process 
is terminated either the requested service has been found or when TTL meets the upper 
bound. 
 




5.4 Olfactory Sensitive Search Algorithm 
OSS algorithm is an adaptive forwarding algorithm, which selects a subset of promising 
neighbours to resolve a query. The aim of OSS algorithm is to determine the shortest 
paths from a node when it issues a query to other nodes that can appropriately resolve the 
query with more relevant services. The number of forwarding nodes depends on the level 
of sensibility and pheromone in each hop. 
5.4.1 Algorithm Notations 
Now the notations used in the remainder of this chapter are introduced as follows.  
Swarm member j is the current query handling node; m is the total number of nodes in 
the network; n is the number of neighbours of j and k is the number of flavours (i.e. topics) 
of pheromone in a neighbouring node of j.  
Search Space: The search space of j (1 )j m   is defined as 0 1, )( , ,ij ij ij kijX x x x   where 
i 1 i n （ ） is the n-dimensional neighbour space, and t (1 )t k   is the k-dimensional 
topic space in each dimension of the neighbouring space.  
Location: (1 ,1 )tij t kx i n    is the location information of a topic t marked by swarm 
member i for the receiving member j.  
Query Queue: 1 2{ , , , }j cQ q q q   is a queue of queries to be resolved by j. Queries are 
sorted by the receiving time and is process by the first in and first out (FIFO) scheme. 
5.4.2 Adaptive Search Algorithm 
The structure of the OSS algorithm consists of three phases as initialisation, discovery 
and termination.  
In the initialisation phase, the initial location of j is defined as 0 jX . j loads the received 
queries along with the knowledge index into its local memory to establish the search space. 
Then j selects a query from Qj, and initialises the pheromone P0j and the olfactory 




Define 0 0 max ( , )j j ij qP S CP X u   where Xij is j’s neighbour 1 i n （ ）; ( , )ij qCP X u  is 
calculated by using Equation (4.6), and the max choice probability of j’s neighbours is 
defined as the initial sensibility of j.  
The initial sensibility S0j is calculated by the choice probability of utilising the homophily 
score and connection degree of neighbourhood to estimate the max likelihood of resolving 
a query before exploring its pheromone table. 
During the discovery phase, the walk behaviour of swarm member j is described as
( )ti tijf f x , where (1 )t t k   is the flavour of pheromone, i.e., the topic of a neighbour 
in the knowledge index of j. Each walk of j has k small steps to get the flavours of i. The 
f function is a match function between a query q and t based on the distance between the 
semantic concepts in the DMOZ. The function presented by [217] is used to calculate the 






















where jq Q  is the query concept and t is a topic concept.  h is the shortest path length 
between concept q and t in an organisational ontology, in this research, the DMOZ. l is 
the depth distance of the two concepts in the ontology. 0   and 0   are parameters 
scaling the contribution of shortest path length and depth, respectively. 
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where Pi is the location marked with pheromone from i, which is the best value of k 
flavours (i.e. topics) explored by j. Pmin and Pmax are the minimal and maximal possible 
values of the pheromone trails of (1 )iP i n  . Here the upper bound and lower bound of 
the olfactory sensibility are defined as:  
	 ;  max max min minS P S P  	 (5.3) 
Smin and Smax are the minimal and maximal possible values of the sensibility of the node 
j. Using Smax in every hop j ignores the locations marked with a low level of pheromone 




forwarding degree. While using Smin, j selects all the locations marked with pheromone. 
As a result, the forwarding degree will be maximised. 
After the exploration walks in the neighbour space, j has learned the pheromone regarding 
the current query q. Therefore, j’s initial sensibility needs to be adjusted to adapt to the 
new achievements. The adaptive olfactory sensibility of j is generated by: 
	 max max min 0( )ij jS S S S S    	 (5.4)	
Sij is the new sensibility of j after exploring its pheromone table in the knowledge index, 
and 0 jS is the initial sensibility which is calculated using the choice probability. For 
instance, a higher 0 jS  for j reflects its larger probability to resolve the query. Therefore, 
the olfactory sensibility is reduced to pick up more locations marked with pheromone.   
Based on this adaptive sensibility, only the areas marked with higher pheromones than 
j’s sensibility is sensed and considered by j in the next forwarding process. By comparing 
the adaptive sensibility and marked pheromones in the neighbourhood, new locations for 















This is a decision function to determine whether to explore a new location or not. Here 
ijX  is the best locations marked with pheromone where individual j has found in its 
neighbour space. If the level of pheromone (1 )iP i n   is not less than the j’s sensibility
ijS  , new locations 
'
0 jX  will be selected by j in the next hop. In other words, the algorithm 
only selects the neighbours whose pheromone is greater than or equal to j’s sensibility for 
forwarding the query. Neighbours with less pheromone value than j’s sensibility will not 
receive the query from j. 
In the termination phase, the algorithm will be terminated either when the query q has 
been resolved or when the TTL of q exceeds the predefined parameter maxTTL. Then, 
response messages will be sent back to the query requester. Finally, the memory resource 





Algorithm 5.1 Olfactory Sensitive Search (OSS) 
Input: Query processing node j, neighbour list of 1 2: { , , , }j nj R r r r  , a finite 
queue 1 2{ , , , }cQ q q q    and maximum Time-to-Live value MaxTTL   
Output: The forwarding list of node j   
1.   ,  tijInitialization SeachSpace X QueryQueue Q   
2.       let ( , )tij jX loadKnowledgeIndex j R    
3. // Q contains the queries that need to be forwarded by j   
4. ()Q getForwardingQueryMessages   
5. for 1l    to c   do 
6.       if (). ()getQuery Next     then 
7.            . ()lq Q Next   
8.            . . ()l lq ttl q getTTL   
9.       . ()
lq l
U q getQueryRequestNode   
10.       0 0 ( , )lj j qP S HomophilyScore j U    
11.       if ttl MaxTTL   then 
12.            for 1i    to n   do 
13.                 // Iterate over all neighbours of j   
14.                 if (). ()getNeighbors Next    then 
15.                     ( ). ()ir getNeighbors j Next   
16.                 for 1t   to k  do 
17.                     //Iterate over all topics in the i-th neighbour 
18.                     if (). ()getTopics Next    then 
19.                          ( ). ()tij ix getTopics r Next   
20.                     ( )ti tijf f x   
21.                      //Semantic distance between query hq  and topic t   
22.                     ( , )
h h
l
ti k h h
e e












23.                      //Learn Pheromone from i  
24.                  i tiP maxf   
25.                  . ( )iPheromoneList Add P   
26.              //Update sensibility of j   
27.             . ()PheromoneList Sort   
28.             max min(). ().P PheromoneList Max P PheromoneList Min    
29.              max max min 0( )j jS S S S S        
30.       for 1i    to n  do 
31.            if i jP S   then 
32.                ( ). ( )iForwardingList j Add r   




34.            else  
35.                return 0 jX     
36.       ( , ( ))hforwardQueryto q ForwardingList j   
37.       . () . 1l lq setTTL q ttl         
38.  return ( )ForwardingList j 																	
 
5.4.3 Algorithm Example 
The mechanism of sensibility and pheromones determining the forwarding nodes for a 
query q between v1 and its neighbour v2, v3 and v4 is illustrated as follows.   
Using the same example in showed in Figure 5.4. In the initialisation phase, by using 
Equation (4.6), the choice probabilities of v2, v3 and v4 were calculated as
2 3 4( , )=0.61, ( , )=0.55, ( , )=0.64q q qCP v u CP v u CP v u . The initial sensibility of v1 is assigned as
0 1 max[0.61,0.55,0.64]= 0.64vS  . 
In the discovery phase, assuming the pheromone values from neighbour space are 
2 3 4=0.7, =0.5, =0.2Pv Pv Pv based on Equation (5.1) and (5.2) considering semantic 
similarity, the v1’s sensibility range is between 0.2 and 0.7 after learning pheromone 
information.  
By adjusting the sensibility range, the adaptive sensibility of v1 can be obtained as 
1 max max min 0 1( ) 0.7 (0.7 0.2) 0.64=0.38v vS S S S S        . Next comparing the learned 
pheromone values and the adaptive sensibility, it obtains the following results:
2 31 141, ,v v vPv Pv PS vS S   . Using the decision function Equation (5.5), eventually v1 
forwards the query to v2 and v3. Note in this example, though v4 has the highest choice 
probability based on the homophily feature and connection degree, OSS excludes v4 from 
the forwarding list based on its adaptive sensibility, since the pheromone information 4Pv  
for query q is below the level of the sensibility of v1.  
To conclude, when a node receives a query message, it first checks whether the query has 
been already received during the past. Redundant queries will be discarded without 
further processing. Then the node utilises its local service index to score the similarity 




can be provided. If the query needs to be further forwarded, the query-handling node 
initialises the knowledge index to find promising associated nodes using OSS algorithm 
and multicast the query to the chosen nodes. In OSS algorithm, each node maintains a 
pheromone table in the knowledge index that records the information of its immediate 
neighbours. Intuitively, the pheromone of a neighbour is the topic of historical success in 
query routing via that neighbour. In order to achieve high recall and low messages 
overhead, an adaptive forwarding degree is proposed. The number of nodes to be 
forwarded in each hop is adjustable based on both the olfactory sensibility and the level 
of pheromone in the neighbourhood. The olfactory sensibility is an adaptive value 
depending on the level of pheromone and the choice probability. With a higher level of 
pheromone information and large choice probability, nodes utilise a larger forwarding 
degree to exploit the current neighbourhood to locate more relevant services. On the 
contrary, lower level of pheromone information and small choice probability will lead to 
a smaller forwarding degree for bandwidth-efficient discovery.  
5.5 Evaluation 
The simulation platform generates various network structures to simulate complex 
connectivity of decentralised social overlays.  In order to focus on the core value of 
service discovery in the decentralised environment, the platform can conduct simulations 
of service discovery under different network structures.  
5.5.1 Simulation Methodology 
The simulation setup used for the subsequent experiments is the same as section 3.4.  The 
content generation and query generation are the same in line with the method in section 
3.4.2. 
5.5.2 Simulation Design 
Since the simulation in this chapter covers the semantic routing based on pheromone 
information, the semantic ontology DMOZ is used for calculation of the semantic 
distance between two topics. Topic ontology construction: The DMOZ project is a 
taxonomy for classification of web pages. To prepare the topic ontology, the RDF dump 
of structure and the content was downloaded as of 21st March 2016. All topics were 




“computer”. The sub-category Top/World is excluded from the experiment, because this 
subcategory was designed for the multi-lingual purpose for the DMOZ project. In total, 
the ontology has 682 sub-topics and the average topic path length is 5.73. 
The experiments compare the number of visited nodes, success rate and average recall 
under three commonly used network structures in complex networks. The considered 
network structures include random networks (RN), Scale-Free networks (SFN) and 
homophily-based networks (HN). The construction of this network structures has been 
presented in section 4.7.  In each experiment has been repeated for 10 networks for each 
of the structures and 10000 query messages have been generated in each network. Each 
node is assigned with a list of possible query topics to search. This list is limited by the 
total amount of topics extracted from the DMOZ. During each step of the experiment, 
each node evenly selects random topics from the list of possible topics, whereby all the 
nodes have the same probability of generating service queries. The content of query 
message consists of two features: homophily information of the query initiator and the 
query topics that describe the service requirements.  
5.5.3 Performance Metrics 
 Recall: the number of retrieved services divided by the number of relevant 
services in the whole repository.  
 Recall on Time-to-Live (RTTL): it quantifies the performance of the search node 
based on the TTL used to find all relevant services. The RTTL measures are given 
in terms of the average recall and the maximum steps allowed in each node.  
 Number of visited nodes: this metric counts the path length for a query from 
initiator to the first found service provider. Lesser the number of visited nodes, 
the shorter is the discovery path. 
In this chapter, the precision metric is not considered, because all the compared search 





5.5.4 Performance Evaluation 
5.5.4.1 Evaluation of the Size of Pheromone Table 
The size of pheromone table determines how many topics are stored in the LKI that can 
direct queries to suitable neighbours. Intuitively, if the number of stored topics are greater, 
the search efficiency will also increase. But the maintenance and computation also 
become more expensive when the size grows. Therefore, this experiment is designed to 
evaluate the size of pheromone table under a fixed maxTTL of 5 in the homophily-based 
structure with 1000 nodes in the social network. Six search simulations are conducted 
with different size of pheromone table. Each simulation assigns all nodes with the same 
size of pheromone table and each node randomly issues 1000 queries during the 
simulation. The LRU scheme is used to replace the records in pheromone table when the 
number of query topics exceeds the predefined size. The average results of each 
simulation are observed to guide the choice of a proper size to achieve good search quality 
and a relatively low maintenance cost. 
 
Figure 5.5 Evaluation of the size influence on the success rate 
Figure 5.5 shows the influence on success rate of the size of pheromone table. The x-axis 
shows the 6 groups of histograms where the topic size of topics ranges from 10 to 1000 
and in each group the degree of connection changes from 2 to 5. The y-axis shows the 




of connection and the larger size of topics can achieve higher success rate. For the same 
degree of connection, as the size of topics increases, the success rate gains increment 
rapidly. In the first and second histogram, with the increase of topic size from 10 to 25, 
the success rate gains more than 150% for the average degree of connection of 2. When 
the size reaches 1000, the success rates are all above 50% for the compared degrees of 
connection, and the highest success rate hits 81% with the degree of connection of 5. On 
the other hand, when the degree of connection increases, the success rate also exhibits 
increment for a fixed size of topics in pheromone table. In each group of histograms, it 
can be seen that there is marginal increment for the first two groups of histograms (topic 
size 10 and 25) and a relatively large increment for the remaining groups of histograms 
(topic size 50,100,500 and 1000). The reason behind this phenomenon is because a node 
with higher degrees of connection is considered more sociable and more queries can be 
resolved via the node. As a result, more successfully resolved query topics are stored in 
the pheromone table, which leads to the higher increment in success rate. 
 
Figure 5.6 Evaluation of the pheromone maintenance cost 
Figure 5.6 shows the maintenance cost for different size of pheromone table. The x-axis 
shows the topic size of pheromone table and y-axis represents the maintenance cost which 
is defined as the number of recorded topics in pheromone table during the simulation. It 




increases. However, from the results shown in Figure 5.5, it can be observed that when 
the size of topics increases to a certain level e.g. size 100, the increment of success rate 
becomes marginal. From topic size 500 to 1000 the success rate for the same degree of 
connection remains nearly stable. To balance the trade-off between success rate and 
maintenance cost, the size of pheromone table is set as 100 in the homophily-based 
network, which can achieve a relatively high success rate and a low maintenance cost. 
5.5.4.2 Evaluation of Search Performance in Volatile Networks 
Since SDOSN operates the service discovery on an unstructured P2P network, the 
network dynamism is one of the main challenges for maintaining the social overlay 
network and supporting effective service discovery. Since users may disconnect or stop 
their devices at any time they choose, any given user may be offline and not available for 
some periods. This phenomenon, in P2P terminology, is known as the churn. The overlay 
network undergoes frequent reconfiguration, which affects the performance of 
information propagation and service discovery. Therefore, it is necessary to test whether 
if the simulation environment can cope with the dynamic changes. In order to simulate a 
dynamic environment, during the simulation each node is assigned with an absent 
probability. The experiment uses the network setting in  
Table 4.3 and TTL is set as 25. During simulation, some nodes are randomly removed 
and added during simulation according to their absent probability. Figure 5.7 depicts the 
influence of churn rate on the success rate in three network structures. The x-axis is the 
absent portion of nodes in the social network, and the y-axis is the success rate. The 
experimental result shows the Scale-Free network (SN) suffers the most impact when 
nodes leaving the network; the RN has the medium success rate and Homophily-based 
network (HN) has the best tolerance to network churn. In SN, a few nodes have very large 
degrees of connection, and these nodes are considered highly influential participants that 
affect the overall network connections significantly. When these nodes are absent from 
the network, the success rate declines sharply. In HN, the reason for the best tolerance is 
that nodes are connected by homophily which can handle a great number of queries in a 
short path. Moreover, the neighbours in HN who share common interests and may provide 
similar services. Therefore, even when nodes are absent from the network, the HN shows 
favourable resistance to the churn. This feature is very desirable in real-world dynamic 




by these devices will no longer be available. The homophily-based social network 
provides higher success rate in such dynamic environment that can guarantee a better 
search performance for service discovery.  
 
Figure 5.7 Churn rate influence on search performance 
5.5.4.3 Comparison of Related Search Models 
The OSS search strategy for decentralised service discovery has also been compared with 
various search strategies used in complex networks, differing by the way of neighbour 
selection and the forwarding degree in each step. These strategies are:  
Random: a search strategy utilising random walks with a fixed forwarding degree [53, 77] 
Degree: a search strategy utilising only the degree of connection information with a fixed 
forwarding degree [57, 148, 198]. 
FreeNet: a search model utilising similarity with deep first search with a fixed forwarding 
degree [91]. 
Neurogrid: a search model utilising similarity with broad first search with a fixed 
forwarding degree [92]. 
ESLP: a search model utilising similarity with broad first search with an adaptive 
forwarding degree [93]. 





IAPS: a search model utilising resource type score with a fixed forwarding degree [82]. 
5.5.4.4 Parameter Setting 
In the simulation, TTL is evaluated over the range 2~8. In a moderately connected 
Gnutella network, more than 70% of the generated messages are redundant resulting in a 
flooding with a TTL of 7 [218]. Also in the experiments, with the TTL of 8, query 
messages can reach almost all the nodes in the overlay networks. The total number of 
nodes in the experiment is set as 1000 for all experiments. The max number of topics in 
the pheromone table is 100. The max size of the network shortcut index is 100. The soft-
cosine similarity threshold   is set as 0.25 for all the similarity based search models, 
including Neurogrid, ESLP, EDSD and OSS. The homophily parameter   is set to 0.5. 
The adaptive forwarding degree d in the experiment is evaluated from 1 to 5. The average 
forwarding degree of all the models in the simulations is approximated to 2 based on the 
experimental observations. It should be noted that the original model of FreeNet, EDSD 
forwards queries only to a single neighbour in each hop to reduce the query messages. In 
order to conduct a fair comparison of the forwarding degree, the forwarding degree of 
FreeNet and EDSD are altered to the same with other models. Furthermore, simulations 
include a churn rate to simulate dynamic decentralised systems, where approximately 20% 
of peer nodes are presented less than 30% of the time. Table 5.1 shows the default values 
of simulation parameters and the function description.    
Table 5.1 Simulation parameters and their default values 
Parameters Value Function 
maxTTL 2~8 Maximum TTL of a query 
m 1000 Number of nodes in the social network 
k 100 Max number of topics in pheromone table 
 0.5 Homophily regulating parameter 
 0.3 Scaling parameter the contribution of depth 
 1 Scaling parameter the contribution of path length  
 0.25 Similarity threshold: FreeNet, Neurogrid, ESLP, EDSD, OSS 






Figure 5.8 Number of visited nodes under different network structures 
Figure 5.8 illustrates the average number of visited nodes in all the studied models for 
each network structure. For each network structure, the shortest path with a minimal 
number of visited nodes is obtained based on their adopted strategy of building the 
network, insisting that the search strategy and the network structure are closely associated. 
The Random Network structure (RN) and the Scale-Free Network structure (SFN) 
connects the nodes without considering the interests and semantic content of the nodes. 
Considering the differences between the content of nodes and their neighbours, the 
Homophily Network structure (HN) establishes user connections with similar interest and 
content. It can be observed from Figure 5.8 that the average number of visited nodes is 
quite low for most of the search models in HN in comparison to those in RN and SFN. 
This insists that the homophily is effective in facilitating service discovery with shorter 
paths, since users tend to interact with similar users in social networks. HN tends to bring 
similar users together as neighbours, thus the number of visited nodes to resolve queries 
are lower than RN and SFN. Furthermore, it is clearly evident that the proposed OSS 
algorithm outperforms all the compared models achieving the minimal number of visited 
nodes, with the best performance achieved in HN. This is because in each query 
forwarding hop, OSS accurately measures the distance to the target service provider. OSS 
utilises a homophily enhanced query message as an estimated target provider. The query 




homophily features of the target provider. OSS improves the similarity measurement by 
considering both semantic distance and homophily distance to the estimated target 
provider. Besides, OSS uses an adaptive forwarding degree, whereby nodes with lower 
similarity are ignored during the forwarding process, thus OSS search model can 
successfully resolve queries with a minimal number of visited nodes in all the three 
network structures. 
 
Figure 5.9 Success rates under different network structures 
Figure 5.9 depicts the percentage of queries resolved by the studied models before the 
TTL expires for all the three network structures. In all the three networks, the success 
rates of search models are affected by forwarding degree and routing strategy. It can be 
observed that the knowledge-based models of FreeNet, NeuroGrid, ESLP, EDSD, IAPS 
and OSS are achieving better results than the uninformed models such as Random and 
Degree. Among the knowledge-based models, BFS based search models including 
NeuroGrid, ESLP and OSS are exhibiting a higher average success rate than FreeNet 
which uses DFS based search. Comparing ESLP and OSS based on the adaptive 
forwarding degree, OSS has a more comprehensive knowledge index for gaining more 
social information about the neighbours including interests, social relationships. ESLP 
only has a topic information of immediate neighbours in its knowledge index, but the 




discovery process, OSS obtains homophily information in the social network and utilises 
a more accurate neighbour selection than ESLP, thus OSS exhibits a better success rate 
than ESLP. The network structure RN is exhibiting a lower success rate for all the models 
and the average success rate is above 60% for all the search models in SF. Nodes with 
more candidate neighbours for the query routing process usually affects the success rate 
in SF. In HN, the success rate is above 75% for the knowledge-based search models. Once 
again, these results further validate that the homophily network can improve the 
performance of service discovery. Overall, in the three network structures, OSS achieves 
a much better success rate above 80%, outperforming all the compared models. This is 
because of the fact that OSS not only utilises semantic similarity but also considers 
neighbours’ connection degree as an important factor for query forwarding, which 
combines the advantages of similarity based search models and degree based search 
models. As a result, OSS achieves a higher average success rate than other models and 
further exhibits a better tolerance for different network structures. 
 
Figure 5.10 Average recalls on time-to-live (TTL) 
Figure 5.10 illustrates average recalls achieved by different models for various TTL 
values under the HN network structure. The optimal recall (represented by the max curve 
in the figure) is used as the max recall in the decentralised environment. It can be observed 




higher will be the recall. The random search model is exhibiting the worst recall efficiency, 
which increases very slowly with increasing TTL. The proposed OSS model is very 
sensitive to the TTL value; an increase in the TTL is having a more positive effect on 
recall than any other models. This feature is very important in DOSN, since a smaller 
TTL with a relatively high recall can drastically reduce the messages. In HN, users are 
connecting with similar users. OSS is sensitive to homophily features and can utilise a 
relatively larger forwarding degree for many queries when these queries are close to 
service providers. Other models either use a static forwarding degree or not sensitive to 
homophily features. Thus, even with a small TTL, OSS can find more relevant services 
than any other models. 
5.6 Summary 
This chapter introduced a novel swarm intelligence inspired search algorithm, which aims 
to optimise the service discovery process by finding more relevant services with less 
traffic overhead. This algorithm characterises the decentralised service discovery as the 
food foraging method of swarms in the wild. The biologic features pheromone and 
olfactory sensibility are studied and formally defined in this chapter. This algorithm 
performs a swarm-based query routing strategy that employs an adaptive forwarding 
degree in each hop. The forwarding degree of swarms is self-adaptive to the 
environmental changes and achieves favourable search performance in dynamic networks. 
The proposed OSS algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art search models in terms of 
the average number of visited nodes, success rate and recall in the three different network 
structures. Moreover, OSS is able to achieve better performance of service discovery than 
the compared models despite the type of the network structures.  
The main overhead of this approach is the maintenance of a knowledge index in user’s 
local storage. The knowledge index contains associations between a node and its 
immediate neighbours based on historical search results, which includes the neighbour’s 
neighbour list, the neighbour’s interests list and the pheromone table. On one hand, the 
neighbour list and interest list do not need frequent updates. In this research, when the 
social overlay network has been established, the neighbour list and interest list are 
considered immutable, since such changes are infrequent to the extent that they are 
insignificant within the time scale of our problem of information dissemination and 




friendship relationships are being formed. During the service discovery process, the 
neighbour list and interest information will not be updated. On the other hand, only the 
pheromone table in the knowledge index needs frequent updates. The pheromone table is 
created based on historical searches, updated upon success requests. The maximum size 
of pheromone table is a user-defined variable. In the simulation, the size of pheromone 
table has been defined as 100 topic items. When the number of topic records reaches the 
maximum size, old records will be replaced with new records using the least recently used 
strategy. It can be observed from the experimental results that the proposed algorithm 
achieved more than 30% higher performance than uninformed search models by utilising 
a small-sized knowledge index. Besides, this algorithm has achieved fewer visited nodes 
and higher success rate than other models. With fewer visited nodes, the number of 
forwarding messages over the network decreases correspondingly. Therefore, the 
network traffic overhead is lower than the compared models. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that with the significant improvement of service discovery performance, the 
maintenance overhead of the small-sized knowledge index in the proposed algorithm is 







This thesis presents a novel self-organised architecture and adaptive mechanisms to 
support efficient service discovery for decentralised OSNs. The research objectives have 
been achieved through five core components: literature review, architecture design, 
supporting algorithm development, model optimisation and simulation.  
A comprehensive and systematic review of the state-of-the-art literature on P2P networks 
and decentralised OSNs has been presented in chapter 2. This includes deeply analysing 
the P2P network topology, knowledge-based service discovery, and the architecture 
design requirements of decentralised social systems. In addition, social network theories 
and user behaviours have been vastly studied including social knowledge maintenance, 
communication mechanisms and social relationship adaptation. This literature review 
discussed the key building blocks of decentralised OSNs and laid the foundation for this 
research towards two core components such as a self-organised architecture and an 
efficient service discovery model for decentralised OSNs. 
Chapter 3 detailed the system model design of the proposed self-organised architecture. 
The content management structure, communication and distributed topology adaptation 
have been characterised and defined in order to develop self-sustaining mechanisms to 
maintain the network structure and to support social service discovery without the 
involvement of a dedicated central server. A social overlay network has been built on top 
of an unstructured P2P network which facilitates users to self-organise into semantic 
communities based on content similarity. This self-organised architecture exhibits the 
small-world characteristics with short average path length and large average clustering 
coefficient. Additionally, a distributed topology adaptation has been proposed to 
bootstrap newly joining nodes for the purpose of maintaining the network structure. A 
node fingerprint hash technique has been presented to achieve a fast bandwidth-efficient 
similarity calculation between users. The conducted experiments validate the 




network structures including Random Network, Scale-Free Network and NFH-based 
Network respectively. The obtained results demonstrated that the proposed architecture 
can deliver correct and stable service discovery in decentralised environments. 
Chapter 4 presented an efficient service discovery model that utilises homophily features 
in semantic query routing. The proposed model can efficiently handle complex queries 
and exhibits good performance under different network structures. In order to capture the 
hidden semantic correlation between concepts, a semantic matchmaking method that 
utilises the soft-cosine similarity has been employed to achieve an accurate semantic 
match for complex queries. The homophily feature of social networks has been studied 
and modelled, which integrates common social connections and common social interest 
to form communities in the social network.  Moreover, the social network adaptation has 
been spontaneously conducted through user interactions. During this network adaptation, 
nodes can accumulate social connections and find more suitable candidates to connect as 
friends. In the homophily-based social network, the average discovery paths tend to be 
short and communities exhibit high clustering coefficients. Experimental results showed 
this proposed service discovery model can achieve high success rate and low overhead. 
In order to optimise the query routing efficiency, chapter 5 introduced a novel swarm 
intelligence inspired search algorithm OSS, which is able to locate more relevant services 
with fewer messages. The decentralised service discovery has been achieved through a 
food foraging method of insect swarms in the wild. The biological features such as 
pheromone and olfactory sensibility of swarms have been adopted and characterised as 
indicators for the query routing process. The proposed algorithm employs an adaptive 
forwarding degree in each hop and it is self-adaptive to the environmental changes and 
achieves favourable search performance in dynamic networks. In the experiments, the 
OSS outperformed the compared search models in terms of the achieved search 
performance and reduced network overhead.  
In order to evaluate the proposed model and algorithms, a configurable simulator has been 
developed using Java, as introduced in chapter 1. The main components of this simulator 
include adaptation to network structure, decentralised service discovery and evaluation 
metrics. This simulator can simulate a dynamic social network with knowledge-based 




architecture and model have been evaluated against the state-of-the-art methods using 
real world datasets. 
6.2 Reflections 
OSNs are the most prevalent Internet applications that provide appealing online activities 
for people to share information and to communicate with the wider world. However, a 
series of urgent issues faced by existing centralised OSNs such as single-point of failure 
and privacy concerns, have motivated this research to investigate the possibility of 
developing new decentralised architectures with better scalability and user privacy 
control as an alternative to the traditional centralised architectures. The booming social 
network applications on mobile devices further urges the research on DOSNs. This thesis 
presented a novel service discovery model aimed at facilitating the development of next 
generation OSNs. The proposed model entails a self-organised architecture and effective 
decentralised service discovery algorithms to support the core functionality of DOSNs. 
The potential practical impacts of this research in the context of DOSNs can be concluded 
as follows. 
First of all, like the Internet itself, the proposed self-organised architecture is not 
controlled by any sole entity. Users in this architecture have full ownership of their 
personal social data and can control their data storage and sharing policies. Additionally, 
promising properties such as decentralisation, self-organisation and fault tolerance 
provide the architecture with strong adaptability and high scalability. This allows the 
proposed architecture to serve as attractive infrastructure for large-scale social systems.   
Next, the proposed service discovery approach accelerates query routing through 
effective social network adaptation. This approach achieves a semantic-aware and social-
aware search, which encompasses a service matchmaking module to capture the hidden 
semantic information and a homophily-based query module to characterise user’s 
common social status and interests. Important features such as supporting complex 
queries and fuzzy match, high query efficiency and dynamic social network adaptation, 
make the service discovery approach flexible and accurate in decentralised environments. 
Finally, the swarm intelligence algorithm is self-adaptive to environmental changes and 
achieves favourable search performance in dynamic social networks. This algorithm 




In decentralised social systems, this algorithm can provide users with more service 
candidates for each query and the request delays can be significantly reduced due to its 
less bandwidth cost requirement for query routing. Therefore, the user experience in such 
social system can be massively improved. 
6.3 Future Directions and Insights 
Although this research has addressed several issues of service discovery in DOSNs, there 
are still other open research problems to be considered into account in the future.  
The first limitation of the proposed model is that the research only considers user interests 
and social relationships to characterise the homophily features. However, in real-life 
social networks, users are sophisticated and volatile. As a future work, other social 
features such as authority, centrality and time/location attributes will be considered for 
optimisation, which may further enrich the homophily definition. Additionally, user’s 
interests and social relationships dynamically change over time. Investigating the impacts 
of these dynamic changes upon the overall performance will be another research direction. 
The volatility of homophily during social network evolution will be studied to capture 
more comprehensive and accurate social features. The second limitation is that the 
discovery may not be guaranteed in an open dynamic system. Unlike a closed simulation 
system, the topology structure of real-world DOSNs is ad-hoc in nature. With nodes 
joining and leaving the system frequently and contents being generated and updated 
quickly, service availability and resilience under high network churn are a few commonly 
prevailing issues in service discovery. In a high churn rate environment, the limitations 
of the proposed social overlay network may witness low service availability. In the 
current design, service availability depends on user’s engagement of online presence in 
the social network. If a large number of users are absent, the success rate of discovery 
declines. In addition, when the number of direct neighbours is small, discovery 
performance will be further penalised as the network may be segmented. As part of future 
work, service replica schemes and incentives for user’s online presence will be considered 
to improve the service availability. Additionally, nodes with a smaller number of 
connections require more dedicated service cache mechanisms and personalised service 
recommendation algorithms to achieve a reasonable search quality in dynamic 
environments. Furthermore, testing the performance of the proposed model in a real open 
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